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Introduction

The question of the nature of theology is a prolegomena! 

issue basic to the entire theological enterprise, low the theolo

gian views his task partly determines the way he carries out that 

task. The formal character of theology is integrally bound to 

the content of theology. As a foundational issue, the question 

of the nature and structure of theology is more a philosophical 

issue, belonging to the philosophy of theology, than an issue of 

theology itself. Thus developments in philosophy have historically 

had great influence on theological self-reflection.

To fully come to grips with the present day Protestant under

standing of theology, it is necessary to take into account the 

conception of theology that was prevalent when Protestant theology 

was in its bloom. That conception is still operative in con

temporary conservative theology and also lies behind liberal or 

neo-orthodox conceptions. This study is an attempt to enrich our 

understanding of the Calvinist Reformed reflections on theology 

from a period which forms a crucial transition stage leading to 

the lengthy reflections of seventeenth century Orthodoxy, This 

transition period ended when the Synod of Dort (l6l8-l6l9) 

solidified the Reformed tradition, just as the Formula of Concord 

(157?) had solified Lutheranism. At Dort the crisis particularly 

over the issue of predestination was resolved, and formulas-, for 

Reformed unity became firmly established. This Synod marks the 

beginning of the period of Orthodox Calvinism.
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The predestination controversy, developing from the 1590’s, 

was centered in the theological faculty of the newly founded 

(1575) University of Leyden. The main contestants were Jacobus 

Arminius and Pransiscus Gomarus. During the early years of the 

growing controversy, some important reflections on the nature 

and method of theology also appeared, especially stimulated by 

the contribution of Pranciscus Junius. The years from about 

158? to l6l0 form a relatively unified period of productive 

theologizing. Before the 15905s the university was too young 

to have a stable theological faculty, and after l6l0 until the 

Synod of Dort the university was so caught up in the immediacies 

of the controversy that little constructive theologizing was 

possible. Between those years, five figures dominated the 

theological faculty: Junius, Gomarus, Lucas Trelcatius Sr., his 

son Lucas Trelcatius Jr. and .Arminius. Each of these men offers 

us some reflections on theology. A study of their views provides 

us with a good representation of the diverse tendencies in Re

formed theology at that time. Among them, are represented the' 

two poles of the predestination conflict as well as a 'moderate 

position. Although this study can only provide some hints, 

consideration of the various views of the nature of theology 

can serve to deepen our understanding of the dynamics involved 

in the predestination controversy.

The first four chapters of our study attempt to picture the 

broad context out of which the Leyden reflections over theology 

arose. Since little material concerning the various features of 

this context is available in the English language, we elaborate 

at some length on these aspects of our study. The fourth chapter
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Mographically introduces the five Leyden theologians, and

particular note is made of philosophical or other influences 

on them that may have affected their views on theology. Chapter 

five, which forms the core of this study, investigates the 

reflections of these theologians that focus on the nature of 

theology itself and theological (especially dogmatic) method, 

leaving aside their thinking on such other prolegomenal matters 

as the doctrine of Scripture. Integral to this investigation 

are the translations from the Latin of many of the relevant 

reflections on theology. These are placed in the■Appendices.

Irr this study, particular attention is paid to Arminius, because 

of the significant role he has played in the history of Reformed 

theology, and because in order to follow the course of his 

rather extensive reflections, not included in the Appendices 

on account of their availability in English, we have had to 

elaborate in more detail. The concluding chapter attempts to 

reveal from a systematic point of view some of the dynamics at 

work in five problem areas that arise out of the Leyden re

flections .



1. PHILOSOPHICAL TENDENCIES »  EARLY PROTESTANTISM

Reflections on the nature of theology at the turn of the 

seventeenth century presuppose views of science present in the 

contemporary philosophical developments at the protestant univer

sities. Considerations of theological method in those years also 

reflect trends In the area of logic, which in the late sixteenth 

century was the discipline which commonly Included the treatment 

of method. Me must therefore survey those trends in philosophy 

which bear on our understanding of early protestant theologizing.^ 

A» Melanchthonlan Arlstotellanlsm

The early Reformers shared with fifteenth and sixteenth 

century humanism the rejection of the medieval Aristotle toy an

appeal to the original sources. The humanistic movement began 

in Italy, but was carried by Rudolf Agricola (1443-1485) up the

Rhine, and it was his work, Be Inventlone dlalectlca. which broke 

the monopoly of Peter of Spain’s widely used scholastic textbook 

on logic. Erasmus brought humanist learning to bear on the study 

of Scripture. Luther rejected the scholastic commentaries on 

theology with an appeal to go back to the Scriptures. At first 

he strongly rejected Aristotle, but with the influence of his 

colleague Philip Melanchthon his attitude softened and he came 

to recommend Aristotle's logic and rhetoric for the non-theological 

disciplines.

Among the most important contributions to this field are P. Peter
sen, Geschichte der Aristotelischen Philosophie im protestantischen 
Deutschland (Leipzig, 1921), E. Weber, Die philosophischen Schol
astik des Protestantismus im Zeitalter der Orthodoxie (Leipzig, 
19 0 7), M. Wun^t, Die deutsche Schulmetaphysik des 1?. Jahrhunderts 
(Tubingen, 1939). In English, see L. W. Beck, Early German Phil
osophy (Cambridge, 1969)» chp. VI-VII, and J. Pelikan, From 
Luther to Kierkegaard (St. Louis, 1950).



Melanchthon first- came to Mittenberg as a human!st, and al

though at first influenced "by Luther’s aversion to philosophy, he 

soon turned again to Aristotle and brought about a synthesis of 

Protestant theology and Aristotelian philosophy. This came about 

largely through his attempts to meet the demands of the Protestant 

educational system which needed textbooks to fill the vacuum left 

after early Reformation attacks on the medieval liberal arts.

Among the classical philosophies available, Melanchthon chose an 

Aristotelian!sm supplemented at points by the truths of revelation 

He wrote textbooks and compendia for most areas of the ciirriculum 

These received standard use in Protestant universities throughout 

the sixteenth century. Under his influence, some older universi-
t i c s  b e c a m e  p r o t e i t . j n t  , a n , 4. n e w  pr  ■ r.t

ties were established (Harburg, Königsberg» Jena), lis works on 

dialectic* strongly under the influence of Agricola» became 

standard textbooks on logic in Lutheran schools until about l600. 

Metaphysics was the one area of Aristotelian thought that 

Melanchthon continued to reject, and hence throughout the century 

it received no separate place in the Protestant curriculum. With 

the adoption of the Formula of Concord (15??) by the strict 

Lutherans,. Melanchthonianism (Philippism) was defeated in theology 

but in the area of philosophy it remained predominant, even for 

the strict Lutherans. Thus it is that Melanchthonian Aristotelian 

ism became a prominent trend in sixteenth century philosophy, 

especially for the Lutherans.

But the Aristotelianism of Melanchthon spread also to Cal- 

vlnlst centers, especially after some of the Philippists, accused 

of Calvinism, were rejected after 15?? by the strict Lutherans
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and found acceptance among the Reformed, MeIanehthonian Arlstotel- 

ianlsm spread to Geneva and Heidelberg and from those centers to 

Leyden. Calvin, trained as a humanist, shared with Luther the 

strong rejection of scholasticism. Elements of Stoicism remained 

throughout his thought. It was Theodor Beza, however, who firmly 

defended Aristotelian!sm at Geneva. In 1570, he spoke of the 

determination of the Geneva Academy "to follow the position of 

Aristotle, without deviating a line, be it in logic or in the
p

rest of our studies.H At Heidelberg, Zacharias Ursinus, who 

had been an early disciple of Melanchthon, maintained a firm 

Aristotelianism, and wrote a commentary on the logic of Aristotle.

B, Ramism

One of the challenges to the Ar istotelianism of Melanchthon

arose out of the teachings of Peter Ramus ( 1 5 1 5 - 1 5 7 2 ) His

thought represents a humanistic reaction within Aristotelianism

against the neo-averroist renaissance of Aristotelian philosophy

that had come out of Padua.

According to Ramus, Aristotelian logic had been ruined not
Uf

just by the Scholastics but by Aristotle himself, and he set 

about to reorganize and simplify it. As a professor at Paris, he 

published in 1555 his Dialectica„ which had grown out of two 

earlier works of 15^3» Following Rudolf Agricola, Ramus reduced

2
Cited in C. Bangs, Armlnlus. (New York, 1971)» p.6l .

3
See especially Walter Ong, Ramus, Method and the Decay of Dialogue 

(Cambridge, 1958) * his article, !,£amus”, Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 
vol. 66f , and F.P. Graves, Peter Ramus and the Educational 
Reformation of the Sixteenth Century (New York, 1912).

^Beck, op. cit. p. 1 1 6.
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all argumentation to the "art of discourse1* which he called logic 

or dialectic. Thus he developed a rhetoricized logic oriented to 

practice and paedogogical usefulness. Logic for him was not a 

science, hut an art, which served as a propaedeutic to right 

thinking in all disciplines. He divided logic into invention 

(the discovery of arguments) and judgement (the arrangement of 

arguments)/  Under judgement, he included treatment not only of 

syllogism but also of method.

Between 15^3 and 15^7* consideration of method had shifted

from the discipline of rhetoric to logic (in the manuals of Joh.
6

Sturm and Melanchthon), and Ramus now accentuated this shift.

With Ramus, method be came a procedure for arranging subject matter 

in any discipline for the sake of teaching. By method, one was 

to proceed from the general to the particular by means of defin

ition and division. This was implemented by dichotomization.

The typical Bamist approach was first to define the subject, 

then divide it into two and so on. Dichotomistic tables often, 

especially with Ramus5 followers, accompanied such "analysis” 

of a subject, in order to display the results of the thinking 

and to aid the memory for easier recall. Ramist works often 

began with such a table which pictured the whole analysis; the 

work itself was then an exposition of what was contained in the 

table.

^ R. Maclliaaine, transl,, The Logike of the Most Excellent 
Philosopher P. Ramus Martyr (ftforthridge, 1 9 6 9 ) 7 p. 10.

^ Ong, Ramus, Method and the Decay of Dialogue, p. 306.



Such a method certainly differed from the common approach to 

a discipline by Aristotelian logic. The Aristotelian approach 

generally proceeded through rules and proofs in the quest for 

first principles in order to demonstrate the scientific foundation 

for an art or science,

Ramus applied his method to organize many of the university 

disciplines, and toward the end of his life he also turned to 

theology. The Christian religion was thus methodized in his 

Commentary on the Christian Religion which was published in 1576 

after his death. In this work, he defined theology as the 

'•'doctrine of living well" (doctrina bene vivendi), in contrast to 

the common orthodox view of theology as "discourse concerning 

God" (sermo de Deo). Ramus’ definition reflects his great 

emphasis on use, thus on theology as oriented to the practical 

life of man. Following the definition, he first divided theology 

into doctrine and discipline. Discipline was subdivided into 

doctrinal practice and church polity; doctrine into faith (Bk.I) 

and the works of faith, the latter of which was seen to consist

of obedience (Ik.II) and prayer (Bk. Ill) on the one hand and

7
the sacraments (B k .IV) on the other.

Metaphysics, for Ramus, was absorbed or displaced by logic,

and so was excluded as a real discipline. This humanistic

tendency he shared with Melanchthon.
8

The Influence of Ramism before his death remained largely

^P. Ramus, Commentarii de Rellgione Christiana llbri quatuor,
(Frankfurt »“T s W T T - “" . ' " .
8
For his influence, see especially Ong, op. clt., chp. XIII and 

J. Moltmann, "Zur Bedentung des Petrus Ramus fur Philosophie und 
Theologie im Calvinismus, t r.crtr* f * fur Kirchengeschichte (10'u
p.- 295-318.

8
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■within France. However, in 1$68 Ramus brought his teachings to 

the Rhine region on a trip to Zurich, Basel and Heidelberg. 

Resistance arose from Aristotelian elements, especially in Geneva. 

In 1569 at Heidelberg he went over to Calvinism, thus opening the 

way for acceptance of his views by Reformed thinkers. After the 

St. Bartholomew Massacre of Huguenots in 1572, in which Ramus 

lost his life, the real stronghold of Ramism became the German 

Rhineland. Here the peak of Ramist influence occurred between
9

1580 and 1620. Following the Rhine, his* Influence reached the 

Calvinist areas of the Netherlands. In 1574 there appeared an 

English translation of the Dialectic. and Cambridge University 

soon became a stronghold of Rami sm. At the German universities, 

Ramus* writings came to replace or supplement the Melanchthonian 

body of textbooks. Some figures synthesized the positions of 

Ramus and Melanchthon, and became called such names as "Philippo- 

Hamista", But in general, Ramism tended to be accepted by 

Calvinists, and the Melanchthonian brand of Aristotelian!sm by 

Lutherans. Lutheran rejection of Ramism resulted in official 

prohibitions at the universities of Leipzig, Helmstadt, Jena and 

Wittenberg at the turn of the century.

Calvinist theologians most influenced by Ramus include 

Olevianus and Tremellius at Heidelberg, Zwinger and Polanus at 

Basel, Bulllnger and Gualther at Zurich, Sturm at Strassbourg, 

Molanus at Bremen, Piscator, Alsted and Alting at Herborn, Camero 

and Amyraldus at Saumurp Amesius at Franeker, and Perkins and

^ Qng, op. cit., p. 298.
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Temple at Cambridge, At the University of H e r b o m , Ramism was 

established as the official philosophy. In the 1590’s Ramist

tables appeared in Calvinist theological works, especially in
11

Piscators analyses of books of Scripture. Not all Calvinism* 

however, turned to the Ramist philosophy. The Aristotelianism 

of Bezan Orthodoxy remained a strong force especially at Geneva 

and Lausanne. The Calvinist philosopher and theologian 

Bartholomew Keckermann at Heidelberg became one of the sharpest 

critics of Ramism. Moltmann makes the observation that Ramism 

most commonly became assimilated to those streams within Cal

vinism which rose in opposition to Bezan Orthodoxy, such as 

Late Zwlnglianism, the Heidelberg-Herborn Federal theology and

certain humanistic heresies in the sixteenth century, and

Arminianlsm, Amyraidism and early Pietism in the seventeenth 

12
century. By the end of the sixteenth century, Ramism or anti- 

Ramism was a matter of controversy.

C. Neo- Aristotelian Logic

In the last quarter of the sixteenth century, a new influ

ence arrived on the scene at protestant universities. Melanch- 

thon's compendia and commentaries on Aristotle had become a 

substitute for the direct study of the Master®s works, and now

from Italy came the impulse to return to the original pure
13

Aristotle. Over against the humanist conception of dialectic

Moltmann, op. clt., p. 296,

11
Bangs, op. cit. p. 59*

12
Moltmann, op. cit,f p. 296.

10

13
Beck, op. cit., p. 11?,
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in Kelanchthon and Ramus, with its incorporation of metaphysical 

content, came early attempts by Joh. Neldelius of Leipzig and

Jacob Schegk of Tubingen to return to the classical conception
lit

of Aristotelian logic. Schegk in 157? published the Organum

Aristatelieuiii. During the 1580*s, these attempts became joined by 

a new stronger influence from the neo-Aristotelian circle at 

Padua, especially exerted by the logic of Jacopo Zabarella 

(1532-1589).

Zabarella taught at the university of Padua from 1563 until 

his death and became the leading Aristotelian logician of his 

time.^  He regarded logic not strictly as a part of philosophy, 

but as an instrument of philosophy which furnishes other arts and 

sciences with the tools to rightly order their concepts. Order 

and method are two of the tools. By order the parts of any 

discipline* are arranged for the sake of teaching; and method is 

the way of discovery of the unknown from that which is known.

Method for Zabarella remained the most comprehensive concept.

The doctrine of method he considered central to his logic, and his 

reflections upon it appeared in his influential treatise, De 

Methodls. which was included in his Opera Logica published in 

1578. Zabarella*s methodological reflections appeared as the 

culmination of a long tradition of discussion on the problem 

within Aristotelian thought. ' Throughout the Middle.Ages,

14 '
Petersen, op. cit., p. 195-6.

15
For Zabarella, see Petersen, op. cit., p. 196ff., W. Risse’s

Introduction to Zabarella * s Opera Logica (Hildesheim, 1966 ), and 
N.W. Gilbert, "Zabarella” Encyclopedj F ni ^i u ph y , vol. 8 , p.365ff.
16

An important study of the Renaissance discussions on method 
and their background is the work of N.W. Gilbert, Renaissance 
Concepts of Method(New York, i960).



(Mien, the second century commentator on Aristotle and authority 

on medicine, had been influential on thinking about method with 

his three orders of teaching, outlined in the introductory pages 

of his Ars Medlea, He said that teaching could be done by analysis 

(or resolution), by synthesis (or composition) , or by the breaking, 

down of definition. Around 1400, scholarly interest shifted from 

the Gccamists at Paris to the Italian university of Padua, which 

became the leading scientific school in Europe and the center of 

discussion on method."^ Here over a period of about three centuries 

there was a gradual elaboration of the Aristotelian method from 

its first treatment by Pietro d fAbano in 1310 to its completed 

statement by Zabarella. Zabarella reduced the number of orders 

and methods to two, the compositive or synthetical and the resolu

tive or analytical. The definitive order of Galen now fell to

gether with the compositive. His two methods corresponded to 

his division of the sciences into theoretical or contemplative 

disciplines (sciences which deal with things that originate 

through external causes but not the human will* i.e., metaphysics, 

matheaatics, physics) and practical or operative disciplines 

(sciences which deal with things caused by human action). The 

theoretical sciences follow the compositive order, I.e., they 

proceed from the first principles to conclusions (or from cause 

to effect); the practical sciences follow the resolutive order,

I.e., they proceed from the end to be achieved back to the first 

principles (or from effect to cause). More specifically, the

^  In his ground-.breaking study:»., {rThe,".Development of Scientific 
Method in the School of Padua»81 John H. Randall Jir. traces the 
course of this discussion.■ Printed in P.O. Kristeller and P.P. 
Weiner, eds., Renaissance -Essays ."(New York, 1968), p. 217-151 •

12



exposition of a practical science was to begin with the end (finis), 

to be followed by a description of the subject (subjectum) which 

seeks to achieve the end, and finally a discussion of the means 

(media) by which the subject achieves the end. With this particular 

combination of the two kinds of disciplines with their respective 

methods, Zabarella's views became very influential.

The teachings of Zabarella first appeared in Germany in the 

Isagoge loglca (1581) of F. Crellius, and through Ph. Scherb the

university of Altdorf became and remained a center of the Italian
18

brand of Aristotelian!sm. Joh. Hawenreuter of the university

of Strassbourg published an expanded edition of Zabarellaes

Opera Loglca in 1594. In a short time his works were in everyone*s

hands. Among the Calvinists, Keckermann became the leading

proponent of Zabarellan logic.

With regard to method, German Aristotelians answered the

challenge of Ramism to produce a method from Aristotle*s teachings

19
by turning to Zabarella3s writings. Protestant logicians who

followed Zabarella tended to make slight restrictions on his

teachings, one of which was to drop the distinction between '1 order 
20

and method. In protestant Germany at the end of the sixteenth 

century, disputes over method centered on Galen and Zabarella on

the one hand, and Ramus on the other. The opinions of Melanchthon,
21

who had turned to Aristotle as the best guide for method, dropped away,

40

For Zabarella*s influence on protestant lany, see Petersen, 
op. cit., p.-i9 8 .ff, 212ff-..
19

Gilbert, op. cit.» p. 213»
20

Petersen, op. cit., p. 213.

13

21
Gilbert, op. cit., p. 215.



D. The Revival of Me tapir/-~3 cr

One other influence entered protestant philosophy at the end 

of the sixteenth century, the reception of metaphysics at the univer

sities as a real discipline. This happened over against the 

previous humanistic neglect of metaphysics, found in the Melanch- 

thonian curriculum and in Ramist dialectic, in which metaphysics
Op

was lost in logic. In the sixteenth century, logic had stood

out in the cirriculum, but in the seventeenth century, metaphysics

became predominant. This philosophical shift with the reception

of metaphysics has commonly been regarded as the cause of pro-

23
testant scholasticism in the seventeenth century.

One reason for the new rise of metaphysics was that the new

interest in Aristotle*s logic, that came out of Italy, excluded

the metaphysical problems that had previously been handled within

logic (e,g., the theory of catagories), and that forced a revival
24

of metaphysics as an independent discipline. Another factor 

played a crucial role. Late sixteenth century theological con

troversies, especially concerning the Lord5s Supper, and the 

protestant need to meet the Jesuit polemics of the Counter- 

Reformation required careful analysis and use of such concepts 

as substance, attribute, accident, locus, etc. These tools for 

theological debate metaphysics provided.

The revival of metaphysics received its greatest impulse 

from Spain with the works of the Jesuits, P. Fonseca and Francisco

22
R.P. Scharlemann, Thomas Aquinas and John Gerhard lew Haven 

and London, 1964), p. 22,
23

See Scharlemann's overview of studies concerning the causes of 
protestant scholasticism, op.cit., chp.1 .
214 -

Ik

Beck , op. cit., p. 118.



Suarez, especially after the appearance of

the Dlsputationes Metaphyslcae of Suarez In 1597• His neo- 

scholastic metaphysics was a modernization of Thomistie meta

physics, Metaphysics he defined as the science of being qua 

being, and the theory of categories received a primary place.

Spanish Jesuits had staffed Catholic schools in Germany and in
25

the Netherlands since the mid-sixteenth century, so his in

fluence quickly spread.

In protestant Germany, however, there., had been in the

159 0’s a school metaphysics at several universities before

26
the neo-scholastic influence from Spain arrived. The univer

sity of Altdorf, for example, maintained the non-scholastic 

Aristotelian approach. Nicolas Taurellus, also of Altdorf, in 

a work of 1596, took an independent position by advocating a
2?

Christian metaphysics in place of the Aristotelian metaphysics•

The Marburg Calvinist, Budolf Goclenius, wrote a work on Aris

totelian metaphysics in 1598.

A new tendency, however, took hold with the adaption of the 

neo-scholastic metaphysics to protestant theology. The beginnings

of this protestant scholastic metaphysics appeared first at
28

Helmstadt with the teaching of Cornelius Martini. In his 

first lectures on metaphysics published in 1597» Martini did not 

yet draw from Suarez, but by the turn of the century the work 

of Suarez became well known and was quickly accepted by Lutherans

25 Ibid., p. 1 2 3.
o ¿L

Scharlemann, op. cit., p. 15, 19ff*

Beck, op. cit., p. 119; Petersen, op. cit., p. 219ff.

15

27

Beck, op cit., p. 121.



and Calvinists alike. The Dlsputationes soon became the model

for protestant school metaphysics. At Lutheran centers, the
29

reception of Suarez tended to take two forms* Either the 

Dlsputationes were adopted almost completely, as at Giessen, or

they were accepted with critical alterations as at Helmstadt,

Wittenberg and Jena. Among the Calvinists, Clemens Timpler of

Heidelberg and Steinfurt formed a metaphysical system in his

influential work, Metaphysioae systerna method!cum (1604), which
30

drew from Suarez, Zabarella and Fonseca.

These four streams in protestant philosophy were the key 

philosophical factors underlying the theological discussion. The 

particular way in which these influences entered the academic

circle at Leyden .shall be discussed later.



II* EARLY BBFOBMBD REFLECTIONS ON THEOLOGY

The Leyden reflections on theology, which we shall study, were 

not the first in the Reformed tradition. They grew upon and 

developed from previous reflections. An overview of some of 

these earlier developments can provide some understanding of the 

historical context of the Leyden views. 

i‘„, ncfleo 11 ji,s on the Nature of Theology.

The earliest known use of "theology!! occurs in Greek philos

ophy in writings of Plato and Aristotle. From its mythical and 

philosophical meanings there (for Aristotle metaphysics was 

"theology"), the term was gradually taken up into use by the 

early Christian Church in a Christian sense, generally limited 

to the doctrine of God. In the late Scholastic period, all

Christian doctrine became called "theology,” and that meaning
1

carried on into the Reformation.

In late medieval scholastic theology (e.g.., Thomas Aquinas,

Duns Scotus), there were well developed reflections on the nature 

of theology. Partly stimulated by the rediscovery of Aristotle 

in the twelfth century, Thomas became the first to treat theol

ogy (he preferred the term "sacra doctrina") as a true "science"

2
(sciential in the Aristotelian sense of the term. Aristotle 

had distinguished certain knowledge ("scientia" in Latin) from 

probable knowledge (opinio).

In the early Reformation period, there was at first little 

reflection on the character of theology, due to the Reformation

1 See the history of the term in Gerhard Ebeling, "Theologie 
(Begrif f ageschichte)" , Die;- Religion in Geschlchte und Gegenwart, Id,
2 . VI, crsi» -^9,

P. E. Persson, Sacra Doctrlna: Reason and Hev'-l c.' ior: In Aquinas 
(Oxford, 19?1) r* ' Ihomas Aqui. r, S jnma Theolo^ » a  .pest .1,
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reaction against scholasticism as well as to the fact that the 

immediacy of religious needs provided little opportunity for 

self-reflection. Only around 1600 do the first Protestant r e 

flections on the scientific character of theology appear. This

was occasioned on the one hand "by the new availability of a. 

philosophically well worked out doctrine of science, for which

Zabarella’s teachings were crucial, and on the other hand by the

3
new independence of dogmatics as a discipline beside exegesis.

The latter factor was important because dogmatics was the area 

of theology most readily systematized according to the contemp

orary notion of science. There had earlier been no clear dis

tinction between dogmatics and exegesis. Melanchthon®s Loci 

communes was originally an exposition on the book of Romans. 

Dogmatic works were filled with exegetical elaborations, and 

sometimes commentaries contained so much dogmatic material that 

books of "loci” (or heads of doctrine} could be drawn from them

(ag., Bucer, Vermigli) * Sometimes dogmatic material was linked
¿j.

to catechetical exposition (e,g., Ur sinus). But gradually the 

notion grew in Protestant theology that the body of doctrine 

formed a "system" in which each article lead on to the next and 

fit into a unified body. That meant an independent dogmatics.

Only after the new consideration of the scientificness of theology, 

made possible by the two factors mentioned, did reflections on 

the character of theology become taken up as prolegomena .sections 

to dogmatic works.

^ Paul Althaus, Die Prinziplen der deutschen reformierten Dogaatik 
if.' Zciralter der arlstotelischen Scholastik (Darmstadt, 1^6?), p.20.

ii
See Appendix A for a list of the most important Reformed dog- 

maticr works until the Synod of Dort *
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Looking more particularly at some of the first Reformed re

flections on theology, we see an early hesitancy among Protestants

to use the term ,! theology ”, in reaction to its scholastic usage. ̂  

This is true especially of those influenced by Melanchthon, who

had talked rather of ssdoc trina Christiana" and later "doctrina

Ecclesiae"; Calvin commonly used the term "religio Christiana."
of

The earliest reflections on the character theology are found 

largely in incidental references. Prefaces to dogmatic works 

sometimes provide glimpses of what the author conceived his dog

matics to be (eg«,» Melanchthon, Calvin) . Most of the Reformed 

dogmatic works before l600 begin with the doctrine of God*, 

some, however, first include a locus on Scripture (e,g., Bullinger, 

Hyperius, Zanchius), or following Calvin, a locus on the know

ledge of God (ê g., Ire tins, Pi sea tor) « Following Erasmus5 Ratio 

seu Methodus Compendio Pervenlendl ad Veram Theologian (1620), 

a number of works «ere written concerning how theology ought to 

be studied (eg., by Bullinger and Hyperius), but these are not 

explicit reflections on the nature of theology. Andreas Hyperius5 

important work of this nature, titled De recte formando Theologiae 

stm ?Jl IV (1556) and with the 1559 edition retitled

De Theologo, seu eie rati one studi i th ;ici libri IV, can be

called the first encyclopedia of theology in the proper sense of 
6

the word. This work consisted of four parts, dealing with what 

material from other disciplines is used in theology, guidelines

^ G.P. Hartvelt, ”0.ver de Methode der Dogmatiek in de Beuw der 
Reformatie”"Gereformeerd Theologisch Ti,idschrift (1962) nr.4-6, 
p 9 1 1 0, 1 1 8«,
6

A. Kuyper, Encyclopedia der Heilige Godg •dheid (.Kampen, 1908), 
voi. 1 j p, 15*5« See also R»-. Preus, The Th' ol^o1 ~" st-Reformatiom 
L ut he ran ism ( St. Loui s » 1970), p » 8/i *' -
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for the reading and exegesis of Scripture, the criteria for a 

"loci communes“, and the practical application of doctrine for 

the church. Because of the last part of this work, Hyperius has 

commonly been called the father of practical theology as a special 

theological discipline. The preface to Hyperius® dogmatic work, 

lethodus Tfaeologiae (Bk. I was completed in 155^)» contains some 

reflections on theological method.

Theo; dor Beza's reflections on theology are significant, but
7

these are scattered especially throughout his later writings»

The earliest important formal treatment of the nature of theology 

in the Reformed tradition is found in the Prolegomena to the 

commentary of Zacharias Ursinus on the Heidelberg Catechism. This 

work grew out of his lectures on the catechism, which formed the

8
basis of theological instruction at the university of Heidelberg. 

These lectures he delivered annually until 1577» but an authentic 

published edition of them did not appear until David Pareus5 

edition of 1591. Ursinus, in line with lelanchthon whom he had 

closely followed as a youth, speaks of the "doctrine of the 

Church,*' which is his term for "theology". In a general prole

gomena section, he discusses what this doctrine or theology is 

(the entire and uncorrupted doctrine of the law and gospel con

cerning God divinely revealed in the Scriptures), its parts 

(law and gospel), its differences from the doctrine of the 

sects and from philosophy, arguments for its truth and certainty,

^ Walter Kickel, Vernunft und Offenbarung bei Theodor Beza 
(NeuXirchen, 196?), p. 15*

8 Cf., J.W. Nevin5s. Introduction to The Commentary of Dr. Zacharias 
Ursinus on the Heidelberg Catechism (Grand 1V56) p. xix.
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and ways by which it is taught (toy catechetical instruction, by
9

loci communes, and toy the reading of Scripture itself). In a

special prolegomena section, he discusses the way of catechizing.

The first looms of Ursinus* Loci Th /,pgici, as well as various

disputations on "doctrina ecclesiae”, over which he presided,

10
contain similar reflections. With Ursinus, there is yet no 

concern for the scientific character of theology.

The Loci Th %cj." 1  of Victor Strigel^ begins with a pro

legomena section on theology. In two chapters are treated the 

certainty of Christian doctrine as well as the raethod and way of 

teaching and learning the doctrine of the Church.

Hieronymus Zanchius worked out the relationship of theology

and philosophy in some detail in his De Operibt' C i intra spacium
12

seu dierum crea': He defined theology as discourse or know

ledge (sermo seu scientia) concerning God in so far as He is 

revealed in Scripture for man5s salvation. His dogmatic work,

E ione Christiana Fides (1585), begins with a chapter on

Scripture, which is here called the foundation (fundamentum) of 

the Christian religion.

George Sohn of Heidelberg began his Methodus Theologlae 

plene conformata with some thoughts on theology, which he

9 Zacharias Ursinus, Opera Theologica „ Tom I , col. ¡+6-5^. In the 
English translation, The Commentary of D r . Zacharias Ursinus on 
the Reltte I'berg.6a te chi sm,
10

Ursinus, Opera, col. kZSft, See his disputation theses in the 
Opera, col. ., and in the Miscellanea Catechetlca of David
Pareus (l6o8)f p. 113-11^*

11
This work was the result of editing and comment by Christopher 

Pezel of lectures of Strigel, who died in 1569» It vaS published 
in 158 2.

21
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A. Kuyper, op. cit., p. l68ff.



identifies with the Word of God. Theology or the Word is under

stood by him to be doctrine (doctrina) concerning divine things 

disclosed by God, and it is considered to be twofold: unwritten 

and written.

In 159^, Franciscus Junius wrote his small book, titled

De Theologia Vera, which we shall later discuss. This independent

treatment of the character of theology became very influential

on many later reflections.

Beginning with Bartholemew Keckermann® s Systerna S S« Theologiae

(1602), it became common to begin dogmatic works with an explana-

14
tion of the concept of "Theology". His first chapter is

called "Oil the nature of Theology". With a somewhat different

emphasis than usually found among the Reformed, he considered

theology to be religious intelligence (prudentia) for the attain

ment of salvation.^

In the development of reflection on matters of prolegomena,

the Reformed were usually ahead of the Lutherans. In his Loci

Theologicl (1610-1622), John Gerhard was the first Lutheran to
16

deal specifically with the topic of the nature of theology.

These are some of the main developments in Reformed reflection 

on the nature of theology before and during the time of the 

Leyden theologians. In this context, the thinking at Leyden 

could develop.

^  George Sohn, Opera, 3rd ed. (Herborn, 1609) p. 88ff.

G. Ebeling, op. cit. p. 7 6 5•

^  Bartholemew Keckermann, Opera Omnia. Tom. II, col. 6 7;
Kuyper, op. cit,, p. 204ff.

1 fi
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13

Preus, op. cit., p. 109» 114.
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B. Theology as Frac11oal or Theoretical

When theology was accepted as a science, a common issue 

revolved around, whether it was a theoretical or practical science.

Since Aristotle, the issue of the theoretical or practical

character of theology had a long and scattered history. In his

Metaphysics, Aristotle set up the problematics by regarding the
e n d  ot o~ i  beofct I ¡.cm sc ience  "to be t r u t h  cinJ

end of a practical science to be action. He considered theology

(or metaphysics) along with mathematics and physics, to be a

1?
theoretical science.

The foremost medieval Scholastics pondered the question.

Some wanted theology to be purely theoretical or speculative; 

others such as Duns Scotus wanted it to bq purely practical.

Still others wanted it to be neither theoretical nor practical, 

and another group considered theology to be of a mixed character, 

speculative and practical at the same time. Thomas Aquinas, for 

example, considered theology mixed but predominantly theoretical.

Within Reformed thinking, the question was not really dis

cussed until about 1600 with the rise of concern for the scien

tific character of theology, and after that opinions on the

matter were diverse. Joh. Alsted considered his dogmatic

Theologla Scholastica (l6l8 ) to be theoretical. A number of 

Reformed theologians, Including Gomarus, L. Trelcatius Jr. (both 

of whom we shall study), Polanus, H. Alting, Maccovius, Walaeus,

Maresius and Wendelimus, regarded theology to be mixed. Although
i ' P

Calvin had sharply rejected scholastic speculative theology,

17
Aristotle, Metaphysics II, 1» 993b 20f f .; XI, ?, 1064b 1-6.

18
See for example his Institutes, 1,2.



the real impetus for the conviction of the practical character .

of theology came from Peter Ramus, whose emphasis on simplicity

and practice was a mark of his philosophical reforms. Ramus in

his Commentary on the Christian Religion defined theology as the

doctrine of living well (doctrina bene vivendi), and maintained

that the "final purpose of the science is not mere acquaintance
19

with matters relating to it, but use and practice," The 

Ramist conception can be found in William Perkins, for whom 

theology was “the science of living blessedly for eternity"

(sclentia beate vivendi in aeternum), and later in William Ames 

who considered theology to be Mthe doctrine of living to God* 

(doctrina Deo vivendl). Arrainius, as we shall see, on this point 

was also influenced by Ramus. The practical emphasis, however,

■was also maintained by the anti-Ramist Keckermann. Later 

Reformed theologians holding to the practical character of theology 

include L. Crocius, Wendelinus, J. Heidegger, P. van Mastricht, 

Leydecker, Burmannus, Coccejus, Marckius, and Heidanus. Within 

the Lutheran tradition, the practical thesis became a hallmark 

for their theology . 20

Ramus, Commentarij. 1- ^ione Christiana librl quatuort
(Erankfurt, 159*0 » chp. 1 .

20 The thesis of the practical character of theology within 
Protestant thinking has been well discussed by E, Weber, Per 
Elnfluss der orotestantlschen Schulphilosophie auf die orthodox- 
lutherische Dogratik ' (L'-iprig, 1906). p . 37-50» Althaus, op, cit, 
p. ¿K-k-0, J. Bohatec "Die Methode der reformierten Dogma tikss 
Treologlsche Studien und Krltiken (19081, p, 280ff, Karl Heim,
Dag. Gewl s she it- p problem. In der sy sterna tlschen Theolof,!- - i 3 ? u 
S _h " j. .rmacher (Leipzig, 1'̂ ! l ; , > , 1 02 > .



C. He , 2 s c f-; ons on Th, - lc, ;lcai Method

The early years of the Reformation display no great concern
si

for methplogical questions. In rejection of the medieval "Sumina" 

and '‘Sententiae", Melanchthon set the pattern for protestant 

dogmatic works throughout most of the sixteenth century when he 

constructed his Loci communes of 1621, the first Protestant dog

matics , according to the loci method. By this method, derived 

from the rhetorical tradition going back to Aristotle S,s Topics,

one was to gather together "loci" out of anything that is read.
veins

The "loci" were considered to be the essential^within a subject 

matter, in which £s the knowledge of it can be found, and

22
which can easily be referred to for supporting or refuting.

In taking up this method, Melanchthon followed the thinking of 

Rudolph Agricola in his dialectics and Erasmus, who applied 

the method to theology. Prom Melanchthon#s Loci on, the many 

early dogmatic works constructed by the loci method consisted 

of a loosely structured arrangement of “loci” or leading doc

trinal concepts drawn from Scripture. Generally following the 

order of what Melanchthon called the "historical series" (i.e., 

the sequence of events as recorded in Scripture), these dogmatics 

could be constructed with any number of loci, sometimes over a 

hundred. Because of Melanchthon9s loci approach to dogmatics, the

25

21

Important discussions of the history, of theological method 
within early Reformed theology can be found in G.P. Hartvelt, 
op. cit., p. 97-1^9» Althaus, op. cit»f. p.. 11-0-6?, J.. Bohatec, 
op. cit,, p. 277-292, E. Weber, Per Einfluss, p. 20-26.
22

For this approach, see Q. Breen, "The Terms 'Loci Communes8
and ’Loci* in Melanchthon»M Church History, ’(194-7) p. 199ff.
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term "loci communes* (commonplaces) became the customary desig- 

nation for dogmatic theology,

Although Calvin called his dogmatics an "Instltutio"

(meaning "instruction1*)» it became evident already in the pre

face to his second edition of 1539 that he conceived his Institutes 

to be a book of loci communes, which he regarded as a prerequisite 

to the reading of his exegetical commentaries. The design of

the Institutes follows the general arrangement of the Apostle8s
2k-

Creed, with the Decalogue and Lord’s Prayer incorporated.

In the second half of the sixteenth century, with the

appearance of greater methodological awareness, the synthetical

and analytical (compositive and resolutive) methods entered into

theological discussion. Andreas Hyperius, in the preface (155^?)

to his Methodus Theologlae (this is the first designation of a

dogmatic work as a '’methodus”), called his method of teaching

the dogmatic loci "systatic" or "synthetic* (i.e. constitutive

or compositive). Hhis method proceeds "from the first principles

gradually through the forms, and differences (per formas ac
25

differentias) all the way to the end," For him, this concretely 

meant a treatment of six loci: God, Creatures and Man, the 

Church, Doctrine of the Law and Gospel, Signs or Sacraments, 

and the Consummation.

23
The actual term "theologia dogmatica*' appeared only in the 

early eighteenth century.
2k

Hartvelt, op., cit.,. p. 103

^  A. Hyperius, Methodus Theologiae (Basel, 156?), p. 15* See 
also his De Theologc [z.r ; 1» -"¡1 <1"• , p. k$k.
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The prolegomena section to the ic ,1 )f Strlgel discusses 

the three methods of Galen in relation to theology. The syn

thetical method is said to proceed from the principles through 

the means to the end; the analytical method proceeds in reverse 

order. The third method is the exposition of a definition 

and its parts. None of the three methods is considered proper

to the doctrine of the Church, which ought to hold fast to the

26
"historical series”.

The Lutheran theologian Flacius Illyricus, in his ClayIs 

scrlpturae sacrae of 1 5 6 7» also considered the use of the three 

methods of Galen in theology, and recommended the synthetical

method, admitting that the analytical method could be useful 

in postills and Scripture exposition. Although the earlier 

loci method of Melanchthon can not properly be called syntheti

cal, this identification was made by Flacius. A dogmatic 

treatment according to the synthetical method would thus go out

from God as the ground of all things and after that speak of

27
the means to salvation.

More particular and goal-conscious than what was said by 

Strlgel and Flacius, are the reflections of Zanchius on 

theological method. In an short work written shortly after 

1568 called Praefatluncula in locos communes, Zanchius con

sidered that there are chiefly two methods of teaching. The 

synthetical or compositive is properly used for assembling and

26
Chr. Bezel ed., Loci i i Vii*r . Strigelii (Naples. 1582) ,

p. 15ff•
27

Hartvelt, op. cit., p. 122; Weber, op. cit., p. 21.
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handing down the common places while the analytical or reso-
28

lutive method is used in the exegesis of Scripture. In a

speech in which he later inaugurated the school at Neustadt,

Zanchius explained his methods in the following way:

For the exegesis of the Scriptures analysis 
is necessary. One must first indicate the 
goal of a writer, with which everything that 
he writes agrees. Then the whole book or 
letter becomes analyzed into its parts and 
the whole content of the doctrine into con
ceptions and argumentations. After the 
explaining of Holy Scripture, one should 
compile loci theologici. For that synthesis 
is necessary, through which, out of the 
context which one Interprets, the various 
conceptions about the same doctrine and the 
affirmations become reduced in good order 
to conclusions with argumentations derived 
from elsewhere.29

In other words, what by analysis becomes broken up Into its 

diversity in exegesis must be logically put together into loci 

by synthesis in dogmatics. Zanchius as an Italian had studied 

in Padua, but on becoming a Protestant he left to teach at 

Strassbourg and Heidelberg. He may have been in touch with 

current neo-Aristotelian discussions on method in Italy.

lost of this late sixteenth century thinking on method

follows the traditional Galenic-Aristotelian stream of method-

30
ology. By the end of the century it was quite common to 

regard synthesis as the method of dogmatics, and analysis of 

exegesis.

H. Zanchius, Opera Theologlca (Geneva, 1619), p. 3l9ff.

29
Cited by G.P. van Itterzon, Franciscus Gomarus (the Hague, 

1930), p. 26.

30
N.W. Gilbert, op. cit., p. Ill



With the new impulse of methodological ideas from Italy,

especially in Zabarella6 s logic, there arose a new development

in theological method at the turn of the century. When this

philosophical basis had been laid, it became possible for

Bartholomew Keckermann to explicitly apply the analytical method
31

to dogmatics itself. A philosopher as well as theologian, 

Keckermann took over the insights of Zabarella with regard to 

the main divisions of science and their respective methods.

Thus he regarded the analytical method as applicable to practi

cal disciplines and the synthetical method to theoretical 

disciplines.-^ Although Zabarella had allowed no place for 

theology as a science, Keckermann fit theology into Zabarella9s 

scheme of science and considered it to be a practical discipline
33

which thus must be treated by the analytical method. This 

innovation Keckermann introduced in 1602 in his Systerna SS. 

Threologlae. According to him, theology by means of the analy

tical method shows the sinner the practical way to reach sal

vation. It thus proceeds, in Zabarellan fashion, from the 

end (eternal life) to the subject for whom the end is intro

duced (fallen man) and finally to the means by which the end 

is attained by the subject (knowledge of misery and of re

demption from misery). For this application of the analytical 

method, Keckermann saw the arrangement of the Heidelberg 

Catechism to be his model. Although he considered theology to

Weber, op. cit»» p. 21.

32
Althaus, op. cit., p. ¿K)f f ; Gilbert, op. cit., p. 218.

33

29

Hartveltt, op. cit., p. 130.



be practical, Keckermann contended that the principles of theol

ogy (the doctrine of God) must be derived from theosophy, a 

theoretical discipline.

After Keckermann, with the acceptance of theology as a science 

a choice had to be made between the analytical and the synthetical 

method for dogmatics. After the analytical method was introduced 

into Lutheran dogmatics by lentzer already in l6l0 and developed
34 -

by Calixt, It became the classical method of Lutheran orthodoxy. 

Eeckermann* s use of the analytical method for dogmatics was, how

ever, not generally accepted by the Reformed. Even many who ac

knowledged the practical character of theology stayed far from the 

analytical approach because of their difficulty in accepting the 

end of theology simply as the blessedness of man, and not also the

35
glory of God. The deductive synthetical method, which starting 

from the doctrine of God describes his eternal actions and finally 

explains their execution in history, was the approach mere congenial 

to the Reformed, and accommodated well to their view of predesti

nation in which God8 s decrees are seen as the cause of all that
36

happens in history. The synthetical approach reached its classic 

application in Alsted's theology.

The theologians of Leyden were contemporaries of Keckermann.

Their reflections on method,which we shall examine, appear in the 

fluid transition stage during which the philosophical teachings of 

Zabarella were just being received by Protestants, and the situa

tion was ripe for conflict with the Ramist approach to method,

J Weber, op. cit., p. 21.

Hartvelt, op. cit., p. 1 3 3*
36

Althaus, op. cit., p. 64; Bohatec, however, sees no connection 
between the synthetic method and the doctrine of predestination, 
op. cit., p. 298.
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III. THE UNIVERSITY OF LEYDEN CONTEXT

1
A. The Else of Dutch Calvinism

The Reformation came early to the Lowlands after the ground 

had been prepared by such movements as the Waldensians, the 

Brethren of the Common Life, and humanism. Historians mention 

several streams of reform until Calvinism finally became pre

dominant ; however, there is little agreement yet about the pre

cise character and development of these streams. The following 

developments are usually considered: Already in 1518 evangelical 

(Lutheran) teachings were being spread from Antwerp by monks 

of the Augustinian order to which Luther had belonged. By 1520* 

there were Sacramentarlans, a loose group which preached against 

abuses of the church. By the 1530's the Anabaptists were al

ready a significant movement. Calvinism came on the scene 

later, but its rise has been a point of dispute between Cal

vinist and Arminian traditions in historiography, which already 

soon after the Synod of Dort were set in relief by the work of 

the Arminian Uytenbogaert, De Kerckelycke Hlstorle, in 16H-6, and 

the Kerkelycke Geschiedenlssen of the Calvinist Triglandius in 

1650. For the Calvinist interpretation, Calvinism in organized 

form appeared as a reforming force already as early as 15^ .

Some of the factors regarded as contributing to its rise are

31

Cf. «I. Reitsma, Geschiedenis van de Hervorming en de Hervormde 
Kerk der Nederlanden- (Utrecht, 1933); C. Bangs, op. cit., p» 20ff;
C, Sepp, Het Godgeleerd Onderwi ,1s in Nederland gedurende de 16e 
en 17e Eeuw (Leyden, I8 7 3) Pt. 1, p. 9ff. P. Geyl, The Revolt of 
the Netherlands 1555-1609(London, 1958) p. 80ff; P.Y. De Jong» ed. 
Crisis in the Reformed Churches (Grand Rapids, 1968) chp. 1&2.
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the spread of Galvin's writings, the influence of refugee con

gregations at Emden, London and other places, and the efforts 

of Geneva-trained ministers. The Arminian-ortented tradition has 

generally seen Calvinism appearing in the Lowlands as a stringent 

foreign influence at a later date, at least not till after 1561 

when the Belgic Confession of Guido De Bres began to have a 

strong influence, and intolerant-minded refugees arrived from 

the Huguenot wars in France. In this interpretation, Armlnlanism 

is generally considered to have arisen not as a reaction to 

orthodox Calvinism but as a manifestation of a longer standing 

indigenous Dutch reformation represented earlier by the Sacra- 

mentarlans.

At any rate,the year 1566 marked a significant change in the 

movement to Reformation. During the summer a wave of frenzy 

swept from town to town as mobs destroyed images in the churches. 

Public preaching, "hedge-sermons”, and psalm-singing spread 

throughout the provinces. Calvinism with its zeal and organizing 

capacity sprang to sudden predominance. Philip II of Spain de

cided to crush the outburst in the Lowlands and that precipitated 

the 80 year revolt of the Netherlands against Spanish domination 

which did not end until the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. The 

rise of the Reformed church in the Netherlands was thus contem

poraneous with the struggle for national independence. The 

first national synod of the Dutch Reformed churches was held in 

1570* With the Synod of Dort (1618-19) and its establishment 

of orthodox Calvinism over against the Armlnian challenge, the 

heart of the Reformed tradition shifted to the Netherlands.
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Bu The Founding of the University

Before the founding of the university at Leyden, in 1575»

Netherlanders who sought a protestant theological education in

order to enter the ministry had to attend foreign centers. The

Brabant university at Louvain and the Flemish university of

Bouay were nearby, but were Roman 'Catholic. Early protestant

sympathies turned to Wittenberg, but after 1$66 with the sudden

dominance of Calvinism, Heidelberg and Geneva became the places

2
to study. Even after the founding of the new center at Leyden, 

they continued to draw Dutch students. These two centers were 

the only fully Calvinist universities previous to Leyden, The 

Geneva Academy» established in 1559* was under the dominating 

spirit of orthodox Calvinist Theodor Beza. At Heidelberg, 

Friedrich III, after he became the new Elector of the Palatinate 

in 1559» -turned to Calvinism and brought in such professors as 

Zacharias Ursinus and Caspar Olevianus to give Calvinist direc

tion to the university. By 1563 the influential Heidelberg 
Catechism appeared. Within a few years after the university of

Leyden was established, there appeared in the early seventeenth
3

century many Calvinist university centers. In the German 

territories, besides Heidelberg, there were centers at Herborrr 

(1584), Steinfurt (1591)» Marburg (l6o^) and Frankfurt-on-the- 

Oder. In the Swiss cantons, Basel became Reformed in 1586.

At Saumur in Prance a theological school was established in 1599»

P
Sepp, op. clt., Pt. 1» chp. 1; A. Eekhof^ De Theologlsohe Facul-

teit te Leyden in de 1? de Beuw (Utrecht, 1921), p. 1-Off,

3Cf. Ernst Bizer’s "Historische Elnleitung5' to H., Heppe, Die Dog
ma tik der evangellsch-reformlerten Kirche (Neukirchen, 195^1»



after the 1598 Edict of Nantes. Other Huguenot academies were

set up at lontattbanr» Montpellier, Sedan and limes. In England, 

by 1590 the Puritans had two. colleges at Cambridge, Christ 

College'and Emmanuel. In the Netherlands, ten years after 

Leyden, a university was established at Praneker (1585)• Then 

came Groningen (l6l4),, Utrecht (l6'34) and Barderwijk (1648)* 

Besides the universities, there were the many "Illustrious 

Schools’* which were established in various towns throughout
4

the Butch provinces. Among these, Harderwijk (1600-1648) and 

Deventer (16 30) became the most Important for theological 

training.. Since the church required only two years of theologi

cal education for its ministers and no university degree, many 

of them attended only these schools."*

The university of Leyden stood at the beginning of this 

flourish of Calvinistic scholarship in the Netherlands, and 

after a faltering start soon became an internationally important 

center, drawing professors of great reputation and many foreign 

students. The lapse of Heidelberg back to Lutheranism between 

1578 and 1584 and the dropping of the confessional oath for

students were key factors in drawing foreign students to Ley- 

6
den. The predestination controversy leading to the Synod of 

Dort shifted the focus of Reformed attention to the Netherlands. 

Thus theological reflection done in the early years at Leyden 

came to play a crucial role in subsequent Calvinistic thinking. 

h,
K.H-. Kuyper, De Qplelding tot den Dlenst des Woords bij de 

Gereforjaeerdejn (She Hague, 1891), p. 524ff,
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5Ibid.. p.. 531, 5^9. 
f

Eekhof, op. cit., p. 19
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The primary cause for the founding of the university of 

Leyden by William of Orange was to meet the pressing need for

7
ministers in the northern provinces. It was, however, on 

account of the political need to strengthen the cultural foundation

of the northern provinces in the revolt against Spanish tyranny
so 8

that the university was^hastily established in early 1 5 7 5»

Leyden, which had just successfully withheld a seige by the

Spaniards, was chosen as the location.

The university was intended to be fully Calvinist in char-
9

acter, but in actuality that was true more for the theological 

faculty than for the other faculties. In the formal procession 

at the inauguration of the university, the theological faculty 

was represented at the head of the procession by Lady Sacra 

Scriptura, accompanied by the four evangelists, Matthew, Mark,

Luke and John, but for the Arts faculty there followed Pallas

Athene accompanied by the philosophers Aristotle and Plato, the

10
orator Cicero and the poetrVirgil. The theologians were at 

first all closely related in spirit to the faculties at Geneva 

and Heidelberg. The concern to have professors of high repu

tation sometimes overshadowed any c on e'er n for a principial

Beformed, outlook in the non-theological faculties, The Greek prof
essor Vulcanius did not even pigfess the Reforaed religion, and tite 
humanist spirit of the classicist Lipsius lead him from Leyden

to Louvain and back to Catholicism.^

?-■ E.H. Kuyper, op. cit., p. k1}!, Sepp, op. cit., p. 32.

8 .
M.W. Jurriaanse, The Founding of Leyden University (Leyden,

1965), p . 5ff.
o +a

W*F. Bankbaar, Hoogpunten uit het Nederlandsche Calvinlsme in 
de Zestiende Eeuw (Haarlem, 19%), chp. "IV.

Jurriaanse, op. cit., p. 10.
11 Sepp, op. cit., p. 27,
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Prom the beginning the university had four faculties, irr

the medieval tradition. A student would begin in the Arts

faculty, which was to provide propaedeutic training for the

higher faculties of theology, law and medicine. The Arts course

included the Hebrew, Greek and Latin languages, the philosophical

disciplines, mathematics and other free arts. The first Statutes

of 1575 provided for eleven professors, two in theology, two

in Law, one in Medicine, and six in the Arts (Logic, Physics,
% 12

Mathematics, Latin, Greek and Hebrew).

13
C. Philosophical i> Ioaments at Leyden

Since the philosophical disciplines were taught as propae

deutic studies to the higher faculties, a student training for 

the ministry would generally take philosophy before he entered 

the theological faculty. The disciplines that received attention 

were logic, physics and the practical disciplines of ethics, 

politics and economics.

The program of studies for the university, drawn up by the 

theologian Feugueray in 1575, was penetrated with the spirit of 

Ramist reform. Manifesting the humanist emphasis on literature 

and rhetoric, it made no mention of the Organon of Aristotle

^  G. Schotel, De Academie te Leyden' in de l6e , i?e or, l8e Eeuw 
(Haarlem, 1875), 'fTUvTl

13
■The major study of philosoph-lcaJL—teaching in the Netherlands

in this period is Paul Dibon, La ̂ Philosophie néerlandaise au 
siècle d ^ r . Tome I, L 5 enseignement philosophique dans les 
universités a 1 5époque précartésienne (1575-1650), (Amsterdam-,,
1 . See also Dibon," !,L'Sinflüënde'de Raimis aux universités 
néerlandaises du 17e Ircoeedings of the 11th international
Congress of Philosophy, vol. XIII (Amsterdam, 1953)* ?• 30?ff,
and"D." Gros heide, ”De ¥1 jsteçeerte in de Ned'erlanden van 1575 
tot l i y  ", Ser- Cormeerd Theologlsoli T.i jdsohrifty  55 Jrg. no. k, 
‘I?:* . r. .
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and. provided no place for metaphysics. However, philosophical 

instruction soon began to follow the "received philosophy" of

Aristotle. Students in 1582 complained that philosophy was 

taught by manual commentary rather than by an explication of 

Aristotle's own writings. The year 1583 brought a return, under 

the humanistic influence of the classicist Justus Lipsius, to
15

the text of Aristotle, and in 1587» when Lipsius became Hector,
16

he fought for a greater attention to philosophical studies.

The earliest available "Series Leotionum1* of 1587 lists that 

Rector Lipsius was to lecture on a work of Cicero, the philos

opher Trutius (who taught philosophy from 1582 till 1603) 

alternately on the Logic and PhyV- v 5 of Aristotle, the philoso

pher Damman on Arist'-'l* 5 o P:»i Î %ir r,, and Greek professor
17

Vulcanius alternately on Honer and Aristotle's (?) De Mundo.

The establishraent in 1592 of the theological Staten college,

associated with the university, considerably encouraged the
18

propaedeutic philosophical studies at the university.

The teaching- of logic was strictly Aristotelian, with the

use of the Organon and the commentaries of Zabare11a as the

19
fundamental texts. Xrr 1605 the systematic logical works of

1 U-
Dibon, La Philosophie, p. 8f f ., "L5influence” p. 309-310. 

Dibon, ML Sinfluence”, p. 310.

16
Dibon, La Philosophie » p. 18.

17 Ibid., p. 19.
18

Ibid.« p. 20ff.
19

37

Ibid., p. 50.
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Keckermann were introduced as reference manuals. In the logical

disputations of that year, Zabarella, Crellius, Tolet, and JVC.

Scaliger appear as the most important authorities, thus- indicating
20

a strong Italian influence.

The anti-speculative current of Bamlsm remained, however,

very much present at Leyden, though apparently not in the actual

philosophical disciplines. Rudolph Snellius (15^6-16l3), the

principal proponent of Ranism in the Netherlands, in 1581 became

professor of mathematics at Leyden, where he advocated the
21

teachings of Ramus until his death in 1 6 1 3. He it was who 

Introduced Arminius to Ramism.

Conflict between the Aristotelian and Ramist streams can be 

seen at various times during those early years. In 1591» the

22
authorities tried to discourage Snellius from teaching Ramus*

In 1592, the young Lucas' Trelcatius Jr., who had come to Leyden

as a student in 1587 and was later' to become professor of

theology, held an oration, "Against the skirmishing philosophers

of this generation11, in which he bitterly and insultingly

23
belittled Ramus. The tension was also manifest in. the reaction 

to the 1598 proposal of the university senate t'o name Snellius 

to the position of professor of philosophy. The curators, more 

of an Aristotelian mind, rejected the proposal and named a candi

date recommended by the renowned philologist J.J. Scaliger, who

20 Ibid., p. 5 5.
21

Bangs, op. cit., p. 37# 55*
22

GTosheide, op.t cit., p. 100.

23 Ibid.» p. 100'.
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had no use for Rami sni.

As at other protestant universities, the rise of the new 

metaphysics appeared at Leyden in the early years of the seven

teenth century. Although metaphysics had yet no special place 

in the curriculum, some metaphysical theses appeared in dispu

tations during the 15901 s. By l602-l603» the philosophers 

Trutius and Murdisson were holding disputations over Aristotle8s 

Metaphysics, a development which marked the introduction of 

Aristotelian ontology into the philosophy teaching on the same
25

level as the Organon.

An immediate cause of the new acceptance of metaphysics

was the demand for precise metaphysical categories needed for

a sound formulation of dogmatic questions. It is remarkable

that the earliest metaphysical theses were defended at the
26

theological Staten college. The theological controversy over

predestination developed, after Arninius* coming to the faculty

of theology in 1603» at the moment of the penetration of
27

Suarez® Disputationes metaphysicae at Leyden. In this contro

versy the questions of necessity and contingency were crucial.

It is also significant that the initiative for the official 

recognition of metaphysics came in l6ok from students of the 

theological faculty. Gomarus, Arminius, and L. Trelcatius Jr. 

were at that time the theology professors. The - initial "response•

Oh
Bibon, La Phllosophie. p. 28; Grosheide, op. cit., p. 99-10,0* 

^Dibon, La Philosophle, p. 65.

26 Ibid..

27 i b i d . p ,  6'5-67-._
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of the authorities to the new deraand was not. to allow public

lectures on metaphysics because private lectures would suffice.

The efforts of the young Gilbertus Jacchaeus, who began 

teaching philosophy in 16(33» were most responsible for the 

elevation of metaphysics and for the importation of Suarez at 

the university. The fruit of his private lectures on metaphysics 

appeared in l6l6 in his nes Frlmae PI lc -ophlae,

29
which exactly corresponds in plan to Suarez8 Pisputationes*

l œ  disputations of the years l6o? to 1609» we see the first

30
clear indication of the influence of Suarez at Leyden.

Jacchaeus was friendly with some of the Arminians at Leyden and 

In 1619 became temporarily removed from office when the univer

sity was purged of its Arminian professors.31

After the Synod of Dort, Maccovlus afe Franeker and Voetius 

at Utrecht became the leading Dutch proponents of neo-scholastic 

metaphysics, coupled with a rejection of laraism, Voetius had 

studied at Leyderr; under Jacchaeus. It cannot be simply concluded, 

however, that orthodox Calvinism, accepted scholastic philosophy, 

while the Arminians accepted Ramism. Although Armlnius accepted 

Ramism on many points, many of his sympathizers remained solidly

32
Aristotelian. Some of the orthodox Calvinists on the other 

hand* closely followed Hauiist methodology.

28 MltL.,. P. 67.

29 Ibid.. p. >1 , 69-ff.
30

Ubid., p. 7 0.
31 Cf. "Jacchaeus" in IMBW. vol. 1, p. 1197-1198.

28

-̂ 2 Dibon, 11L® Influence" , p. 308, Grosheide, op. cit., p. .101,



For the development of the predestination controversy, the

new metaphysics was an Important factor. For the contemporary 

reflections on the nature of theology, however, the divergent: 

Ranistlc and ZabareXlan trends in logic were the significant 

influences, The use of logic in theology was a particular
33

theme dear to the theologians. In all these developments, It 

is plain that although Calvinism had been the guiding impulse in 

the establishment of the university, no principlal relation be

tween Calvinistic principles and philosophy was seriously 

attempted. Calvinist theology most readily synthesized itself 

with prevailing trends in philosophy.

D. The Structure of the Theological Faculty

In the theology faculty the great emphasis at first was on 

the exegesis of the Old and New Testaments. The 1575 plan of 

studies drawn up by Feugueray stipulated that "questions" or 

!linsolent truths of the sophists" should not be taught, but only
34

the Old and New Testaments be expounded. To facilitate proper 

exegesis, the need was felt from the beginning for the teaching 

of Hebrew and Greek. This certainly reveals the Calvinistic 

emphasis on academically well-educated preachers. Besides the 

exegetical work of the professors of theology, it was common 

also for the Hebrew professor to treat Old Testament books. 

Although, in the Melanchthonian tradition, the "loci communes'* 

were already taught earlier at Heidelberg and Geneva, not until 

the 15905s did they become taught as a separate theological

41

33
DIbon, La Philosophic, p. 50*

34
R.H. Kuyper, op. cit., p. 537•



discipline at Leyden, Nevertheless, that does not mean dog

matics was absent from the curriculum. The prevalent practice 

in doing' exegesis 'was to draw out doctrines from: Scripture pas

sages, Thus the interest in exegesis was for the dogmatic 

results. Dogmatic topics were also treated in theological 

disputations. And students were also examined over dogmatic 

topics.

After completing study in the Arts faculty, a student for 

the ministry could study in the theological faculty for the

two years that' were required' by the church and then tak‘e the 

church examination, or he could study further and earn a degree 

to be cone "Doctor” of Ilh&oiogy.., In 1592 two examinations -were 

required to graduate as a Doctor. The candidate was first 

examined on the "commonplaces of holy Scripture”, also on the 

"summaries concerning the whole substance of the Old and New 

Testaments", and especially on the "disputed places". If he 

passed, the next day he was given two passages of Scripture out 

of each Testament, which he had to explain and Interpret. Then 

he had to defend some theses in a public disputation, after which
36

he graduated.

The office of "Doctor"» which professors of theology held,

was already by Calvin considered to be an ecclesiastical office,

3?based on Ephesians 4:11.' For Calvin, the task of the Doctor 

was to teach' the whole Church by propagating sound doctrine,

35
See below, p. 52

36
EUH-Kuyper» op. cit., p. 531ff •

37
Cf. Institutes IV, 3»4, The Latin word for teachers in Eph. 

4:11 is "doctores".
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but particularly to train ministers of the Word. Reflecting 

Calvin’s teaching, the Synod of the Hague (1586) stated, "The 

office of Doctors or Professors of Theology is to interpret 

Scripture and to advocate pure Doctrine against heresies and

„38
errors.”

The dual function of the Doctor of Theology, for the church 

and for the university, had a potential ambiguity with regard 

to responsibility, that would complicate issues during the 

predestination controversy. The university of Leyden did not at 

first have a formal relationship to the church that would re

quire professors to sign the confessional formulas, and in 15?8
39the religious oath for students »nd orofessors was dropped.

On the : uira.io rium
The Leyden magistrates* re sis f'er; ati.»;apts at church control. 

Theology professors closest to the spirit of Geneva tended, how

ever, to advocate closer ecclesiastical supervision over the 

theological faculty. Arninius, on the other hand, saw himself 

responsible first of all to the curators of the university.

After the Synod of Dort, the relationship with the church became 

clearly determined when all professors were required to sign the 

confessions.

At the university, two categories of teaching personnel

¡4-0
could be involved in teaching theology. First there were the 

"professores ordinarii", the full professors hired to teach at

43

3® Hi.Hi. Kuyper, op. cit. , p. .

39 Ibid., p. 466-ff.

Ibid.. p. 52^ff.



the university. Then there were those who were given permission 

to lecture at their own request. The "professor extfeordinarius"

was one kind in this category. He had permission from the

curators to lecture publicly, and received wages. The "lector"»

a second kind, could have permission to lecture privately on

one discipline within the faculty. He usually taught for free,
ii> t ri*_

but sometimes received an honorarium. The professorAordinarius 

and lector would often later attain a higher position in the 

faculty.

The teaching was done in two ways, by lectures and by dis- 

kl
putations. Public lectures we#e given at the university four 

times a week by each professor. Twice a year the professors 

gave out a Series Lectionum" listing what subject their public 

lectures would treat. The oldest one available at Leyden is 

that of Gctober 158?. Private lectures were also given by 

professors at their homes, whenever they saw fit.

The disputations also formed an integral part of the uni

versity education and are significant for our knowledge of the 

reflections on the nature of theology. There were basïaüy two 

kinds, "disputationes pro gradu”, that is, those that were held 

In order to finish the requirements for a degree, and the 

‘•disputationes exercitii causa," which were held to exercise the 

student*s thinking power and skill in disputing and to help hier 

digest what he learned. Of these, some were private disputations 

held in the lecture halls of the faculty. But most important

¿4-1

ho
Ibid«., p. 528ff ; Dibon, op. cit., 33ff • » Schotel, op. cit., p.327ff•

lid,, p. 52?ff.



were the public disputations held formally in the Great Auditor

ium of the university. 2u 1587 the curators required that they 

be held regularly every fourteen days in the Theology and Law 

faculties, once a month in the Medreal faculty and once a week 

in the Arts faculty.

One of the professors would preside over the public dis

putations, and certain theses, printed up by the university, 

would be defended by a student (-’'respondent”) against the attacks 

of one or more fellow students. The theses were either con

ceived and drafted by the student himself and approved by the 

professor, or were derived from the professor's dictation or 

even drafted by the presiding professor himself and given to 

the student to defend. Theses formed in the latter case can?be 

regarded as a presentation of the professor?s own views and were 

oftern offered as the fruit of his work. Sometimes these theses 

gave rise to whole dogmatic systems. In those years the 

theology professors presided in turn over disputations on 

dogmatic topics. These formed a cycle, so that in three years 

or so of disputations the whole body of doctrine could be 

treated. That, for example, is how the famous Sy^opbis Purioris 

Theologlae of ±$25 was formed. The theses of a disputation 

consisted merely of the main points of what would be defended 

orally and at greater length in the disputation itself. The 

practice“'was 'that the dpponent'(s) must produce in a formal 

manner every devisable objection to the position set forth by 

the respondent, and replies to the objections had to be impromptu 

and managed syllogistically.

^5



The disputing- mentality, which sometimes lead the disputa

tions into minute quibbling or even to rowdy debacles, became 

a problem that had to be dealt with by the curators in 1598. This 

mentality also did much to foster the growing theological 

controversy.

In 1592 the establishment of the "Statencollege" or 

"Collegium Theologiae" at Leyden was a development significant
lj»3

for theological education at the university. The States 

found it necessary to offer poor students who intended to enter 

the ministry the shelter of a collegium, closely related to 

the university, where they would be provided with conditions 

suitable for their study. The Statencollege was set up largely 

after the pattern of the "Collegium Sapientiae", associated 

with the university in Heidelberg, which Friedrich III trans

formed into a place for theological study in~15ól. Since most 

students in theology were poor, many received instruction at 

the Statencollege, and there the influence of the Church was 

much stronger than on the theological faculty of the university. 

The Statencollege was administered by a Regent and Sub-regent who 

also gave instruction there, along with university professors.

At Leyden there was also a Walloon college, where French speak

ing students could be sheltered and instructed.

¿4.3
Schotel» op. cit., p. 23ff., H.H, Ktiyper, op. cit. » p. 54lff.
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E. The 1. ■ ,_'■ Faculty :■ The Years of Struggle for C‘ ~ ■ i .i'
UL

(1575-1.58?) ^

During the first years of the university, the authorities 

encountered great difficulty in attracting qualified men for 

their theological faculty. Academically trained men were scarce 

in the northern provinces. Experienced Calvininistic theologians 

had to be called from foreign countries, but many of those 

called declined, preferring not to leave their posts in an 

established university or a pastoral office in the service of 

the Church. It was equally difficult to retain the services of 

the professors that Leyden did attract. Because of financial 

difficulties or conflicts, some left after a short time. The 

result was a lack of stability in the faculty. Thus these 

early years cannot be highly regarded in terns of scholarly 

work.

At the opening of the university, a local pastor, Caspar 

Coolhaes, was asked to deliver theological lectures temporarily 

until a qualified professor could be found. A' Frenchman, from 

Rouen, ©uillaune Feugueray (1535-1613) was the first to be 

named professor of Theology, After having fled as a pastor 

from his country to London on account of the St.. Bartholomew9s 

Might massacre (;1572)» he came to Leyden from London in April, 

1575* His reputation had been built on his Scripturae Thesaurus 

which had appeared in 157^» One of his major contributions 

was to draw up a plan of studies for the university in 1 5 7 5•

Sepp, op. cit., clip, II j Dankbaar op. cit., chp. IV.
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It breathes a Ramist spirit. Already in 1579 he left his post, 

partly because Leyden.' did not meet their financial obligations 

to him and partly because the political situation in France 

turned for the better, allowing him to return to Rouen.

Louis Gapellus (1534-1586) became a colleague of Peugueray 

In 1575i "but already before the end'of'the year he left Leyden, 

Another theologian, Johannes Hollins» taught at Leyden only 

a few months during 15?? and 157&»

With the leaving of Peugueray, the advice of Beza was 

sought to suggest capable men for the theology faculty. Some 

of the more famous Reformed theologians of Europe, including 

Zanchius, Pezel, Danaeus and Junius, were called, but all de

clined, Finally, the curators of the university had to settle 

for a Leyden man, Hubertus Sturmius, who taught from 1579 to 

1584. He had studied at Heidelberg. While at the university 

of Leyden, he made a name for himself as an author by publish

ing two exe'getical works on New Testament books and a work on 

predestination {1583)« Partly because of financial difficulties, 

he resigned from his position.

From March 1581 to June 1582, the fanous (Senevan theologian, 

Lambertus Danaeus (1530-1595) served in the theological faculty 

beside Sturmius. He had earlier published his Physice 

Christiana hr 15?6 ('the earliest book on "Christian] Physics"} 

and his Bthtice-s Ohristianae in 1577 (the first tine ethics was 

treated apart from dogmatics). Besides Theology, he appears 

to have lectured at Leyden also over ethics. Because of his



Genevan' view -of -ehareh "government, he soon became engaged, 

along with Sturmius, in a controversy with the consistory of 

Leyden, which had some sympathy for the authority of magistrates 

over certain ecclesiastical natters. The controversy de

tracted from his work as professor and because of it he soon 

left Leyden.

Danaeus was succeeded in 1582 by Johannes Ifclmannus, who 

cane from Hamburg. He had not been a student of Calvin or 

Beza, and in the tolerant spirit of lelanchthon took a moderate 

position with regard to church authority. As a theologian he 

T*:as also a friend of Latin letters. In 1586 he died.

In 158^ Sturmius was succeeded by Adrianus Saratia (15JQ- 

1 6 1 3), who as a pastor in the southern provinces had assisted 

©nido de Bres in the writing of the Belgio Confession. At 

Leyden, he became caught up in political affairs, at the ex

pense of his teaching. His involvement with the Leicester- 

party lead to his hasty flight to England in October, 158?»

During the first decade Leyden could register no more 

than 130 students in theology. The struggle to build the 

reputation of her theological faculty was again hindered by 

the establishment in Praneker of a new university in 1585. Now 

Leyden had to compete with Franeker for good faculty members 

and students.



I¥. THE THEOLOGY FACULTY: THE YEARS OF MATURITY AND CONTROVERSY

( 1587-1610 ) -

While the first decade was marked by the struggle of the 

Hheology faculty to become established, the years after Hol- 

mannus and Sararia until the death of Arminius and the resig

nation of Gomarus form a period marked by greater stability, 

increasing scholarly productivity but also the rise of dis

sension over the issue of predestination. In this period,

Leyden was able to attract and hold on to professors of estab

lished reputation. It was these years that produced some sig

nificant reflections on the nature and method of theology, to 

which we shall give our attention.

To fill the vacancy left by Holmannus, in 158? two men, 

Cardins Gallus and Lucas Trelcatius Sr., were named to professor

extraordinarius on a provisional basis, since no famous person
1

could yet be procured. Gallus (1530-l6l6 ) had studied in 

Cologne and in Geneva under Beza and Calvin and served as pastor 

in Dutch and German towns. The fruits of his academic activity 

at Leyden were offered in a detailed work, which he hoped 

would contribute to a right understanding of the book of Revela

tion. It was titled,Clavls prophetlea nova apocalypseos,

Joannis apostoll et Evangeli^graph!- and appeared in 1592. He 

was dismissed from his office in 1592 because of an issue in

volving finances. Little is known of his scholarly activity, 

and it does not appear that he engaged in any earnest reflection 

on the character and task of theology.

50
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A* Lucas Treicatlus Sr. (15^2~l602)

Lucas Treicatlus was a Walloon born at Erin near Douay.
3

He studied under J. Mercerus and Peter Ramus at Paris, and 

there he went over to the HeformatIon. His later work shows 

influence of Bamus. At Orleans he studied for a time, but 

because of the religious warp in'Prance between Huguenots and 

Catholics, he fled to London. There he continued to study 

theology and at the same time gave instruction in Latin in or

der to support his family. On return to the continent, he 

was admitted to the ministry at Antwerp, and in 1578 began to 

serve the Walloon congregation at Bijssel, In 1579 he began 

six years of service in the Walloon church at Brussels, until the 

surrender of Brussels to the Spanish in 1585 forced him to 

leave for Antwerp. During the same year he came to the 

northern provinces and was appointed by a synod to serve the 

Walloon church at Leyden.

After two years of effective ministry at Leyden, in 158? 

Trelcatius was appointed by the university as successor to 

Eolmannus. Along with his professorial duties, he continued 

to preach in Walloon services until his death. His teaching 

well satisfied the curators, and in 1 5 9 1» at the urging of 

students, they promoted him to professor ordinarius. At that 

time he also received the title of Doctor, the first granted 

at Leyden. Holding to a doetrinally orthodox position, he

0 ' ' '
For biographical details see Sepp, op. cit., p. 79ff* and 

articles, .la 1NBW, -BWK and GN.,

^ G„ Brandt, History of the Ref on  ̂  f 3 jn and other secies!-» 
-.stioaL transactions In and about the Low Countries. vol. II .
1 London, 117~ 1 ,i , i , ¿3,
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along, with Callus engaged in the. 1589 controversy over the 

viefis of predestination held by the Gouda pastor, H. Herberts, 

and in 1595-96 collaborated with Gbmarus and Junius In arr 

"Oordeel en Censure” over' the errors,also involving predesti

nation, of the Hoorn1 pastor, C, Wiggertsz. let even:'in con

troversy he was moderate in s-_r’it.

Trelcatius was the first theology professor at Leyden to 

lecture on dogmatics. The "Series Lectionum" of 158?» the ear

liest available, lists lectures of Trelcatius on Matthew, of 

Callus on Isaiah, of Saravla on Hebrews, and of Raphelengius, 

the Hebrew professor , on the minor prophets and Daniel. To 

dogmatic- lectures are listed. The Series of March 1, 1592 

states that Trelcatius was to explain I Corinthians. The 

Series of March 1» 1599 is the first, one known to mention

dogmatic lectures - It lists that Trelcatius "doeet locum
k

communed de Libero Artibrio:", However, there are earlier 

indications of his dogmatic activity. Molhuysen includes a 

Feb. 8, 1593 reference to Trelcatius "legende locos communes" 

for ”bursalen" or students of the Statencollege, and a Nov. 5 » 

1595 reference to-him ”lesende ten 8 uyeren-locos communes" 

at the university. Throughout his years of teaching he also 

presided over disputations on dogmatic topics. For example, 

on March 2 k ,  1 & 9 2 , he presided over a disputation in which 

his son, Lucas Jr., defended theses **de Fide electorum"

^ The se Series may be found in P.C.. Molhuysen, ed., Bronnerr 
tot de Geschiedeni- . î :che Universiteit, I. (the Hague,

Bijlagen, r,. : = i T  ~ Î W 7 ~ W ^

^ Molhuysen, op. cit-. » -Bijlagen-i p. 247, 362, 250.
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Irr 1602, Treleatius died of a. plague that, swept Leyden.

11s colleague Junius in the funeral oration praised his learn

ing and moderation.

His chief writings are his dogmatic works, the Compendium 

Locrorum Communium S. Theologiae and the shorter Synopsis 

Methodl Saorae Theologiaet both of which were published in 

l6l^ in the Qpuscula Th-, 1 --gica Omnia, which contains the works 

of both Lucas Sr. and Jr. It was edited by Festus Hommius,

the orthodox Calvinist pastor at Leyden and later a secretary
6

to the Synod of Dort. Some of the disputations defended 

under Treleatius are included in the Compendium Theologiae 

The si bus in Academia Lugduno-Bat. ordine a DD cJH rxc,'- - :orlbus 

F r . Junlo, Luca-'-Trelcatio et Francisco Gomaro publlce propositls, 

ab anno 1598 usq. ad annum l605 concInnaturn, which was published 

in l6ll» This work contains the theses of a cycle of 63 dis

putations presided in turn by the three theology professors.

The cycle was meant to form a dogmatic whole. A similar work 

of Leyden disputations presided by the same professors was 

published \ ~ M  r-;utationes Theologicae XXIV (l601-l602).

53

Hommius has been accused of dishonest editing in the Qpuscula 
by making certain alterations to make the contained works con
form to the strict Calvinist position. See, for example, James 
Nichol'5s note in the Works of Armlnius,vol. I (London, 1825), ' 
p. ^ 6 7. See also Sepp, op, eit., p. 79• My comparison of the 
Institutlo of L. Treleatius, Jr., as found in the Qpuscula, 
with earlier., published editions of the same work has* however, re
vealed no .alterations in the introduction concerning the nature 
of theology.



7
B„ Franclscus Junius (1^6-1602) •

In 1592, the university was able to attract a scholar of 

great reputation, Franclscus Junius, whose presence in the 

theology faculty gave the university much needed lustre,

Junius was born of nobility in 1545 at Bourges in central France. 

At thirteen he studied civil law under H. Donellus in his home 

town and then studied classics at Lyon, where he also leaned 

toward atheism. Converted under his father’s influence* he 

decided to study theology and hence went to Geneva in 1562 just 

before Calvin®s death. There he studied under Beza and tutored 

youth in Latin, Hebrew and Greek.

In 1565 he accepted a call to minister to the Walloon Re

formed congregation in Antwerp. His zealous work there made 

him one of the most influential early advocates of reform in 

the southern provinces. He was involved in a revision of the 

Belgic Confession. He disapproved but could not prevent the 

violent destruction of images in 1566. By the end of 1566 he 

had to leave Antwerp when all French and foreign ministers 

became prohibited. After some difficult ramblings in the areat 

he was forced to flee in 1567 to the Palatinate with a price 

on his head.

Well received by Elector Friedrich III, Junius began 

serving the small refugee church at Schonau near Heidelberg.

7 Bibliographical inforiaation ■ can be found in J. Reitsma,

Franclscus Junius (Groningen, 1864), F.W.Cuno, Franclscus Junius 
der 'Altere (Amsterdam, 1891)» A. Davaine, Francois du Jon (Junius) 
(Geneva, 1882), W, Geesink, Calvinlsten in Holland (Geneva, 1887), 
Sepp, op. cit., p. 87ff, P. Bayle, An Hist ;r_c?.! and Critical 
D , » jnary III, (London, 1710), p. I804ff...
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Then: after a short term as chaplain to the forces of William 

of Orange, and again as pastor at Schonau, he was called in 

1573 by Friedrich to Heidelberg to help Old Testament professor 

Tremellius with a translation of the Old Testament into Latin 

(appeared 1575-1579)• At this time the university of Heidelberg

was in the blooE of Calvin!stic scholarship, but in 1578 Junius
on account of the Lutheran reaction

was forced to leave with the other Calvinist professoraat Hei

delberg after the death of Friedrich. Junius accepted a posi

tion at the new Calvinist school at Neustadt established by 

Prince Casimir. In 1580 he was sent to establish a church in 

Otterburg, and in 1582 was back at Neustadt where he lectured 

in Hebrew until Casimir called him in 158^ to Heidelberg as 

professor of theology, after Calvinism had been restored there. 

First receiving his doctorate, he taught Old Testament and 

Hebrew, and wrote a number of philological and exegetical 

writings.

In 1592 Junius was called to France, where King Henry IV 

sent him on a political mission to Germany. On return via the 

Bhine through the Netherlands, he stopped at Leyden where the 

authorities convinced him to stay as professor of theology.

This was his third invitation to Leyden. His task as "pro

fessor primarius" was to lecture on the introduction and exe-
8

gesis of Biblical books and on dogmatic and natural theology.

In September 1592 he began his teaching, and during his years 

at Leyden lectured chiefly on Old Testament books, presided over 

dogmatic disputations and also taught Hebrew for a time.

J. Reitsna, Junius, p. 116.



Junius was basicaUyan orthodox proponent of Calvinist 

doctrine, except for his view of the church in which he, con

trary to Beza, considered the Scriptures rather than the doc-
9

trine of predestination as the mark of the true church. At 

the same time he was guided by a peace-loving spirit of toleration 

that was rare in those days. In response to the controversial 

mood of the times, he wrote in 1593 Le Palslble Chrétien which 

appeared also in Latin as 11 rent c u e  I pace ecclesiae cathollcae 

inter Chrlstlanos. In 159? he engaged in a friendly corres-

10
pondence with Arninius about the doctrine of predestination.

On that issue he had some misgiving about Beza11 s view and took

11
a moderate stance between Supra- and Infra-lapsarianism.

In Oct. 1ÓG2» he died of the plague, a few months after Trel- 

catius.

In general, Junius was highly regarded as a very learned

scholar. Hugo Grotius, for example, in high praise wrote,

1 ask rather, whether the Roman and the Re
formed church'shall again possess a theolo
gian, in.whom such a thorough knowledge of 
the languages as well as of philosophy, 
history and philology shall be found. With 
what diligence Junius read the Scholastics, 
especially Thomas; with what exactitude the 
old theologians? As proof for that, I refer 
to the writings which Junius published and 
especially to the notes with which his pen 
enriched copies of their theological works.

9 Ibid.. p. 1^5.

Bangs, op. cit., p. 199ff*

It
Cf. J. Goeters5 article, "Junius'* in Die Religion In Geschlchte 

und Gegenwart, Bd. 3 (1959)» col. 1071»

12
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Cited by Sepp, op. ..cit,..., p. 91»



A strong dissenting voice however was the renowned Scaliger, who 

had conter.pt for Junius largely on account of professional jeal

ousy. A great part of Junius* significance lies in the fact that

he planted the theological tradition of the Heidelberg school in

13
the Netherlands.

Most of Junius6 energies in his many writings were devoted 

to exegesis. However, the wide range of his works also comprises 

writings on the Hebrew language, works on dogmatic topics, notes 

and translations of classical authors, polemical works against 

the Socinians and Catholics, as well as his Elrenlcun. Of note 

is an introduction to the art of Old Testament interpretation, 

entitled T i p ad veteris testanentl interpretationer. (1581). 

His dogmatic works include his Libellus de Theologla Vera (159^)» 

so significant for later reflections on theology, his Sucma 

aliquot locorun oommunlui?. ss. theologiae, published after his 

death, several works on the church, as well as theses from nany 

of the disputations over which he presided. Sor.e of these theses 

are to be found with those of Trelcatlus and Gonarus in the 

Dlsputatlones Theologicae XXIV (l601-l602) and in the Conpendluc 

theologiae (l6ll).. Many are also included in his Opera under 

the Theses Theologicae. His works were collected in the Opera 

t.ieoijglca exegetica et elenctlca, published in 1607, l6o8, 1613, 

and 1693» and an edition of selected works was -published by 

Abraham Kuyper in 1882 under the title Opuscula theologica 

selecta.

5?'

Gaeters, op. alt.., col. 1071 .
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C. Franc 1 scus.- Gomarus x'

Gn the recommendation of Junius, Franciscus Gomarus was

called in 159^ -to serve as third professor of theology along

side Junius and Trelcatius. Gomarus was born in 15&3 in the 

Flemist city of Brugge, and at age Ik was sent to study at 

Strassbourg where he spent three years in classical studies 

under the famous Joh. Sturm. There he also developed a great 

respect for Calvin. In 1580 he went to Neustadt where he 

studied Hebrew under Junius, and theology under Ursinus,

Zanchius and Hossanus, all learned Calvinist scholars. Irr 

his study method, Gomarus was much influenced by Zanchius who

taught that exegesis needs an analytical treatment and dogmatics

15
a synthetical treatment.

In the fall of 1582 he went to Oxford where he heard the

theological lectures of the Augustine scholar, J. Reinoldus,

and in 1583 to Cambridge where he studied theology under the

supralapsarian William Whitaker and possibly logic under the
16

Eamist., William .Temple. At any rate Ramism was strong at 

Cambridge at that time, and Gomarus did not escape its influ

ence. The Effigies et vitae of the Groningen professors pub

lished in 1654 soon after Gomarus* death concluded that he had

.found a synthesis between the doctrine of Aristotle and the
17

opinions of Ramus».

1 ¿Jk The -eh-i-ef- source for Gomarus * life and works is G.P. van' Itter-
zon, Franciscus Gomarus, (the Hague, 1930). See also A. Kok,
FrancIscus Gomarus, Sepp,op. cit., p. 102ff, Bangs, op. cit., 
p T T P T f T " -nd entries in BWN- and NNBW.

15 van Itterzon, op. cit., p. 2 5.

16 Ibid., p. 29.
17
{ Ibid.



In 1585 Gomarus turned to Heidelberg where at the Univer

sity, now restored to Calvinism, he studied with Grynaeus, 

Sohnius and Junius. He ended his studies in 1586 having had 

good' training in the classical studies and theology.

Gomarus then served as pastor to the refugee Walloon 

congregation at Frankfurt a.M. until it was dispersed in 1593 

because of persecution. There he brought out an Improved 

edition of Be za ’ s translation of the New Testament.

In January, 159^» came his call to Leyden. After promotion 

to the degree of Doctor of Theology at Heidelberg in March, 

he arrived at Leyden and began his exegetical lectures on the 

New Testament with an oration on the covenant, "De foedere Dei"„ 

With the deaths of Trelcatius and Junius in 1602, he remained 

alone as "first professor”, and vigorously opposed the ai-point- 

uient of Arminius to one of the vacant positions. His heavy 

responsibilities during that time included public disputations

every two weeks, private disputations twice a week and practice

18
sermons to hear three nights a week.

The controversy that developed after Arminius? appointment 

is well known. It broke open in l6ok when Arminius, according 

to the agreed schedule, held a public disputation on predes

tination and Gomarus responded by holding, out of turn, a dis

putation on the same issue. The controversy spread to the 

students and throughout the whole church, drawing in the States 

of Holland to make attempts at reconciliation. Besides predes-

59-

1 ft
Bangs, op. clt>, p. 236'.



tination, the issues involved the question of revision of the

Heidelberg Catechism, and Belgic Confession» and the matter of 

state authority in church affairs. The dispute between Gomarus 

and Arminius culminated in their meeting before the States in 

August, 1609» just before Arminius* death. From- there the 

controversy developed until its resolution at the Synod of 

Dort (1618-19) with the rejection of the Arminian or Remonstrant 

position.

Gomarus left Leyden in l6ll, partly because of his opposi

tion to the naming of the heterodox Conrad Vorstius to succeed 

Arminius, and partly because of the curators9 criticism of his 

decision to lecture only on dogmatics rather than continue his 

exegesis of Scripture.

He now became a pastor in Middleburg, and also gave lec

tures at the "Collegium Theologlcum” that was established there 

to spread anti-Remonstrant views. In l6l4 he left to teach 

theology at the Academy of Saumur in Prance, and in 1618 accepted 

the position of first professor of Theology and Hebrew at the 

new university at Groningen. In his twenty-two years there 

Gomarus wrote many works and became involved in some new 

controversies, including one regarding the Sabbath. He repre

sented Groningen at the Synod of Dort where he defended the 

strict supralapsarian position, but in the end supported the 

compromise infralapsarian femulation adopted by the Synod. One 

other absence from his teaching involved a stay in Leyden in 1633 

to help revise the new translation (Statenvertaling) of the 

Old Testament. In 16^1, he died in old age.

6®
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Gomarus throughout his life defended a strict Calvinism 

that agreed with Beza’s supralapsarian view of predestination-.

His' outstanding capabilities in the areas of dogmatics, exegesis 

and Near-eastern; languages were generally acknowledged» However, 

in his zeal for pure doctrine, he acquired a reputation for an 

intolerant and intemperate character that- easily ignited con

troversy. As for Junius, Scaliger had no great respect,for 

Gomarus, particularly because of his -Ramisn. He «rote -of 

Gomarus:

Gomarus is of Bruges. That's the reason he is 
learned. He has a fine library, and a great 
many Sadists; for he is a great Analytic, 
which is the mark of a Ramist. He thinks himself 
the most learned Divine, He has no more 
skill in Chronology, than I in coining false 
money. "

In 1644 and again in 1664, the Opera Th^ - ica Omnia 

of Gomarus was published by three of his former students.

Most of it consists of exegetical works, but also included are 

the Disputatlones Theologlcae, a whole dogmatic* system in the

form of 39 disputations. These had been held at different
20

times at the various universities where Gomarus taught. a

small dogmatic 'work, prepared in his Groningen years, but not

21
really dictated by Gomarus, was left out of the Opera; it

was however published separately in 1653 as the Locorum Com-

22muniurn Theologlcorum Epitomet and consisted of 55 loci,

To
Cited by P. Bayle, An Historical a: il Dictionary,

vol.-2-.-p-,- 1^20-14-21-. ■ _ _ _ _ _

2©
van Itterzon, op. cit. , p. 2?8ff.

21 Ibid« > P. 11.

22 Ibid., p. 320-321.
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Other of his dogmatic writings include a work on providence (159?)» 

his famous disputation on predestination (published together

with that of Arminius in 1609), and writings on the persever- 

ence of the saints, the sacraments and the sabbath. Some of 

his Leyden disputations are included in the Dispute tj. ones 

theologlcae XXIV (l601-l602) and in the Compendium Theologlae 

(l6ll). Another cycle of disputations, presided by 

Gomarus, L. Trelcatius Jr. and Arminius, appeared as the Syn

tagma Disputatlonum Theologleafurn in 16 15«
23

D. Lucas Trelcatius Jr. (1573-160?)

With the sudden deaths of Trelcatius and Junius in l602f

the need to fill the vacancies was a matter of great- concern.

In spite of objections, Arminius was named successor to Junius,

Lucas Trelcatius Jr. was named successor to his father. Lucas

Jr. was born in 1573 in London during his father*s years of

study there. He came to study at Leyden in 158? when his father

became professor, At seventeen the young Lucas began to

preach, and student travels in 1590-1591- lead him to Basel,

Zurich, Heidelberg and Geneva, where he found recognition by

2k
Beza for his distinguished preaching. As we have observed, 

he displayed strong anti-Ramist convictions as a student. Prom 

the year 1595 he served as-pastor to the Walloon and Dutch 

congregations in Leyden, preaching equally well in French and 

Dutch. In-May-, 1 6 0 3, he was- -appointed profe-ssor extraordinarius 

_ _ _

For biographical details see articles on Trelcatius in 11B¥, 
and BWN, and Sepp, op. cit.,.p . 99-101,
Oh,

See above, p. 3 8.



at the university with the mandate to teach loci•communes, and 

in 1606 was promoted to professor ordinarius. In l6o? he died 

at the early age of thirty-four.

Soon after Lucas Jr. had taken up his post as professor

of loci communes, he published the first results of his dogmatic 

work in léOk under the title Scholastics et meffaodica locorum 

ooiMfunium S. theologiae instit ' * * -j ; r- 1» -

• ; 1 1 _.‘ie explicata (some later editions are titled Locorum 

communiurn S. Theologlae insei - ‘ j ' men). This influ

ential work appeared in many editions including Leyden 1604,

London léok, Oxford 1606, Salmur 1Ó07 « London I608, Hanover l6l0, 

Geneva l6ll, Hanover 1621, Frankfurt 163^, Amsterdam 1 6 5 1» as 

well as in the Opuscula tr : '• »Rica omnia, Leyden l6l4. Art- Eng

lish translation called A Brief Institution of the Common Pia •>- 

of Sacred Divinity appeared in London in l6l0.

Arminius was of the opinion that Trelcatius had published 

this system of doctrine prematurely and that on some particulars 

its argument was questionable. These misgivings became an issue 

when a student of Arminius, defending in a disputation the 

rather novel thesis of the ixut©9£<>S the Son (i.e. the essence 

of the Son was not from the Father but from himself), called 

upon the authority of Trelcatius’ newly published book. Ar

minius could point to the church Fathers and even to Beza and 

Gomarus to show that the Son had his deity from the Father. The 

incident however did not''create suspicion concerning Trelcatius5 

orthodoxy, as happened -so often to Arminius in similar circumstances

2 5
. van Itterzon, op. cit., p. 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 Bangs, op, cit., p. 281-282.



The works of Lucas Jr. were published with those of his

father in the Opuscula tfa - : ] •->/\ca omnia of l6l^. Included is

an Ecclesiastes sive methodus et ratio formandl sacras coneiones,

the earliest treatment of homiletics to appear in the Nether-
26

lands, and the product of a distinguished preaching career.

The Syntagma D1sputationum Theologicarum also includes disputa

tions of Trelcatius.

27
E. Jacobus Arminius (1559-1609)

Jacobus Arminius was native to the northern provinces, 

born in Oudewater in 1559. He studied at Utrecht and during 

1575-1576 at Marburg under the protection of the Ramlst mathe

matician, Rudolph Snellius. It was because of Snellius, whom

he would again encounter at Leyden, that Arminius became inter-
28

ested in Ramist logic. In the fall of 1576 Arminius entered 

the U n i v e r s i t y  of Leyden and studied mathematics, logic, He

brew and theology. Feugueray and the strict Calvinist Danaeus

were his most important theology professors.

Late in 1581 at the expense of the Merchant Guild of Am

sterdam he went to continue his studies at Geneva. Espousing 

the logic of Hamms, which he advocated in private lectures to 

fellow students, he came into conflict with the Aristotelian- 

minded authorities at Geneva and for a time 'had to leave for

6di

^  Sepp, op. cit., p. 100-101.
27

The best treatment of Arminius5 life is the recent work of 
Carl Bangs, Arminius, A Study in the Dutch Reformation (New York,
1971). The late 17th century biography by Caspar Brandt appeared 
in English in 1854- and 1857 as The Life of James Arminius» P.P.
In Dutch is the work of J.H. Maronier, Jacobus Arminius: een
Biographie (Amsterdam,. 1905) • .....

28 Bangs, op. cit., p.38.55* The influences of Ranism on Arminius 
have be'en studied by Bangs, op. cit. , chp.k and J .Tideman, "Remon
strant! sme en Baird sine11 in Studien en Bi jdragen op81 Gebied der 
Hlstorlsche T>, - 111 . f " . 389ff•
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Basel (1583)» where he studied under J.J. Grynaeus. In 1584 

he returned to Geneva "not so enamoured with Ramist philosophy
36

as formerly," according to his friend Uitenbogaert. His theology 

professors there were Beza, the more liberally-minded C.Perrot 

and A , Faye.

At the end of his studies at Geneva, Arminius left with a
31

friend on a trip to Italy in the summer of 1586. Petrus Bertius, 

in the funeral oration delivered at Arminius5 death tells of this 

trip:

One grand inducement was the fane of Janes 
Zabarella, Professor of Philosophy at the 
University of Padua, who was then delivering 
his lectures to crowded auditories. For the 
sake of attending the course of this learned 
Professor, Arminius took up his abode for a 
short tine at Padua, and there employed himself 
In teaching logic to some German noblemen.

Here we see in Arminius5 thinking a slight shift from an early 

enthusiasm with Raraism to a greater appreciation of the Aristotel-
33

ian tradition, in its Zabarellan form«* Arminius- later never 

made mention of Ramus in his writings; yet he could well make use
3^

of Ramist charts. As we shall observe, both tendencies were 

present in his later teaching.

In the fall of 1 5 8 7, Arminius arrived in Amsterdam to take 

up duties as a pastor. There in 15 years of ministry, he developed

^9 Bangs, op. cit., p. 7 1 »
30 Ibid., p. 7 3 .
31 I M d ., p. 78ff.
32 The funeral'oration is translated in The Works of James Arminius, 
transl. J. Nichols, vol.l (London, 1825), p.26, J . Meursius in his 
Athenae Batavae (Leyden, 1625), p.239 also notes that Arminius was 
moved by the fame of Zabarella.

The editor of the Life of Uitenbogaert states that Arminius aban
doned the logic of Ramus for that of Aristotle. Cf. Dibon, "L*-...■
influence" p. 308. See also Maronier, op. cit., p. 40» 
qjLj,

Bangs, op. cit., p. 5 9, 186, 2 0 3.



theologically and earned general respect for his capable ser

vice; however* already in the 1590 ® s conflicts developed with 

fellow p-astors. The Amsterdam years produced his expositions 

on Honans ? and Romans 9» his examination of the pamphlet of 

Willian Perkins on predestination, and his friendly correspon

dence with Junius. All these writings were first published 

after his death.

Despite the protests of Gonarus, Arminius was in 1603 

appointed professor of theology to succeed Junius, and promoted 

for his Doctorfs degree under Gonarus, His teaching involved 

lectures on Old Testanent books, and disputations presided in 

turn with his colleagues. During his teaching years, Arminius 

also began holding private disputations which were meant to 

comprise a whole system of dogmatics. Already early in 160^ 

arose the open contention with Gomarus that increased until his 

death. In 1608, he delivered -before the States of Holland and 

West Friesland his Declaration of Sentiments, in which he pub

licly defended his position.with regard to the controversy. 

Under the stress of conflict he died in October, 1609.

Most of Arminius1 writings were first presented for pub

lication after, his death by his children. They were later 

collected in the Opera Th* . 1 > -;ica which appeared in three 

editions in 1629» 1631» and 1635» Among them are his three 

orations on theology, twenty-five Public Disputations and his 

Private Pisputations. Other of his public- disputations are 

included in the Syntagma Pisputo11 onum The l' I m r u a , The 

Works have appeared in English translation in editions of 

1825-85, 1853 and 1956.

M
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REFLECTIONS ON THEOLOGY DURING THE YEARS OF MATURITY

■A. Junius on Theology -

On several occasions during his years at Leyden,. Junius 

concerned himself with, the question of 'the--nature of ' theology*«.

TRe"moB“t Important--results -of his thinking were .published ±n

159^-. two years. after M s  arrival at the - university, In a work

called On True Theologyt Its Source, Nature, F o r m s P a r t s  and

1
Measure. The preface states that it was written at the request

2
of certain' of his most beloved colleagues. The. work begins 

with a list of 39 theses which, are then, explained in i8 short, 

chapters. This treatise, which appears to be the first extended 

treatment' of the nature of theology within Reformed scholarship,' 

soon became normative for later Reformed discussions of theology 

and dogmatic prolegomena. Joh. Alsted, Mho later produced 

significant discussions about theology, was much dependent on. 

Junius. The Basel theologian, Amandus Polanus, followed Junius* 

thinking almost literally. The Leyden Synopsis- of 162-J drew 

.upon Junius, and some, of the ..main conclusions of his work .can 

-be found in the prolegomena! investigations of Abraham iCuyper ■ 

(who also.had Junius* work republished in the Opuscula of .1882) 

and. Herman Bavlnck. - Even, .on .Lutheran, ground.* Joh, Gerhard

* 2®. Theologla Vera, ortu. natura, forrols, partibus, et modo 
llllus libellus. This work was published also in his Opera.

^ Opera ,1, col» 1371.

3 Ursinus’ Prolegomena is short, and Hyperius1 work dealt rather 
with the encyclopedic matter of the division of theological, 
disciplines.

^ Althaus, op. cit., p. 231»
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closely: followed, the order of Junius* work, and later Abraham

5
Calov found It necessary to take issue with Junius1 views.

Previous to his teaching years at Leyden, Junius had already

treated the question of the nature of theology. At the end of

Tome I of his Opera there are included several sets of dogmatic

theses that had been disputed under Junius at the University of

Heidelberg. The first set of 2? theses is entitled "On the
6

Definition of Theology.8

During his years at Leyden, Junius presided over various

disputations covering the whole body of dogmatics. Some of the

theses that were defended were printed in the Opera as Theological

7
Theses, on the Various Heads of Christian Doctrine, and the first 

head of doctrine treated is "On True Theology". This body of 

dogmatics, consisting of 57 heads of doctrine, proceeds in the 

following general order: Theology, Scripture, tradition, God, 

predestination, the Trinity, creation, sin, law, gospel, covenant, 

Christ, faith, the Christian life, the Church, sacraments, the 

state of the soul after death.

The same treatment of theology as that found in the Theolog

ical Theses was also printed in the cycle of disputations 

presided by Junius, Gomarus and Trelcatius Sr. and published as 

the Compendium Theologiae. The first disputation, presided by 

-Junius and defended by the later famous Ant. Walaeus also bears 

the title "On True' Theology".

5 Preus, op. cit., p. 114, 166-70.

6 Opera I . col. 1752-1754.

? Theses Theologicae, de varlis doctrlnae Christianae eapitibus,
Opera 1, col. 1592-1752.
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Another of Junius8 reflections on theology from his Leyden

years is offered in the Sum of Several Common Places of Sacred

Theology, which was edited by Junius® son Johannes in l6ll after

8
his father * s death. This work in three books is a dogmatic

handbook that appears to have been;dictated by Junius for his

9
academic lectures. The first book investigates the sources 

of our knowledge of God and thus deals with the topics of Theology, 

the Word as the mode of communicating Theology, and-the Scrip

tures as the necessary instrument of the Word. The second book 

entitled "De Theologia" is a discussion of the essence of God, 

and the third book entitled “De Oeconomia" treats God * s rule, 

creation, nature, and so forth.

Junius5 various reflections on theology reveal a developing 

position,especially until it became worked out in his 159̂  

work, On True Theology. His subsequent treatments of theology 

reflect the thinking of this important work. Me shall focus our 

attention largely on the 39 theses which form the basis of his 

On True Theology. The Heidelberg theses and the theses on theology

appearing in the Theological Theses will be referred to at points

10
where divergent femulations appear.

Smut'' ,1 »' >ot lo corum communlum s . s . theologiae. It in n first 
published at the end of Tome II of th'e Geneva, lë07 (?) édition
of the Opera.

^ Reitsma, Junius, p. 159?

10 See translations in Appendices B, C and D. Junius' various 
formulations deserve a comparative investigation., and especially
his important ye Theologia V e r a  deserves s , more extensive study.
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By etymology, Junius takes “theologyw» in Augustinian 

fashion, to mean discourse or reasoning concerning God (sermo de 

Deo) rather than the discourse of God himself, St. Augustine in 

reference to the term "theology" had described it as "a Greek word

which'..we understand to signify reasoning or discourse about

11
divinity" (de divinitate rationem sive sermonem). For Junius,

discourse concerning God is not limited to the nature of God

himself but includes all divine things, i.e. creatures as they

12
are related to God, or as they are "ordered to” God, This

formulation reflects the argument of Thomas Aquinas, who in his

treatment of the subject of theology had stated, “Now all things

are treated in sacred doctrine under the aspect of God, either

because they are God Himself, or because they are ordered to

13
God as their beginning and end,“

After establishing the sense of the term by its etymology,

Junius comfirms the existence of t h e o l o g y F o r  him this is 

sufficiently shown by the "light of nature". No appeal to 

Scripture is here offered to prove that there is such a phenomenon 

as theology.

After the reality of theology is established, Junius makes 

his first major distinction, between true and false theology.^  

False theology has its roots in limited and crippled human nature, 

and is either common, which is encountered in heathen worship, or

De Olvitate D e i , B k . 8, chp. 1.

TT, thesis 1; TV, thesis 2 k . Hereafter the number after an 
appreviation refers to the thesis number,

13 '
Summa. Theologica, Ft. 1» Q. 1» Art. 7.

^  TV 2; TT 2..

15 w  3  ̂ ¿j,. HT 3 ,



philosophical, which mounts to a coherent presentation higher 

than the common kind.but nevertheless remains false because of 

errors in reasoning. He distinguishes this philosophical theology 

into legendary, natural and civil theology, a distinction de

rived from Augustine who had referred to the three forms in

1 fi
discussion of Varro?s conception of them.

In his Leyden reflections, Junius defined true theology as
17

the divine Wisdom of divine things. By wisdom he means the true 

wisdom that Scripture speaks about, as .for example in 1 Cor. 2 and

3 where the wisdom of God is contrasted with all forms of worldly

1 ft
wisdom. Theology is identified with this Biblical concept of 

wisdom.. Nevertheless, for Junius this wisdom is understood in 

the Aristotelian theoretical sense, for this tern best expresses 

theology as '’the most certain indicator (index) of principles, 

the most eminent princess (princeps) of all theoretical and prac-
JQ

tical sciences, and the most wise judge of all actions and motives," y 

Junius thus prefers not to consider theology a science” (scientist)* 

the other huaau 3isolplines are sciences, but it would do injustice 

to the more eminent theology to call it a science or art. The 

Leyden reflections mark a change in Juniuss thinking.on the matter, 

for in his earlier Heidelberg theses he had called theology 

nscientia”, because-"it alone has.a just knowledge of demonstrative
on

conclusions concerning God and divine things.”

16 De Civitate Dei, Bk. 6, chp. 5.

17 TV 5; TT 3; SALC, p. 1.

18 SALC, p. 1.

•̂9 T V , chp. 2» Opera II, col. 13?6. Also TT J. Compare Aristotle, 
M e t a p h '■ ~ , , *, . Theology had also been'called wisdom
by Sch:-i^ c +■: o theologians, such as Scotus and Aquinas.

2 0 -HT 5.

?1
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If we follow the course of Junius® discussion in his On

True Theology, we are lead through a series of rather scholastic

distinctions that elaborate a great diversity of types and

sub-types in his conception of theology. Central to Junius*

understanding of true theology is the distinction between arche-

21
typal and ectypal theology. Archetypal theology is the theology

or wisdom which God Himself has concerning divine things.

That cannot be communicated. Man's theology or wisdom is

ectypal; it is a derivative imprint of the original wisdom which

God alone has, and is imprinted or given form by communication.

This epistemological scheme of human theology as a copy of

divine theology had already been proposed by Thomas Aquinas in

his discussion of the scientific character of theology.

Thomas had argued that there are two kinds of sciences:

There are some which proceed from principles 
known by the natural light of the intellect, 
such as arithmetic and geometry and the like.
There are some which proceed from principles 
known by th$ light of a higher science *4 superior is
scientiae). Thus the science of optics proceeds 
from principles established by geometry, and 
music from principles established by arithmetic.
And in this way sacred doctrine is a science 
(sclentia), because it proceeds from princi cles 
established by the light of a higher science, 
namely, the science of God and the blessed.
Hence, just as the musician accepts on authority 
the principles taught him by the mathematician, 
so sacred doctrine believes the principles re
vealed to it by God.22
In this way sacred doctrine bears, as it were, 
the stamp (impressio) of the divine knowledge 
(scientiae), which is one and simple, yet extends 
to everything.23

21 TV 6ff,; TT k.

22 gumma ‘Theologiess Pt. I , Q. 1, Art. 2» Note that Thomas 
generally uses "sacra doctrina" in preference to "theolpgia*.

23lbld., Art. 3-



Although Junius does not refer in his discussion to Thomas,

Folanus, who soon took up Junius1 reflections, explicitly

points to Thomas, Duns Scotus and Pelbart for this whole scheme.

Junius, however, was well read in the Roman Scholastics, as

2 *5
Petrus Bertius in l6l0 testified of both him and Gomarus.

Hugo Grotius also gave testimony concerning the diligence with
Of%

which Junius had read the Scholastics» especially Thomas.

It is probable that Thomas is thus a direct source of Junius5 

archetypal-ectypal schema.

Within protestant theology, Junius appears to be the first 

to employ this Thomistic schema. It is not found in earlier 

Reformed thinkers such as Muscuius, Hyperius and Peter Martyr.2^ 

Junius himself in his earlier Heidelberg theses made no explicit

mention of the archetypal-ectypal scheme, although there already

28the main lines of the conception appear. This conception

first becomes worked out in his Leyden reflections.

Since archetypal theology cannot be investigated but only
29

worshiped,  ̂ Junius elaborates only on ectypal theology. It

can be considered "simply11, i.e. in its potentially comm uni cable

form according to the manner of the communicating God, or "in

a certain respect" i.e. as actually communicated according to

30
the manner of the''creature. The actually communicated ectypal

73

Althaus, op. cit., p. 231.
25
' Cf. van Itterzon, op. cit., p. 182. 

Cited above, p. 56.

27 Althaus, op. cit., p. 231.

28 Cf. HT 25.

29 TV 7.

3° TV 8-10.



theology is found in Christ the God-man as the "theology of

31union”, in angels and saints in heaven as the “theology of

32
vision51» and in men on earth as the “theology of revelation".

The theology of revelation or revealed theology Is com

municated naturally or internally from out of man’s own created

■ 33
nature, and supernaturally or externally flowing out from God,

Thus Junius distinguishes Natural theology, "which proceeds 

from principles known by themselves by the natural light of the 

human intellect'1, and Supernatural theology, "which proceeds 

from principles known by themselves by the light of a higher 

knowledge (scientiae).n-J Here the distinction between natural 

and supernatural theology Is founded upon the same distinction 

that Thomas had formulated when he talked of the two kinds of 

science. That distinction had allowed Thomas to assert the 

scientific character of theology by identifying theology as

the kind of science which depends on principles from a higher 

knowledge or science. Junius now makes the same identification 

with respect to supernatural theology, but natural theology 

becomes identified with the other kind of science based on
O

principles known by man*s intellect. Junius" conception of

31
^ In discussing this theology as the union of the divine and 
human in Christ, Junius grounded his archetypal-ectypal distinction 
on the Scriptural passage of Heb. 1:3 where the Son is spoken 
of as the express image of the Father. Cf« II 5*

32 TV 10-1 3 .

33 tv Ik.

3^ TV 1 5 , 21; Cf. TT 7 .

35 See above, p. 72.
Q Z

In his Heidelberg theses, Junius distinguished natural and 
supernatural theology, but not in this fashion. His discussion 
of natural theology then is more reminiscent of Calvin'*s "semen 
religion!s,"

7^
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natural theology does differ from that of Thomas for whom there 

is a knowledge of God that can arise from investigation by 

human reason, while sacred doctrine on the contrary is known
37

through divine revelation. For Junius both natural and super-
38

natural theology are communicated through revelation. Later 

protestant theology, especially that under the influence of 

Cartesian philosophy, reverted back to the Thomist conception 

by making a distinction between natural and revealed theology,
39

rather than Between natural and supernatural theology.

Concerning the relationship of natural and supernatural 

theology, Junius contends that natural theology was always based 

on obscure and imperfect principles, and had need of supernatural 

theology for man to have eternal life. Even in the state of 

man- before the Pall, the principles of natural theology were 

obscure and needed supernatural theology, but when' those prin

ciples also became corrupted by sin, supernatural theology

ifO
became all the more necessary.

Supernatural theology is then dealt with by Junius in two 

ways, as "absolute and in itself", and "in a certain respect* 

or in the subject The former is the way supernatural theology

37
Summa Theologica, P t . 1, Q. 1, Art. 1,

This is clearest in TT 7. Note that in TV 20 theology of 
revelation is a broader category than supernatural theology.
See Opera I , col. 1398.

35 For • example, ..Reformed theologian Salomon ' van''Til.divided his
dogmatics, Theologiae utrlusque compendium" cum natural.is turn 
revelatae (Leyden 170kJ, into two parts, Natural Theology and 
Revealed Theology.

*+0 TV 16-19.
 ̂ TV 22, 23» 3^ff• TT 9 calls these abstract and concrete 

theology. Compare HT 21,
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is viewed in itself as the inspired wisdom of God spoken 

through the Word and found in the Scriptures. This category

of theology Junius examines according to the four Aristotelian

¡4-2
causes and their sub-causes. The matter of this theology is 

God and things ordered to God; the form is divine truth 

considered as a whole or by comparison of its individual parts; 

the principle efficient cause is God, and the instrumental
if3

efficient cause is the uttered word of God; the end of 

theology is first the glory of God, then the good of the elect.

The latter category, theology in the subject, is the way ab

solute theology is actually subjectively found in man. More 

theology is found in some men than in others, and in a particular 

man more at one time than another.

Besides his considerations of the nature of theology,

Junius also had some of his reflections on theologickl method 

published. His lectures on the Prophet Jonah gave him occasion

to explain his usual method of interpreting and applying 
14,14.

Scripture. Theft r1ures were published just a few days

before Junius left Heidelberg in 1592 prior to his teaching at 

45
Leyden,

1+2 ' T¥ 24-33.

At this point it is worthy to note that Junius considered 
Scripture to be the instrument of theology, not the foundational
principle of theology ..as. .a discipline. Cf,.. HI.. 2.7 ;. Summa aliquot 
locorum oommunium ss. theologiae, chp. IX.
¿1ij.

Lecttones in Jonam Prophetam. Printed in his Opera 1» col.939ff. 
See translation of his reflections on method, Appendix E.
Ll <
^ Reitsma, Junius, p. 102.
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Junius begins his JonaPi lectures with some general re

flections on the two methods of analysis and synthesis. The 

analytical method, proceeding from the end to the principles, 

is generally used in the exegesis of Scripture; the synthetical 

method, proceeding from the principles to the end, is to be 

used in popular orations and sermons in order to apply what is 

learned from the Scriptures to common use.

Eh general, analytical exposition considers the end, sum

(•principles) and parts (means) of a writing. Method has to do

with the whole analysis of these three things; order has to' do

only with the parts. "Analysis is therefore the method according

to which the readers are lead from the end to the highest ■

principles, according, to the parts, or if you like, through the
Ll'j

parts of the writing." ' In particular.» this means an analysis 

of the dogmas (which are theoretical or practical), and the 

narratives (which are mythical, dramatic, or historical) of the 

writing.. The meaning of the narratives is to be determined 

from the dogmas, -

Synthesis, which is used in teaching and preaching, brings 

into consideration the principles, the subject and the end of 

the writing that has been analyzed, The principles of the 

writing are either general or particular, the subject can be - 

either a dogma or narrative, and the end or purpose is the 

theoretical or practical knowledge of things and principles.

The emphasis on synthesis as the way to apply to use what is 
learned by analysis is most clearly expressed in the dedication 
of the writing, Opera I, col. 939 »

^  Ibid.. col. 9^1. Appendix E, p. 19»
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■ A few observations can be made regarding Junius' reflections 

on method. Junius' conception of analysis as the method for 

exegesis and synthesis as the method for preaching and teaching 

was a conception common in sixteenth c e n t u r y  Reformed thinking. 

Here, however, Junius does not explicitly consider the synthetical 

method for use in dogmatics, as Zanchius, for example, had 

earlier done. The arrangement of his dogmatic body of Theological 

Theses would nevertheless suggest that he may have favored the 

synthetical approach for dogmatics.

In Junius’ reflections the one-method approach of Ramus is 

not at all evident. His formulation of the two methods of analy

sis and synthesis neither suggests any direct influence from 

Zabarella*s formulation. For example, analysis consists for 

Junius of end, principles and means, while it consists for 

Zabarella of end, subject and means, Junius also distinguishes 

method and order, but not in the same way as Zabarella, and 

Junius does not make the Zabarellan link of analysis and syn

thesis to the practical and theoretical kinds of science.

Junius9 reflections on method indicate the fluid character 

of theological methodology at the end of the sixteenth century. 

Zabarellafs thinking on method was known, but only gradually 

did his influence take hold over other formulations. Each 

thinker during this time adapted from the various prevalent 

tendencies in methodology to form his own view of method.
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B. Lucas Tr'-1c*tius Sr. on Theology

The .-a - .d Compendium of Lucas Trelcatius both contain

short sections of reflection on theology. The Compendium was

constructed in the 1590’s» and appears to be the first handbook
1

according to which dogmatics was taught at Leyden. Trelcatius 

taught the dogmatic material by referring to his Syn>.. si:-;

which He had published for the use of his students,'It consists

of 22 -loci.outlined in a short 16 pages, This formed the basis

of his' lectures in which he dictated 'in greater detail over the

2
material that was presented in short form in the Synopsis.

In this way, the Compendium grew to its all but complete form. 

Death prevented Trelcatius from completing more than 17 of the 

proposed 22 loci. In its incomplete form, the Compendium was

published only in the l6l^ Opuscula Theologlca Omnia.

1In the Preface to his S y n__ i_>,, Trelcatius reveals his

concern for a teaching method that can make easier the learning 

of theological knowledge, here identified with the divinely 

inspired Scriptures. To make easier the unfolding of the 

Scriptures and the reading of later interpreters, Trelcatius 

wants to offer his brief Synopsis as a table in order for the 

reader to see at a glance to what locus or head of doctrine he 

is to-refer when reading in Scripture or in another writing.

For that purpose, in the Synopsis itself he wants to arrange

the loci, give a definition of each one and divide each definition

into' its parts in a dichotomous'manner.

1 Sepp-. op» -c-it.,- p. 80.

2 Ibid., p. 80,

^ See Appendix G.



A glance at the Synopsis reveals that Trelcatius consistent

ly works out the whole body of dogmatics in a dichotomous way 

beginning with God as the subject of theology and proceeding, 

by successively dividing each locus.into its two parts. This 

approach is a clear expression of Ramist method. All that lacks 

is a dichotomistic chart of the whole system.

The same concern for teaching by an easy method is evident
U

i n■the Preface found at the beginning of the Compendium.

With reference to method, Trelcatius contends that in theology 

as in other disciplines the method of teaching is to be twofold, 

analytical when exegesis is done and synthetical when dogmatics 

is done. He thus adopts the same conception of the two methods 

as formulated by Zanchius, and it is not far removed from 

Junius' formulation. Since Trelcatius0 concern here is with 

dogmatics, he elaborates on the synthetical method. The 

-necessity and usefulness of this approach is first demonstrated 

by- four arguments*, that theology like other disciplines has need 

of an orderly system of its parts in order for there to be easy 

learning, that it is needed for proper interpretation,, that it 

more easily discerns and solves controversies and the errors of 

heresy, and finally that it was the method always used by 

earlier theologians. The synthetical method itself consists 

of arranging in order the heads of doctrine brought together 

out of Scripture, explaining them by definition, division and 

exposition, and also refuting false doctrine. He considers 

Faith and Works, what is to be believed and what is to be done,

80

See Appendix F.
1+
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to be the chief'heads of doctrine to which 'all else refers,, and 

thus these become the two parts of his dogmatic system. The 

individual loci are to be treated from the most encompassing to 

the least encompassing, and develop from the highest things to 

the last things.

By his acceptance of both the analytical and synthetical 

methods, Trelcatius did not simply adopt the one-method, 

approach of Ramus; however, in his particular conception of the 

synthetical approach it ■ is the Raiaist method which dominates. 

Thus, by synthesis, doctrines are explained by definition, 

division and exposition, the typical Ramist conception. And 

that also explains why the Synopsis, as a dogmatic work, is 

typically Ramist in method. It is also possible that the in

fluence of Ramus1 Commentary lies behind Trelcatius* division of 

dogmatics into Faith and Works, for Ramus had divided doctrine 

into these same two parts. The emphasis on Works, or what is 

to be done, also reflects the emphasis of Ramus on practical 

use.

After his discussion of method, Trelcatius gives an out

line of the 22 loci of his dogmatics,in which he reveals how 

they all fit together within his system. This provides a 

good summary of his whole body of dogmatics. In its main lines 

it proceeds from loci on Theology and Scripture to God, creation, 

fall, redemption, '-covenant, predestination, faith and the 

Church. Noteworthy is the position of predestination within the

See above, p. 8 . Also Althaus, op. cit p. 52.



context of discussion of the c o v e n a n t Trelcatius® conception 

of the synthetí al method does not force him Into the decretal 

theology of Bezan heritage whereby predestination is considered 

at the head of the system as the decree of God which determines 

all that follows in history. That may be because the Ramist 

character of his method of synthesis did not dictate that he 

formulate his conception of synthesis as a procedure from 

principle to end, from cause to effect.

In the first locus of his system, Trelcatius comes to his 

actual discussion of the nature of theology. The discussion 

focuses on theology in Junius* sense of "supernatural theology“» 

but Trelcatius* emphasis is more on theology as a teachable 

discipline. Theology is to be drawn out of the Scriptures, 

which are regarded, as theology’s foundation and self-authenticating 

principle on which all her doctrines are dependent and tested.

This Is a clear expression of the Scripture principle, adopted 

to enable theology to meet the academic requirement that every 

discipline must rest on its own principles. Such a formulation 

of Scripture5 s relationship to theology is foreign to Junius, 

who had conceived of Scripture as the instrument of theology. 

Because of the close relationship of theology and Scripture for 

Trelcatius, his discussion in the first locus proceeds immediate

ly from theology to a discussion of its principle, Scripture.

The argument, according to his intended method, is composed of 

a definition and then an analysis of the parts of the definition, 

i.e., the genus and the species (differentia).

^ See fuller discussion of this point by Sepp, op. cit., p. 8I-8 3. 
Sepp has much praise for Trelcatius5 system..

82
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Theology is defined then as "the true wisdom of divine

things communicated to us by God by supernatural revelation

«7
through sacred Scripture for the glory of God and our salvation." 

The genus of theology is wisdom, as it had been for Junius. 

Trelcatius, however, freely uses other terms. It is wisdom be

cause it is the most excellent knowledge {sclentia) of the most

8
excellent things. He could also call theology doctrine (doctrina) 

concerning God and divine things. In the Syr ( , Trelcatius 

defined theology as "the divinely inspired knowledge (scientia), 

which hands down the saving knowledge of God disclosed to us
9

in sacred Scripture perfectly through the Prophets and Apostles.'*

We see here, with regard to the genus of theology, a shift from 

the term "knowledge” in the earlier Synopsis to "wisdom" in the 

Compendium.

In his discussion of the species part of the definition, 

Trelcatius distinguishes the theology of which he speaks from 

other kinds. Thus, following Junius, this theology as ectypal 

is distinguished from the archetypal theology of God. As true, 

it is distinguished from false theology; as "revealed spirit

ually" , it is distinguished from natural theology, although he 

doesn9t here use the term; as communicated through the written 

word, i.e. Scripture, it is distinguished from theology as 

previously unwritten, i.e. before the Scriptures were written.

r j

Compendium, p. 6. (Appendix F, p. 28),

® Ibid., p. 6.

9 Synopsis, 1st page. (Appendix G, p. 32).
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Man, however, is now bound to the theology of the written word

of Scripture, here called the 11 instrument" for communicating the 

wisdom necessary for salvation. The discussion then turns to 

Scripture as the principle of theology.

In his reflections on the actual nature of theology, 

Trelcatius betrays no influence of Ramism. That influence 

remains strongest in his conception of dogmatic method. As a 

former student of Ramus, he adapted his master5 s teaching re

garding method, but was no blind follower. These considerations 

must qualify the remarks of Grosheide who concluded merely from

the fact of Lucas Jr.'s anti-Ramism that Lucas Sr. was no

10
follower of Ramus.

Grosheide, op. cit., p. 100.
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C. Gomarus on Ti - logy

The available reflections of Gomarus on the nature of

theology present us with a difficulty, because we cannot be

confident that they are the product of his teaching at Leyden.

His most detailed reflections appear as the first locus, "On

Theology", of his Th » tical Disputations.1 The disputations

printed in this body of dogmatics are said to have been held in
2

various universities, thus at Leyden, Middleburg, Saumur,

or Groningen, It would be safest to assume that the first

disputation on theology is a product of Gomarus’ post-Leyden

years. His mention of "positive theology" and "scholastical

theology", terms which only later gained currency, would support

3that conclusion. Gomarus’ Locorum Commun!urn Theologlcarum

Epitomet published in 1653*■ also begins with a locus on theology.

This work, however, is definitely the product of his later

4
teaching at Groningen.

Whatever the date of the disputation “On Theology" may be, 

it is worthy of study to give us some indication of what Gomarus 

thought concerning the nature of theology during his years of 

teaching at Leyden. It is very likely that the formulations 

expressed in this disputation are a result of thinking on the

1
Dis pu ta t i one s Th:- ' , " ,;icae, p . 1-3, in his Opera (166"#}, Pt. II.

See Appendix H.

2
Ibid,» p. 1; cf. van Itterzon, op. cit., p. 278,

3
Cf. OT LX. The designation' rtscholastioal theology" became popular 

after the appearance of the l60# dograatics of L. Trelcatius, Jr.,
which contained “soholastical11 in the title. The term "positive 
theology” does not appear in the reflections of any of the other 
Leyden theologians under consideration,

^ van Itterzon, op. cit., p. 320-321.
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subject already at Leyden. As was the practice, Gomarus in his 

many years of teaching conducted disputations on the same topic

at various occasions, and thus his reflections were able to

5mature.

In the disputation "On Theology", Gomarus attempts to

analyze theology by distinguishing all the many types and sub-

types in which theology manifests itself. The argumentation

begins with the etymological meaning of the Greek term for

theology; this then is dichotomously divided and sub-divided

until the finest distinctions have been made. The methodological

influence of Ramism which had attracted Gomarus in youth is
6

obvious.

Gomarus accepts the conventional etymological meaning of 

"theology” as discourse concerning God. Then he makes the con

ventional distinction, in Augustinlan fashion, between true 

theology and heathen theology. Heathen theology is considered,

however, to be partly true and partly false, and. thus Gomarus 

leaves open the possibility that supernatural revelation may

7
have been available to the heathen world.

Gomarus further on distinguishes, on the basis of the 

etymological composition of "theology” from "theos” and "logos"»

~5- T h e B1 bllographische Li,1 st of published works and disputations 
of Leyden theologians compiled by L.D. Petit does not include 
anything published by Gomarus on the nature of theology other 
than the works mentioned.

° Although no Ramist -charts appear with any of the -dogmatic 
disputations, Gomarus did occasionally use them. For example, 
see his synopsis of the doctrine of providence, Opera III, p. 14-0.

^ OT II. Also corollary no. Ik.
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between:' the object of theology, God, and what .is attributed to

it, i.e. knowledge about God. He uses the. various terms "scien-

tia", !,notitial! (knowledge) as -well as "sapientia* (wisdom)
8

interchangeably as designations for theological knowledge.

This knowledge is then divided analogically into the.. uncreated

knowledge of God himself and the created knowledge, disclosed by 

9
God. This is the same distinction that Junius had called 

archetypal and ectypal, but Gomarus reserves these terms for 

further refinements of the distinction,

Gomarus enters much deeper into analysis of the theology 

of God himself than Junius or Trelcatius Sr. had done, when he 

distinguishes a natural theology of God (having to do with his 

nature, either in his one essence or in his subsistence in 

three persons) and a voluntary theology of God (having to do 

with his will toward creatures). Only this voluntary theology 

of God is considered archetypal.10 it is significant that at 

this point, Gomarus refers to Thomas Aquinas for his formulation 

of this conception.

The theology disclosed by God is then subjected to an 

analysis in terms of the four causes. This is done quite con

ventionally except for the formal cause which is conceived as 

the conformation of this disclosed theology to the theology of 

God himself in its natural and voluntary forms. Only in the

8 Cf. OT ¥1, VIII.

9 OT X.

10 OT XVI.
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conformation of disclosed theology to the voluntary theology,

which is archetypal, does disclosed theology become called

, 11ectypal.

In an excursion in his analysis, Gomarus identifies the

“subject11 in -which disclosed t h e o l o g y  is found. That subject

is the rational creature, man, because he alone has reason and a

12
mindjwhich is the faculty that contains wisdom.

Disclosed theology is then considered, according to its

mode of disclosure, either natural and common to all men or
13

supernatural and peculiar to some men. This distinction is 

understood in basically the same sense as Junius. Natural 

theology is here Scripturally grounded on Romans 1 and 2 and on

(the common misreading of) John 1:9* It is worthy to note that

Gomarus considers both the natural and supernatural kinds to

be disclosed theologies. The natural is not set over against

disclosed theology; rather, natural theology is disclosed by

being born out of the natural seed of reason and religion which
11+

is implanted by God in all men. Nevertheless, there is a 

difference between disclosure and revelation. Only supernatural 

theology has the mode of disclosure that is called revelation. 

Thus, for Gomarus natural theology cannot be said to be revealed, 

as had been the case for Junius, and in this he anticipates the

11 OT XXI.

12 OT XXIII-XXIV.

13 OT XXV ff.

1^ OT XXIX.

15 OT XLV.
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tendency that became dominant in later Rationalistic theology

which placed natural over against revealed theology..

Natural theology is now divided into immediate natural

1 f\
theology and mediate natural theology,* The immediate was 

created into man and was sufficient for m a n’s earthly happiness 

in his original state, but even then it needed the supernatural 

gift .of God * s grace to actualize this theology so. that super

natural happiness could be achieved. Thus even in the unfallen 

state, grace was needed. In that he agreed with Junius..

Mediate natural theology is acquired by the natural power of 

reason aroused by the sensation of things of the world,which 

mirrors the deity and benefits of God. A measure of wisdom 

concerning God can be acquired by means of reason because God's 

image was imprinted on man as rational creature. This natural 

theology is further divided into the whole natural theology of 

the unfallen state which yet required external revelation, and 

the partly corrupted natural theology after the Pall which 

because of its deficiency made necessary the a p p e a r a n c e  of a 

new supernatural theology »

Supernatural theology, operating beyond the powers of

nature, is revealed to restore the old natural theology and to
17

introduce a new knowledge regarding redemption. This theology

furthermore is either the perfect theology of vision for man in

heaven, or the imperfect theology of the traveler for man still 

18on earth. The latter is further divided into divinely

16 OT XXX ff,
17

OT XLII.
1 fi

OT XLVI ff. " I m p e r f e c t i s  here used in the sense of incomplete.
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inspired and humanly acquired theology. The divinely inspired 

variety was revealed by the Word which was at first unwritten, 

then written and delivered by the instrument of Scripture.

The written is either obscure as in the Old Testament, or 

evident as in the New, Humanly acquired theology, which is 

obtained by study of the inspired theology of Scripture is either 

exegetical, i.e. "positive theology”, or dogmatic, i.e. MScholas- 

tical theology”.

In the appended corollaries, Gomarus answers some of the 

questions, common to the medieval scholastic discussions of 

theology, that he could not answer in the argument of his dis

putation. Thus, for example, he follows Thomas Aquinas in 

regarding theology as a mixed science consisting of both practical 

and theoretical knowledge but yet remaining predominantly 

theoretical.

Many of the distinctions that Gomarus discusses are the 

same as those worked out earlier by Junius. By making a number 

of refinements even beyond what Junius had distinguished, how

ever , Gomarus takes another step in the trend toward a scholastic 

proliferation of distinctions that finally serves little useful 

purpose.

Gomarus does not appear to have published anything explicit 

on theological method. Van Itterzon, however, remarks that in 

his study method, Gomarus was much influenced by the instruction 

he received at Heidelberg under Zanchius, who considered analy-
19

sis necessary for-e-xegesis and synthesis necessary .for dogmatics.

19 van Itterzon, op. cit., p. 25-26.
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A glance at the loci arrangement in Gomarus5 dogmatic 

Theological Dlsput'-f i-ais would suggest that he had a synthetical

order In mind, if he indeed compiled them in the published

20
arrangement. The order of this dogmatics proceeds in its main 

lines from theology, Scripture, God, the Trinity, God's decree, 

predestination, creation, law, gospel, Christ to the second 

part which deals with the side of theology relating to man and 

treats faith, justification, resurrection, the Church and the 

sacraments. Here vie see the order of a decretal theology in the 

tradition of Beza. The doctrine of Scripture is considered 

as the "basis and organic principle” of this theological system,

just as an experienced architect first lays a foundation in
21

order to support the full weight of a building. Predestination

is treated in the context of God5 s eternal decree, a combination
22

characteristic of a decretal system.

Van Itterzon contends that in Gomarus* theological position

over against that of Ar mini-us, not the doctrine of predestination,

23
but the doctrine of justification was in the foreground. ■ He

also points out that Gomarus’ starting point had earlier been

O rs

The Dlsputationes Trr •_ ̂  .a „cae were first published in the 1,6^4 
Opera after Gomaruss death, The disputations included may 
p; ~ oil.. ,• have been compiled by the editors especially for the 
publication of the Opera. If this is the case, we can nevertheless 
be assured that the editors remained true to Gomarus8 intentions.
A comparison with the order of Gomarus5 other dogmatic outlines, 
published and unpublished, suggests a uniform dogmatic arrangement. 
Cf. van Itterzon, op. cit., p. 321.
O -1

Dlsputationes Theologlcae» Disput II. ”De Scriptura Sacra”, in 
Opera III, p. 3 •

22 is worthy to note that Herman Bavinck considered Gomarus * 
dogmatics to be a scholastic treatment of theology. Gereformeerde 
Dogr ~ t; -k:, vol. 1. p. 155• Also van Itterzon, op. cit. , p. 2?8.

21
van Itterzon, op. cit., p. 375*
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the c o v e n a n t . At the begin n i n g  of his Leyden teaching Gomarus

delivered his inaugural oration on the topic of the covenant in 

order to provide an introduction to his exegetical work. For 

this reason the editors of the Opera later placed this oration

at the beginning of Gomarus* collected works as the prolegomena. 

With his growing involvement in the predestination c o n t r o v e r s y , 

Gomarus5 emphasis began to shift toward a more rigid decretal 

system.

The exegetical work of Gomarus focuses largely on an

'*a n a l y s i s” of New Testament books. ' Some books of the New

Testament he considers to be chiefly narrative (either historical

or p r o p h e t i c ) , and others chiefly dogmatic. In general Gomarus

m akes his exegesis serve a dogmatic and ethical p u r p o s e . The

task of exegesis is to find doctrines that can be used in

25
d o g m a t i c s , and exhortations that can be used in ethics.

T h u s  he speaks, for e x a m p l e , of a dogmatic part and an exhortative 

part in the New T estament e p i s t l e s . This dual focus of his 

exegesis provides us with the key to Gomarus® exegetical method*

Cf. v a n  Itterzon, op. c i t . , clip. 10 .

25 Ibid., p. 3 3 7 , 36 8.



D. Lucas Ti . n .'is Jr. on Theology

Lucas Trelcatius Jr. dealt with the topic of theology in 

the preface and introductory section to Book 1 of his Scholas- 

ctoai and Method ical Instruction. Lucas Jr, had succeeded his 

father at the university as professor with the mandate to teach 

the "loci communes", and his 1604 book appeared as the first 

fruit of his dogmatic teaching. This is the first published 

dogmatics in completed form to come out of the theological 

faculty at Leyden. His father5s incomplete work was published 

only later. Lucas Jr, wrote his work as a textbook for teaching 

the chief heads of doctrine to students in theology. Thus in 

the title he uses the tern "scholastical"» which for him meant 

for school purposes*^ In this work, theology becomes presented 

basically as a scientific discipline that must be easily teach

able . The emphasis on a "methodical" treatment is then a mere 

reflection of the prevalent sixteenth century emphasis on method 

as a way to facilitate easier teaching and. learning. In imitation 

of Calvin, Trelcatius calls his work an "Instruction" or 

"Institute”.

In his letter of dedication (Aug., l60k) to the Curators
2 '

of the university and magistrates of Leyden, Trelcatius gives

1
As previously mentioned (footnote 3*P* 85), the term "scholas- 

tical" was first popularized in Protestant circles with the 
appearance of this dogmatic work. The term first appeared in 
Frotestant theology in the title of a commentary of"Lambert 
Danaeus on Lombard’s Sentences, published in 1580, Not long 
after Trelcatius, Joh. listed used the term in his important • 
dogmatics titled Theologia scholastlca __ Hi bens 1 /-os
communes theologicos meth  ̂ , ■ 1 e L___ ^e_, .

2 Printed at the beginning of his work. No pagination.
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an indication of how he viewed the structure of his dogmatics.

He mentions that in a year and a half he composed this "anatomy 

of the whole theological body". This he has done both didactically 

by way of confirmation of the truth and elenctical'ly by way of 

refutation of false doctrine, for this twofold way of teaching 

is necessary for a thorough treatment of theology. Thus he 

lias "put forward and confirmed the doctrine of the Truth, or the 

nature of every commonplace, by definition: (where it either 

might or should be done) and by an analytical explication of 

that through the causes," and has refuted falsehood S!by the 

addition of general solutions and distinctions, which we have 

Individually opposed to each of the arguments of Bellarmine 

(where the locus was in controversy with the Papists) in the 

same order in which they are put forward by hira in the loci 

noted,1* He published his work because of the public regard for 

theological study, his own private sense of duty and the com

pelling entreaties of friends. Although books of commonplaces 

were plenteous at the time, Trelcatius considered then either 

too long or too brief for the use of students, and thus it was 

his desire and the desire of his students that both parts of 

theology be “contracted and brought into a compendium by a 

scholastical and methodical treatment". He hoped thus to pro

voke greater writers than him to do the same. 'By offering this 

work, he thought that he would not only relieve his students 

from the trouble of writing, but also "lay open, as in a Table, 

to their memory and eyes", what they thereafter ought to expect 

from hira and as a guide show students the readiest way to the 

didactical and elenctical knowledge of theology.



As the dedication indicates,, one of the book8 s main pur

poses was to refute arguments of the famous- Jesuit- controversia

list, Robert Bellarmine (15^2-1621). In his three volume

Pi spue..■ ,nes de contr v - ¡_i_ christia- ̂  _ versus huius

temporibus ha* (published 1586.-1593). Bellarine had tried

to expose the arguments of individual protestant spokesmen, 

especially Calvin, Prom 1569 to 1S?6 he had taught at Louvain 

and there he came to know first-hand the views of the Protestants, 

His Disputatlones are written in the typical scholastic style, 

each subject beginning with an exact definition of the term

3followed by many distinctions that unfold its various sub-types, 

Trelcatius now attempts to counteract the threat from Bellarmine*s 

polemics, The "scholasticaln character of Trelcatius' work may 

partly be attributed to his attempt to meet the arguments of 

Bellarmine on his owa grounds. One obvious.similarity in dog

matic arrangement appears in Book III where Trelcatius follows 

Bellarmine in discussing man in his various states.

ix
I n■the preface to his dogmatics, Trelcatius examines the 

two sides of his title, the nature of Theology and the method 

of its Instruction, First, with regard to theology, he distinguish

es between archetypal and ectypal, by now a common distinction

at Leyden, but the theology that engages him in this work is the

3 R.W. Riehgels, "Scholasticism meets Humanism In the Counter- 
Reformation r The Clash of 'Cultures in Robert Bellarminefs Use 
of Calvin in the Controversies", Sixteenth Century Journal 
(April, 1975). P. W l  — —
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ectypal kind, Ectypal theology is given form through revelation 

and gracious communication whether that be by nature or by 

grace and Scripture. Here again both the natural and super

natural kinds of ectypal theology are considered to be com

municated by revelation. Trelcatius then demonstrates by 

several arguments that there is an ectypal theology.

With respect to the definition of theology, by etymology 

theology is "scientia"» but in terms of the phenomenon of 

theology itself Trelcatius prefers to call it "wisdom", the . 

true wisdom of divine things divinely communicated either by 

natural means or by supernatural grace. The subject of theology 

is regarded materially as the "Thing Considered”, i.e. God and 

things ordained unto God, and formally as the "Means of Con

sidering the Thing", i.e. truth analogous to the divine arche

typal Truth c

Turning to teaching method, the second side of his title,

Trelcatius considers in the traditional way the synthetical

5
approach as the method or order proceeding from cause 

(or principles) to effect, and the analytical approach as the 

method or order proceeding from effect to the cause (or prin

ciples), He also, however, relates the synthetical method to

contemplative or theoretical sciences and the analytical method

to practical sciences, in accordance with the formulation of

Zabarella. That correlation had just been introduced into
6

theological method in 1602 by Bartholomew Keckermann. Trel

catius nevertheless takes a very independent position in' thé way

^ Ee uses "method" and ’’order" interchangeably,

^ See above, p. 29.

9&
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he relates the two 'methods to theology. Whereas only the syn

thetical method had traditionally been regarded as the method 

of dogmatics (for example, by Lucas Sr.), Lucas Jr. finds both 

methods proper for dogmatics, because he sees theology as both 

a contemplative and practical science. Looking back at previous 

protesfcant dogmatic works, he identifies the method of Calvin, 

Melanchthon and Ursinus as analytical following the order of' 

knowledge, and the method of Hyperius, Musculus and Zanchius as 

synthetical following the order of the thing considered. The 

validity of identifying the methods of these earlier theologians 

as analytical or synthetical has since been much debated.1 

Since the 'analytical method was not explicitly applied- to 

dogmatics before 1602, its use by earlier theologians can be 

questioned, although we can speak of forerunners of the analyt

ical method in dogmatics.

Although Trelcatius thinks that previous theologians had 

properly used one or the other method,'he himself prefers-to 

use both methods in his system of dogmatics'. The synthetical 

method actually predominates, however, because it is according 

to this order that he' sets up the whole arrangement '{or dis

position) of his work. This synthetical order is to proceed, 

according to the traditional formulation of Galen, from the 

first principles through the middle things or means to the'

last things or end, Trelcatius then wants to deal with each' 

of these three elements of the synthetical order by'.'an analytical 

explanation. Such analysis..is to be done first by confirming 

the truth and then by refuting falsehood. These two parts of

7 _

Eg. Weber, op. cit., p. 42-43; Bohatec, op, cit., p. 286;
Hartvelt, op. cit., p* 122, 1 3 3.



analysis, also a feature of the dogmatics of Lucas Sr., he 

already explained in his letter of dedication. The part pre

senting doctrinal truth is to consist of a definition of each 

point of doctrine and analysis of it through an enumeration' of 

its four basic Aristotelian causes. Here we see the more 

traditional Aristotelian procedure in contrast to the Ramist 

procedure of definition and dichotomous division which Lucas Sr. 

had followed, A glance through the dogmatics of Lucas Jr. 

reveals how consistently he worked out this approach. Each ■ 

locus, consists of a confirming part with definitions and analysis 

by the causes, and a refuting part with distinctions to solve 

opposing arguments.

The'dogmatic work itself consists of three books corres-

8
ponding to the three elements of the synthetical order, Bool: 1 

treats the principles of theology; the other two books comprise 

the two actual parts of theology. Book II, corresponding to the 

means element of the synthetical order, treats the-first part 

of theology, that is, the works of God or the causes of man’s 

salvation. Book III, corresponding to the last things or end 

element of the synthetical order, treats the second part of 

theology concerning the subject who receives salvation (which 

is the proximate end of theology), that is, man in his various 

states. The two parts of theology therefore consider salvation 

first simply in itself and in its causes, then as related to its 

subject.

Book I bagins with a general introduction concerning the

98

Cf. the introductions to Book II and III,
8



principles of. theology. Irelcatius here contends that as 

every science must have its first principles so must theology«,

In fact, theology is the most perfect science because its first 

principles have no other principles prior to them. By such 

a - search for principles in order to establish the foundation 

of theology, Trelcatius treats theology basically as a scien

tific discipline, in- the Aristotelian tradition.

Lucas Sr. had contended that theology has one principle. 

Scripture; Lucas Jr. considers theology to have two principles, 

a Principle of Being (Principiuc Essendi) and a Principle of 

Knowing (Principiuin Cognoscendi). On the basis of the two 

parts of the etymology of the word "theology", i.e. "theos" 

and "logos'*, God becomes the Principle of Being and the Word of 

God becomes the Principle of Knowing. Although Trelcatius 

maintains two principles, he- considers both to be immediately 

first principles. This is possible because of the basic 

philosophical distinction, recurring throughout his thinking, 

between the Thing considered and Knowledge of the Thing, or as 

we might say, between ontological and epistsinological categories. 

Thus God is first according to the order of being, and the 

Word is first according to the order of knowledge„

The distinction between Principiuin Essendi and Principium 

Cogno.scendi -was generally available in philosophical discussion 

in Trelcatius1- time. Zabarella, for example, had distinguished

99

9

^ See Appendix I, .p . ¿1-9-50.



these two principles.^  Barth, Keckermann may have been the 

first to introduce the distinction into protestant theology 

when in his 1602 S.ysterna SS. Theologiae he considered God to 'be

the Principium Essendi and the Word of God to be the Principium

11
Cognoscendi of man's salvation. It is possible that Trel-

catius drew directly fror. Keckermann on this point, for he

12
identified the principles of theology in the sane way.

Boole 1 of Trelcatius5 dogmatics consists of two looi 

treating the two first principles of theology. Since the Word 

of God offers the knowledge of God, this knowledge ought to 

be known first; thus the first locus deals with the Word. The 

greater part of this locus enters into a discussion of the 

doctrine of Scripture, which is identified as the holy instrument 

concerning the truth necessary for salvation. The second locus 

deals with God and his attributes.

Book II, treating the works of God or the causes of salva

tion, considers both the internal works of God which are in his 

very essence by an eternal act, and his external works which 

go out from God into creatures by a temporal act. Thus the 

first locus of this book treats predestination, an internal 

act of God. The remaining loci deal with God's external works 

and include treatment of creation and providence (as external

100

Cf, Kristeller and Weiner eds. Renaissance Essayst p. 246. 

Bartholomew Keckeriaann, Opera. .Qrnia, .Tom II.., .col... 6.9.»

The same basic distinction reappears in the dogmatics of 
Herman Bavinck, Gereformeerde Dogma*tiek I , p. I83ff.

1 ?



acts relating to nature), and Christ, his offices, the call of

man, justification, the covenant, sacraments and the church
. 13

(as external acts relating to grace and redemption)*

Book 111 treats man in his two states, in this life and in

the life to come, and contains loci concerning man in this life

according to nature and according to grace. Natural man is

considered in his original state of integrity and in his fallen

state corrupted by sin. With respect to man as he is raised

beyond nature by grace, faith and good works are brought into

consideration. Finally, discussion of the state of man beyond

this life concludes the work.

Grosheide considers Trelcatius to be the first theologian

at Leyden to treat dogmatics in a scholastic way. He sees in

Trelcatius a joining of dogmatics and Aristotelian philosophy,

lit-
coupled with a rejection of Baraus. In contrast with his

father, Lucas Jr. strongly rejected Ramism from the time of his

youth, and our investigation of his dogmatics reveals no Ramist 

influence. Traditional Aristotelian features, on the other

hand, are readily apparent.

With Trelcatius, theological methodology appears in a

fluid transition stage. Some elements of Zabarella’s conception
15

are apparent in Trelcatius, but he adapted from such influences 

to form an independent position.

13
See introduction to Book II.

1 b Grosheide, p. 100.

Thus Bohatcc talks of a neo-scholastic character to his 
methodology, op. cit., p, 2?9•
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The -Scholastlcal and Methodical-Instruction appears to 

have had a considerable influence judging from the frequency of 

its publication. There were at least eleven Latin printings of 

the work in various- European cities, and the English translation 

of l6l0. An example of Tre'lcatius* influence can be seen in 

the many citations of his work in Englishman Thomas Tuke8s 

The High-way to Heaven, or the Doctrine of Election, which 

appeared in 1609 even before the English translation of Trel- 

catius* work appeared, Trelcatius! particular application of 

the two - theological methods, however, does not appear to have 

had any influence on later Reformed dogmatics.
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E. Arminius on Theology

The chief source for Arminius6 view of theology is to be 

found in the three orations on theology which he delivered in 

the fall of 1603 as an introduction to his first course of 

lectures on theology, when he began to take up his newly appointed 

position as Professor of Theology at Leyden. These were the 

most extensive reflections on theology to appear at Leyden since 

the small book of Junius. At the beginning of the first oration, 

Arminius states that the reason for these orations on theology 

is that on commencing his office he ought to "offer some general 

remarks on Sacred Theology, by way of preface, and enter into 

an explanation of its extent, dignity and excellence. For 

him such remarks serve two purposes: (1) to incite the minds of 

the students to diligent study of theology and to urge them to 

proceed into the career of ministry in the church, and (2 ) to 

prescribe for himself a law and rule to follow in his teaching

so that he might conduct himself with holiness and modesty and in
2

good conscience. The orations were received by a crowded
3

audience and with wide applause. We know of no adverse re

action to then even from Arminius® colleague Gomarus, They 

were first published in l6ll, and were again printed at the 

beginning of his Latin Opera.

Arminius also dealt with the nature and method of theology

1 The Works of James Ariainius, (Auburn and Buffalo, 1853) , vol. I, 
p. 53* Hereafter this work will be referred to as WJA.

2 WJA 1, p. 53-54.

3
Bangs, op. cit. , p. 2 6 1, Arminius makes mention of .a J*famous 

and crowded auditory”. WJA I, p. 79.
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in the first of his Private Disputations which, were held at his 

house twice a week during his years of teaching at Leyden.

These Disputations were first published in l6l0 after his death 

along with twenty-five of his public disputations.

1. The Line of Argument in the Or ti:ns

in his three orations on theology, Arminius treats his 

topic according to the four aspects of a scheme described in 

the first oration: " I n  imitation of the method which obtains 

in human sciences, that are estimated according to the excellence 

of their OBJECT,■their AUTHOR, and their END, and of the 

IMPORTANCE of the reasons by -which each of them is supported—

I shall follow the same plan, speaking, first, of the OBJECT 

of Theology, then of its AUTHOR, afterwards of its END, and

4
lastly of its CERTAINTY. *' These four categories form the 

structure of,the three orations of which the first is called'

"The Object of Theology" (de Objecto Theologiae), the second 

"The Author and End of Theology” {de Authore et Fine Theologiae), 

and the last "The Certainty of Sacred TheologyM (de Certitudine 

S.S, Theologiae)', This mode of treating the discipline of 

theology is a quasi-aristotelian version of the four causes, the 

object being the material cause, the .author the efficient 

cause, the end the final cause, and certainty the formal cause. 

Although his predecessors and colleagues in their reflections 

had described theology in terms of the four causes, none had used 

them as the structural framework of their reflections as Arminius 

here does. - He was much influenced by Ram ism'; 'yet' on this point

^ WJA I , p. 55• By “human sciences” (humanis disciplinis) Arminius
presumably means all sciences in t h e ;curriculum of his day other 
than the divine science of theology.
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he does not follow the typical Ramist method of treating a 

curriculum subject, according to definition and dichotomous

division.

Each of the four' categories under discussion Arminius 

treats according to the basic distinction that he makes between 

Legal and Evangelical (or Christian) Theology. He says that 

legal theology properly applied to man in his obedient condition 

before the Pall, but also implies that this theology remained 

even after the Fall. It was "accommodated to m a n’s primeval 

state. For while man in his original integrity acted under the 

protecting favor and benevolence of a good and just God, he was 

able to render to God that worship which had been prescribed 

according to the law of legal righteousness, that says ’This d o , 

and thou shalt l.lve.,H^ In that condition, - the knowledge man 

had of God was amply sufficient, but when he fell from his

primeval integrity this legal theology became insufficient for

6
salvation. A second kind of theology became necessary'» 

evangelical theology. "Here then we have a Theology, which, 

from Christ, its object, is most rightfully and deservedly 

termed Christian, which is manifested not by the Law, but in 

the earliest ages by promise, and in these latter days by the 

Gospel."7

Arminius* distinction between legal and evangelical 

theology is not found in the reflections on theology of the 

other Leyden theologians, . The distinction between law and gospel

5 WJA I, p. 65,

6 WJA I, p. 66.

7 WJA I, p. 69.
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was of Lutheran heritage, but had nevertheless been common in the

Reformed tradition before Arminius. Zacharias Ursinus had

earlier distinguished the '’doctrine of the church“ or’ theology

8
into the two parts of Law and Gospel. It appears that Arrainius

takes up the distinction as his substitute for what the others 

at Leyden had called natural and supernatural theology. His 

evangelical theology is almost identical to their supernatural 

theology. The big difference is between his légal and their 

natural theology. Though he makes no mention of the fact, he 

wants no natural theology, not even in the revealed, or disclosed
<

sense of his Leyden colleagues. He strongly emphasizes that 

neither legal nor evangelical theology can at all be acquired 

by man's reasoning,.for their object, God (and Christ), is much 

too high to be able to be grasped by man’s limited capacity.

Both legal and evangelical theology need a revelation tempered 

to m a n’s understanding and it must be accepted by faith, not
Q

reason. To show from the Scriptures that this is the case 

also for legal theology, he refers to such passages as Heb. 11:3»

"Through faith we understand that the world was framed by the

word of God”, and Rom. 1:19, "God showed it to them".

The Ob,i„ct of In* > ~ .> (the field of investigation)

In this section, Arminius first treats legal, theology.

10
"God himself is the Object of Theology.a For this two reasons

® The Commentary of D r . Zacharias Ursinus on tfc „i ' 1’erg 
GatechTsm~~TGrand Rapids,-T95>S7—p"̂" 2-3.

9 WJA I, p. 6 7 , 85-8?.
10

WJA I , p, 5 6. In Private Disputation I , thesis 3 states that 
the proximate and immediate object of theology is "not God himself, 
but the duty and act which he is bound to perform to God," God is 
the object of this duty. WJA II, p, 10.



are given: (l) etymological— "Theology” is considered to signify 

(in Augustinian fashion), "discourse or reasoning concerning 

God'", (2) the testimony of Scripture, i.e. "the definition 

which the Apostle gives of this science, when he describes it 

as * the truth which is after godliness’ (Titus 1:1) ,11 ̂  godli

ness meaning a worship due- to God alone. As an object, God well

satisfies the conditions that are generally necessary to render

12
acceptable the object of any science. These are three: the 

object must be (1) the best, the greatest and immutable, (2) lucid 

and clear to the mind, and (3) able to fill the mind and its 

desires. The finite mind is able to know the infinite God as 

object "because it apprehends Infinite Being and the Chief 

Truth, although it is incapable of comprehending t h e m . lore 

strictly considering how the object is placed as a foundation 

of this science, an issue in the medieval scholastic discussion 

of the formal relation by which God is the object of theology,
1'

Arminius offers a short answer consisting of three considerations:

(1) Since man cannot receive this infinite object, it must be 

accommodated to his capacity, (2) by grace man more and more

receives this knowledge, and (3 ) this object is not considered 

in theology merely to be known but to be worshiped, for theology;

WJA I , p. $ 6 . . Certainly Paul is not here attempting to define 
the scientific discipline of theology; however, if theology is 
understood in the sense of a knowledge of God, Paul5 s • "knowledge 
of the truth which accords with godliness" could be understood 
to be about theology.

12 WJA I, p. 5?.

13 WJA I, p. 59.

li+- WJA I, p. 60.

10?
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is practical. To worship God, it is necessary to believe that

(1) God ought to be worshiped, (2) worship is rewarded, and (3)

15
the mode of worship must be according to his command. In

relation to this belief, three things ascribed to God besides a

proper conception of the Deity are necessary and sufficient to 

16
be known;- (1) the nature of God—that He is worthy to re

ceive adoration and rewards worship, and is simple, infinite, 

just, good, etc., (2 ) his actions—of creation and providence, 

and (3) his will—expressed, in a covenant with man, i.e. the 

legal covenant.

Uhe knowledge of G o d’s nature, actions and will in legal 

theology can serve no saving purpose after the Fall and thus is

insufficient for evangelical theology. After the Pall it became

1?
necessary to know: (1) other properties of God®s nature—his

mercy, long-suffering, etc., (2) other actions—a new creation

and new providence and the work of redemption, (3 ) another

decree of his will—a new covenant concerning salvation (i.e. the

evangelical covenant). "Another revelation, therefore, and a

different species of theology, were necessary to make known

these /other/ properties of the Divine Nature, ... to proclaim

the actions ... and to occupy themselves in explaining that
18

decree and new covenant.” To do this God used the intervention 

of a—Mediator-, his son Jesus Christ. Ian in receiving the

15 WJA I, p. 60-61.

16 WJA I, p. 61-6 3.

17 WJA I, p. 6?.

18 WJA 2, p. 6 7.



benefits should certainly acknowledge, worship .and thank

Christ, but in order- to worship him there "arose the necessity

of making a revelation concerning Jesus Christ; and on this

account two objects, (that is, God and his Christ,) are to be

placed as a foundation to that /Evangelical/ Theology which will

19
sufficiently contribute towards the salvation of sinners."

Christ as the object of theology is subordinate to God., . Then 

Arminius discusses the union (coniunctio) and subordination of 

both these objects. Considering their union, he shows how 

Christ as well as God fulfills the three conditions appropriate 

for the object of any science. The subordination of the one 

object to the other is discussed according to its nature, i.e. 

communication between God and man is now only by means of the 

intervention of Christ standing between Cod and man, and 

according to its necessity, i.e. on account of man9s depravity 

which separates him by a great gulf from God’s sanctity, Christ 

had to fill the gulf to again unite man and God.“" It is of 

infinite utility to consider this necessity, (1) to produce 

-confidence in believers, and (2) to establish the necessity of 

.the Christian religion, by which he means the necessity of

faith in Christ. This special emphasis on faith is one of the 

few matters in these orations which might have been sensitive

19
WJA 1» p. 68. This twofold object of theology reflects 

Calvin's twofold knowledge of God which forms the 'structure of 
the first two books of the Institutes. B k . I, The knowledge 
of -God Creator; Bk, II, The knowledge of God the Redeemer in 
Christ, See I m _. i.toe» 1» ii, 1.

109

20 WJA I, p. 72-?8.
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in terms of the dispute over predestination at the time. Here 

Arminius makes his point over against the Supralapsarian position, 

for which a personal obligation to have faith in Christ might 

not seem logically consistent with the view of a predetermined 

faith,inherent in its doctrine of election.

The A uthor of Theology (the source of theological knowledge)

Concerning the Author of theology, Arminius elaborates on

four considerations: (1 ) who the Author is, (2) in what respects

he is to be considered in making known his revelation, (3) which

of his properties were employed in the revelation of theology,

and (4) in what manner he made it known.

Again these points are considered with respect to both

legal and evangelical theology. "In both cases, the same person

is the Author and the Object, and the person who reveals the
21

doctrine is likewise its matter and argument»” God is there

fore the Author of legal theology. This is demonstrated in two 

ways, from Scripture, and from the very nature of the object.

The. second way of demonstration proves God is the Author because 

since his nature exceeds the capacity of man, and his ways are 

higher than man's ways, and his will is unsearcheable, the things

of God "could not be known before a revelation of them proceeded

22
from God", No natural theology is permitted here.

God and his Christ or God in and through Christ is the 

Author of evangelical theology. Again this is demonstrated by 

Scripture, and by the nature of the object. He thus argues

21 WJA I, p. 84.

22 WJA I, p. 87.
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that the object must be revealed, otherwise it would remain 

unknown. Though Arminius here too makes much use of Scripture, 

his second demonstration for both the legal and evangelical 

kinds of theology amounts to a rational argumentation (an 

element of a de facto natural theology!) for the need for 

revelation from God, Thus he rationally demonstrates that "God 

must necessarily reveal the content of both legal and evangelical 

theology. He contends that the object of evangelical theology 

"does not come within the cognizance of the understanding, and 

it is not mixed up, as it were, with the first notions or ■ 

ideas impressed on the mind at the period of its creation-; it

is not acquired in conversation or reasoning; but it is made

23
known 'in the words which the Holy Ghost teacheth.9.n ' ' m

spite of his own method of demonstration, no natural theology

is permitted here either. ■ ■ ■

Concerning the respects in which the Author is viewed in

making known the revelation, the discussion turns to the' nature

of the Trinity. The Father manifests the Gospel through his

Word (his Son) and his Spirit, through his Son by being sent

as Mediator and Word made flesh, and through his^Spirit by being

the Spirit of Christ and substitute for Christ. At this point

also the Spirit becomes identified as the Author of evangelical 
2k

theology, as again in the summary remarks at the end of the

third oration the Spirit is considered inseparable from God and

• -  -  2 ^Christ’for all four aspects of theology.

23 WJA I, p. 89.

2k
WJA I, p. 93-

25 WJA I, p. Ikk.
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In revealing theology, God employs his wisdom, goodness

and power, but these properties are much greater in his revel-

ation of evangelical theology than of the legal, thus demon-

26
strating that evangel!oal far surpasses legal theology. He 

even goes on to say, MA deeper consideration of this matter 

almost coiapells me to adopt a more confident daring, and to 

give the wisdom, goodness and power of God, which are unfolded 

in Legal Theology, the title of 'Naturale, ... . The others, 

which are manifested in the gospel, I fearlessly call ’super

natural wisdom, power and goodness', and 'the extreme point 

and perfect completion of all revelation1; because in the 

manifestation of the latter, God appears to have excelled him

self , and to have unfolded every one of his blessings.

Though Arminius here uses the terms "natural" and "supernatural" 

in connection with legal and evangelical theology, he does not 

mean the natural and supernatural theology of the other Leyden 

theologians. He here uses the terms in the sense of ''ordinary” 

"extraordinary" properties of God.

Concerning the manner of divine manifestation» Arminius 

contends that it "appears to be threefold, according to the
p O

three instruments or organs of our capacity.” Divine things 

are revealed (1) to the external senses, eg. by theophanies,

(2) to the inward fancy or imagination, or (3) to the mind or 

understanding (intellectum- seu menturn) by an ineffable maimer

26 WJA I, p. 93-

27 WJA I, p. 97.

28 WJA I, p. 98.
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called Inspiration. Arminius later mentions that God reveals
9Q

hlKself now only in the Scriptures,“

The End of Th__l__gr (theology’s goal or purpose)

Again legal theology Is considered first. "The person who

30
Is the Author and Object, is also the End of Theology. '* The 

proportion of these things requires the Author who is the 

First and Chief Being to be also the First or Chief Good, the 

extreme End of all things. God is the End or chief Good, but 

as actually received by man, the end of theology "may with the 

utmost propriety be called the Union of God with m a n , " ^  For 

since man5 s happiness and salvation consists in the act of the 

mind and the will seeing and loving God in "face to face” 

union, and since God8 s uniting himself to man is the most 

glorious of God*s actions, ”the end of Theology is the union of 

God with man, to the salvation of one and the glory of the 

other,11 32

The End of evangelical theology is (1) God and Christ,

(2) the union of man with both of them, and (3) the sight and

33enjoyment of both to the glory of both Christ and God. Man's 

salvation involves love and sight also of Christ. This we now 

possess in hope, but in the end we shall have it by means of

29 WJA I, p. Ill, 122.

30 WJA I, p. 98.

31 WJA I, p. 99.

32 'WJA I, p. TOT.

33 WJA I, p. 102.



open1"vision and union in a conjugal bond more intimate than the 

union of the angels with God and Christ. Man's duty with regard 

to the evangelical doctrine announcing salvation is that he

must receive it. It is necessary that it be received on account
34

of its end, the salvation of man’s soul, for God’s purpose

or end in restoring fallen mankind is that men night be made

partakers of eternal salvation and sing God5 s praises forever.

This designation of man’s salvation as the end of theology, when

man's duty is considered, indicates a shift in emphasis from

God’s glory to man’s need for seeking salvation, a matter

reflected in Arminius* third Private Disputation which describes
15

the end of theology simply as the blessedness of nan." This 

does not, however, indicate an anthropocentric position,, or 

a denial of God*s glory as an end, but rather reflects Arminius* 

strong emphasis on nan*s need for faith.

The Certainty of Theology (the grounds for accepting theology)

In taking up this problem of certainty, not dealt with in

the reflections of the other Leyden theologians, Arminius is 

representative of the concern of the period of Orthodoxy to 

rationally establish the occurrance of divine revelation, 

for that foundation must be sure if there is to be any security 

in.. life. Church historian..Jaroslav Pelikan has stated that a 

basic presupposition of Orthodoxy is its concept of certainty 

and the means used to achieve that certainty. "Like -Melanchthon 

before them, many theologians of the century of Orthodoxy - were

11¿+

WJA I, p. 109-

35 WJA II, p. 12.
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prone to interpret certainty as the Intellectual assurance that

what God says corresponds to what God does and what really Is."

According to Arminius, since man's hope of attaining true 

knowledge of the desired object of theology is placed in divine 

revelation, "it becomes necessary to make it evident to man».that 

a revelation, has been made by God ; that the revelation which 

has been given is forfeited and defended by such sure and 

approved arguments (certis adeo argumentis munitam esse), as 

will cause it to be considered and acknowledged, as divine; 

and that there is a method (modurn) , by which a roan may under

stand the meanings declared in the work, and may apprehend 

(adprehendere) them by a firm and assured f a i t h . H e r e  lies 

the necessity for Arminius to d.iscuss the certainty of theology. 

His acceptance of the validity of rational arguments to establish 

the reality and trustworthiness of revelation actually in

volves him in features of natural theology. His quest for 

certainty does not here appeal to revelation which he otherwise 

maintains is the sole source of theological knowledge.

In discussion of this aspect of theology, Arminius does not 

consider separate treatment according to legal and evangelical 

necessary, "for in both of them there is the same measure of 

the truth, and therefore, the same measure of knowledge, and
O Q

that is c e r t a i n t y . I n s t e a d , he first discusses certainty in 

general, then the specific certainty of theology.

36 Jaroslav Pelikan, From Luther to Kierkegaard, (St. Louis.
1963), p. 58.

37 WJA 1 , p, 1 13-ii^.

38 WJA I, p. 114.

36
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Certainty in general Arminius .defines (well in line with 

Orthodoxy) as; "a property of the mind or understanding,

(mentis sive intellectus) and a.mode of knowledge (nodus 

cognitionis) according to which the mind knows that object as it 

is (mens cognoscit objectum prout est, & hot it in se id nesse 

prout est). It is distinct from opinion..,. Two things, there

fore , are required to constitute certainty, (1) The truth of

the thing itself, and (2) such an £k truj? apprehension of it 
30

In our minds."^ Truth and certainty are interchangeable terms.

Truth is then discussed, in the terns of metaphysics, as simple

or compound, and as necessary or contingent. Simple necessity

is found only in Gbd himself and his internal actions; all other

things are contingent. "Thus the existence of God, is a matter

of necessity; his life, wisdom, goodness, justice, mercy, will

and power, likewise have a necessary existence. But the

existence and preservation of the creatures are not of necessity.

Thus also creation, preservation, government, and whatever

other acts are attributed to God in respect to his creatures,

are not of necessity. The foundation of necessity is the

/immutable/ nature of God; the principle of contingency is the

¿4-0
free will of the Deity,11 Degrees of complex necessity can 

be found in creatures but only on account of the free will of 

God.

39 WJA I, p. Ilk.
ko

WJA I , p. 115• Arminius discusses the matter of necessity
and' contingency in 'more detail later in--Apology or be f.. -se 
against Certain Theological A m  lo»,, probably publisKed^early in 
1609* Cf. especially Art, V-VII. (WJA I, p. 289ff).
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For Arminius there are three causes of certainty;

For it is produced on the mind, either by the 
senses, by reasoning and discourse, or by 
revelation. The first is called the certainty 
of experience; the second, that of knowledge 
(scientiae);. and the last, that of faith.
The first is the certainty of particular 
objects which come within the range and under 
the observation of the senses; the second is 
that of general conclusions deduced from 
known principles; and the last is that of things 
remote from the cognizance both of the senses 
and reason,

42
Applying these observations to the certainty of theology, 

Arminius first establishes that a revelation of God has been 

made. God is the only necessary being, but how does one get 

from the truth and necessity of this object of theology to the 

truth and certainty of it in the apprehending mind? His answer: 

knowledge of this necessary object of theology may be obtained 

with the greatest degree of certainty if presented in a manner 

appropriate to the capacity of the understanding, that is, by 

a revelation, for this object is too sublime to be apprehended 

by the external senses, and too high also for the mind, everr 

assisted by reason and discourse, to know it or investigate its 

attributes. The Object with its truth and necessity is known 

to itself alone, to God first, then Christ through God.

If this God and Christ ought to be known and worshiped, a 

revelation is necessary to present God to our understanding as 

an object of knowledge. For man*s salvation and for the glory 

of God and Christ both of'them ought to be known and worshiped.

1+2 WJA I p. 117ff.
¡4-3

Here is a hint of an archetypal-ectypal distinction within 
Arminius9 conception of theology, but he does not develop such a 
scheme or explicitly use the terms,

111 WJA I, p. 117.
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Therefore the revelation of them is necessary; and because it 

is necessary it has been made by God. This syllogism clinches 

the argument. But Arminius further buttresses the conclusion. 

This doctrine that a revelation has been made, as the foundation 

on which the weight of the whole structure of other doctrines 

rests, is important because unless it is certain and evident 

that a revelation has been made, it is vain to inquire about 

■the word in which the revelation was made. That a revelation 

has beem made is clearly inferred (again syllogistioally) from 

four arguments: (1) the very nature of God, (2) the nature and 

condition of man, (3) the relation between nan and God, and 

(k) the nature of Christ.

The conclusion that a revelation attempered to human 

capacity has truly been made is but introductory to Arminius* 

consideration of theology5s certainty. How do we go from the 

fact that there is a revelation to a certainty on man*s part that 

he is receiving in Scripture the true divine revelation?

Arminius argues: Since a revelation has been made in the pub-

lf,K
lished word, and the whole of it is contained in that wordt

which is found only in Scripture, nothing conc.erning the

certainty of theology can be established except by explaining,

¿1,6
man'* s certain apprehension (adprehensione) of that word.

^  WJA I , p. 119• This kind of reasoning de facto contradicts
his earlier emphasis that the mind by reason cannot know the 
things of God.
Llk

There is a jump here in the argument from the fact -that a 
revelation has been made to the fact that it was made in the 
published word.

liftw  WJA I , p. 122. At this point the word also becomes identified
as "our theology",
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Three things must be considered:

(1) The certainty, and the kind of certainty 
which God requires from us, and by which it Is 
his pleasure that this word should be received 
and apprehended (reclpi et adprehendl) by us as 
the chief certainty, (2) The reasons and ar
guments by which the truth of that word, which 
is its divinity, may be proved (de rationibus & 
argument!s, quibus verbi i111us veritas, imo 
divinitas probatur). (3) How a persuasion of 
that divinity may be wrought (persuadeatur) in 
our minds, and this certainty may be impressed 
(imprimatur) on our hearts. ^7

Regarding the first point, the certainty by which the

word is to be received is that of faith, the third kind of

i+8
certainty that was considered earlier. By this certainty the 

word is received and assuredly known not only as true but as 

divine. This true faith not only believes that God and Christ 

exist and believes their declarations,» but also believes in 

God and Christ.

It is the certainty of faith that is needed, but yet for

Arminius this faith needs (rational) arguments and a -means of

inner persuatlon. Here. Arminius reflects Orthodoxy4s'- view of

¿4-9
faith as intellectual assent. The relationship of faith to 

arguments and the means of inner persuasion he compares to 

natural vision which needs both external light to shine on the 

object.as well as an internal strength of eye which receives 

the form.and appearance of the object. "The same accompaniments

^  WJA I, p. 122.
Lp.

See above, p. 11?,
l±Q

Cf. Pelikan, op. cit, p. 60. Arminius in fact describes 
divine faith as the assent cf the mind to truth divinely revealed. 
C; , c n ate Disputation XL1V. Revelation is also always con
sidered to be received by the mind or understanding of man.
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are necessary to constitute spiritual v i s i o n f o r ,  besides this 

external light of arguments and reasoning, an infernal light of 

the mind and soul is necessary to perfect this vision of faith.

The '.number of (rational) arguments which prove the divinity 

of the word is infinite, but Arminius considers only the most 

common ones:

1, The character of Scripture. The subject natter 
of Scripture, the manner in which it is treated 
and the end of Scripture show its divinity.

2, The agreement of this doctrine in its parts,

3» The fulfillment of prophesies.

k. The performing of miracles.

5. The antiquity, propagation, preservation and defense 
of the doctrine.

6, The sanctity of those by whom it has been administered 
and committed to writing.

7„ The constancy of its professors and martyrs,

8 . The testimony of the church.

"let since the arguments arising from all those observations 

which we have hitherto adduced, and from any others which are

calculated to prove the Divinity of the Scriptures, can neither 

disclose to us a right understanding of the Scriptures, nor seal 

on our minds those meanings which we have understood, ... it is a 

necessary consequence, that to all these things ought to be 

added something'else, by the-efficacy of which that certainty 

may be produced in our m i n d s . This added' factor is the third 

of his considerations as well as his ninth argument::

50 WJA I, p. 1 2 3.

51 WJA I, p. 140
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9. The Internal Witness of the Holy Spirit. The 
Holy Spirit is "the author of that light by the 
aid of which we obtain a perception and an 
understanding of the divine meanings of the word, 
and. is the Effector. of ■ that certainty by whichc;o 
we believe those meanings to be truly divine.

In these ways, "God in Christ, by means of the efficacy 

of the Holy Ghost, most clearly convinces our minds of the 

truth, and in a very powerful manner seals the certainty on 

our hearts*”-^

This reasoning about the certainty of theology shows 

Arminius to be well in line with the trend in Reformed Orthodoxy. 

Calvin in his Institutes had contended that the authority of 

Scripture is established as certain not by the Church, but by 

the testimony of the Holy Spirit. Thus Scripture is self-
> '

authenticated (¡xuTofntf't ov) and it requires no reasons from 

proof and reasoning. Only after Scripture is accepted and its 

certainty sealed by the inward testimony of the Spirit do argu

ments become useful aids to confirm the certainty of Scripture 

in the hearts of believers. Such arguments, of which Calvin 

offers thirteen, cannot prove to unbelievers that Scripture is 

the Word of God. Calvin*s discussion thus centered on Scripture- 

certainty and faith-certainty, but with his successor Theordor 

Beza, the certainty of Scripture became extended to the cer- 

tainty of doctrine derived from Scripture, and thus of theology.

52 WJA I, p. 140,

53 WJA I, p. li{4.

■5̂ Institutes, I. vii, viii.

Walter Kickel, op. cit., p. 25, k5-
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Beza's concern centered on the certainty of theology as a 

scientific discipline. For hin, the certainty of theology 

presupposes Scripture-certainty, and out of the certainty of 

theology comes falth-certainty only secondarily. Thus,between 

Scripture-certainty and falth-oertainty are the rational ■ 

considerations of the theological science, on whose certainty 

faith-certainty is dependent. For this reason the grounding of 

the certainty of theology was a main question for Be za.

Beza was not original in this shift of emphasis, for he 

had derived this notion of the certainty of theology as a science 

from Melanchthon, who also made use of reasoning by arguments to 

attain certainty. Later Zacharies Ursinus, who from youth was 

strongly under the influence of helanchthon, argued as if the 

certainty of Scripture and the certainty of the "doctrine of the 

church" or theology were identical. In the Prolegomena to his 

commentary on the Heidelberg Catechism, he uses fourteen argu

ments to establish the truth and certainty of the doctrine of 

the church. He considered the first thirteen of his arguments 

able to convince the conscience of the believer and unbeliever 

of the certainty of church doctrine, while the last argument, 

the testimony of the Holy Spirit, seals that certainty on the
57

hearts of only those who believe. Ernst Bizer points to 

Ursinuss arguments as evidence for his thesis that early Re

formed Orthodoxy had already fallen to the spirit of rationalism

56 Kickel, op. cit., p. 46 ff. Pelikan, op. cit., p. 28.

-57 Zacharias Ursinus, Opera Theologlca (Heidelberg, 16-1-2 ■), Tome 1» 
col. ¿1-9-50. For a translation, see The Commentary of D r . Zacharias 
Ursinus t.: ; 1, ■ J >>erg Catechism '('Grand Rapids, 1956), p. 6-9.
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By requiring that doctrine be proved and appropriated.*' He

observes that the content of such arguments re\reals an under

lying rationalistic concept of truth, that doctrines nust be 

proved as true through arguments accepted from the outside,

Arminius uses a kind of reasoning similar to Ursinus, and 

his oration on the certainty of theology yields to the same 

judgement made by Blzer, Even though Arminius wants a certainty 

of faith produced by revelation rather than a certainty of 

knowledge produced by reasoning,his argumentation attempts to 

establish the certainty of theology by rational means,

2 „ The 1 i - : L*a,ship of Theology to Other Sciences

Theology’s relationship to the other sciences is a recur

ring theme throughout the three orations. The comparison is 

possible because for Arminius theology is indeed a science 

(scientia) along with the other disciplines in the curriculum. 

Although not Intending to degrade the other sciences, he sees 

theology at the top of the curriculum. "For to every kind of 

study In the most noble theatre of the sciences, 1 assign, as 

It becomes m e , its due place, and that an honorable one; and 

each being content with its subordinate station, all of them 

with the greatest willingness concede the president's throne 

to that science of which I am now treating»”"’

Despite the difference, theology as a science does permit 

a method of treatment like the other sciences, for in Imitation

123

Q
Ernst Blzer, Fruhor.thodqi 1 e und Rational!smus (Zurich, 1963), 

p. 18- 20.

59 WJA I, p. 5^ -55*
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of the method of the other disciplines, theology can be treated

6 0
'according to its object, author, end, and certainty. How

does theology5s object compare to that of the other sciences?

The difference is basically that theology is knowledge of God,

whereas the other sciences are the knowledge of created things,
6l

Arminius lists the various objects of study:

62
General Metaphysics -- Being- in -reference to its being, 
Particular Metaphysics — intelligence and minds sep

arated and removed from mor
tal contagion.

Physics — bodies, as having the principle of motion 
in themselves.

Mathematics — relation to quantities,
Medicine — the human body, in relation to its capacity 

of health and soundness.
Jurisprudence -- justice, in relation to human society. 
Ethics — the virtues.
Economics -- the government, of a family.
Polities — state affairs,

All these sciences have their origin from and depend on God,

the object of theology, and are thus subordinate to God. Only

theology "occupies itself about the Being of beings and The

Cause of causes, the principle of nature, and that of grace

existing in-nature, and by which nature is assisted and surrounded.

This object, therefore, is the mpst worthy and dignified of all.“ J

"The man who knows only God /i.e. only the object of theology/,

and who is ignorant of all things e l s e ,  remains in peace and

60 WJA I, p. 55.

61 WJA 1 j p. 56.

Ti-deman sees here a similarity-to Ramusc view of the ..object of 
metaphysics over against Aristotle’s conception of metaphysics 
as the science of first causes, op. cit., p. 417 •

63 WJA I, p. 56.
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tranquility. Arminius can also assert that "nothing can be 

seen or truly known in any object, except in it we have pre-

65
viously seen and known God himself.*'

Although the other sciences do not have God as their object,

but sonething derived from him, they too have God as their

66
Author "because he is a God of knowledge." Theology is 

peculiar in that only it has the same person as Author and 

Object. And even though the other sciences claim God as their

Author, "they do not partake of God as their efficient cause in

(S7
an equal manner with this doctrine," partly because of a

difference in the properties employed by God in the manifestation

of their knowledge.

Indeed, all kinds of sciences have their origin 
in the wisdom of God, and are communicated to*
men by his goodness and p o w e r But...all other 
sciences except this /theology/, have arisen 
from an inferior wisdom of God, and have been re
vealed by a less degree of goodness and power.
It is proper to estimate this matter according 
to the excellence of its object. As the■wisdom 
of God, by which he knows himself, is greater 
than that'b y 'which he knows other things; so the 
wisdom employed by him in the manifestation of 
himself is greater than that employed in the 
manifestation of other things ... _ xg
¿and likewise for his'goodness and power/.0 "

i'his difference is another reason for the superiority of

theology.

6k
WJA I, P. "59.

65 WJA I, P. 58.

66 WJA I, P. 8k.

67 WJii 1» P* 8k

68
WJA. I . P . 95
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in its end theology is also more illustrious and trans

cendent than all other sciences, "because it alone has a rela

tion to the life that is spiritual and supernatural, and has 

an end beyond the boundaries of the present life; while- all 

other sciences have respect to this animal life, and each has

an End proposed to itself» extending from the center of this

69
earthly life and included within its circumference. '*

With regard to certainty, Arminius* remarks on certainty

in general could apply to all sciences. Simple necessity exists

only in God, and although in all other things exist degrees

of complex necessity, they are contingent from the fact that

their origin and continued existence depend on the free will

of God. "All other things, which are found in the whole

superior and inferior nature -of things. . .do not extend to any

degree of this necessity /of God/, The truth and necessity of

our Theology, therefore, far exceed the necessity of all other

sciences, in as much as both of these /truth and necessity/ are

situated in the things themselves /i.e. in the objects, not in

the mind/ ... . On- this account, therefore, it is of necessity

that the object of no science can be known with greater certainty

70
than that of Theology," Since creaturely objects are con

tingent and subject to change (mutable), and since the degree

69
WJA 1, p. 98. By "animal life"f Arminius Feans that which 

has to do with man properly as man. Only on the "natural* level 
does Eian have something in common with animals. As 11 spiritual" 
man is a partaker of the divine nature. Public Disputation XI, 
thesis 3,A, WJA I, p. 524.

70 WJA I, p. 117-118.
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of certainty depends on the degree of necessity, they lack 

the certainty of theology. Presumably they have only the 

certainty of experience produced on the mind by the external

senses, or the certainty of knowledge produced by reasoning 

and discourse.

In discussing his second argument for the divinity of the 

word, Arminius makes a remark about the relation of philosophy 

to theological doctrine. He states that not only do all the 

parts of theological doctrine agree among themselves but they 

also "harmonize i th that Universal Truth -which has been spread 

through the whole of Philosophy; so that nothing can be dis

covered in Philosophy, which does not correspond with this 

doctrine. If any thing appears not to possess such an exact

correspondence, it may be clearly confuted by means of true
71

Philosophy and right reason.w Philosophy in itself is thus 

not 'wrong, only philosophy that does not conform to the truths 

of theology.

The truth of the other sciences is therefore made to fall 

in line with that of theology, which appears to exercise a 

norming influence over all other knowledge. A Christian pers

pective on allbranches of science is then achieved only through 

theology, •which is really the only Christian science because it 

alone has the monopoly over the knowledge of God. Of course in 

Arminius® time secularism in science had not yet arisen, for 

although the commonly used scientific categories derived from 

Greek philosophy, God was still considered the Author of the

71 WJA I, p. 12?.
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sciences. Nevertheless the conception of the superiority of

72
theology, a view common in Reformed theology at the time, 

certainly left the way open for a secularizing of the other 

sciences.

3» The Practical Character of Theology

A key feature of Arminius! concept of theology is his 

conviction of the practical character of theology. By this he 

means that theology must have a practical purpose, it must lead 

to worship. A theoretical theology which merely involves know

ledge, and not practice, is not enough in this life. He em

phasizes that:

...this object /God/ is not laid before our 
theology merely to be known, but when known, 
to be worshiped. For the theology which 
belongs to this world, is Practical and 
through faith: Theoretical Theology belongs to 
the other world, and consists of pure and 
unclouded vision, according to the expression of 
the apostle, “We walk by faith, and not by 
sight;" (II Cor. 5:7,)...For this reason, we 
must clothe the object of our theology in such 
a manner as may enable if to incline us to 
worship God, and fullypersuade and win us 
over to that p r a c t i c e . 7J

In another remark, Arminius asserts that God0s Word must 

be received as divine by the certainty of faith, not an "his

torical faith51 which believes the word to be divine only by 

theoretical understanding, but rather a faith which not only 

acknowledges God * s existence but assuredly believes in God and 

Christ as Father and Saviour. This he considers “to be the

72
Althaus, op. cit., p. Ik.

73 WJA I, p. 60.
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office of an understanding that is not merely theoretical, but

7k
of one that is practical»*

The practical character of theology is also central to the
75

discussion of theology in Private Disputation 1. The practical

emphasis is built into the definition of theology that Arminius

offers in thesis 3:

It may be defined, the doctrine or science of 
the truth which is according to godliness 
(doctrina vel scientia veritatis quae est 
secundum pietatein) , and which God has re
vealed to nan, that he may know God and 
divine things, may believe on him and may 
through faith perform to him the acts of 
love, fear, worship and obedience, and may 
in return expect and obtain blessedness from 
him through union with him, to the divine 
glory.51

The proximate and immediate object of theology is "not God 

himself, but the duty and act of man which he is bound to

perform to God,11 and God is the object of this duty. On this

account, states thesis 5 » "Theology is not a theoretical

science or doctrine, but a practical one, requiring the action

of the whole man. .. ."

Following from the emphasis on theology as practical,

Arminius concludes with an interesting thesis 6:

Prom these premises it follows, that this 
doctrine is not imprinted after the pattern.
(expressam ad exemplar) of the natural 
knowledge ( scientiae natural!s.).., by which 
God knows himself; but after the pattern of 
that notion (notionis) which God has willing- 
ljy (volens) conceived within himself from 
all eternity, about the prescribing of that 
duty and of all things required for it.

7lj* W J A  I, p. 122-123.

75 WJA II, p. 9-10.
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In other words, nan’s theology is patterned not after God5s 

knowledge of himself founded on his nature, but upon God’s 

voluntary idea (of predestination) founded on his free will.

Here is a precise formulation of the archetypal-ectypal dis

tinction, although Arminius does not use the terms. Most 

interesting is the fact that Arminius5 formulation and termin

ology is so similar to Gomarus5 conception of the archetypal
ry ¿T

and ectypal theology.{

Arminius8 emphasis on the practical character of theology 

was probably a result of his early enthusiasm for Ramism with 

its stress on practice. The same practical emphasis that is 

reflected in Ramus' definition of theology as the doctrine of 

living well is found in Arminius1 definition of theology as the 

doctrine of the truth which is according to godliness. Within 

the context of Reformed theology, Arminius was among the first 

theologians to strongly hold to the practical character of 

theology.77 His contemporaries Perkins and Keckermann main

tained the same emphasis. Arminius® position was certainly 

not unique. However, his early emphasis on theology as practical, 

which found so close kinship to his emphasis on the necessity 

of faith, appears to be a new tendency at Leyden in the face 

of speculations over predestination. 

k. Arminius8 Theological Method

Closely related to the practical character of theology, 

in Arminius' thinking, is the particular method of arranging 

dogmatic material for the purpose of teaching it. In the second

76 Cf. 0T XXI. Also VIJA II, p. 102.

77 See above, p. 23-24,
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of his irriTate Disputations entitled, "On the Method In which 

Theology must be Taught" (Methodo qua Theologia informanda 

est), Arminius states:

I . It has long been a maxim with those philosophers 
who are the masters of method and order (Method! & 
Ordinis), that the theoretical sciences ought to
be delivered (traderentur) in a synthetical order 
(scientiae theoreticae ordine compositivo), but 
the practical in an analytical order (practicae 
vero resolutivo), on which account, and because 
theology is a practical science, it follows that 
it must be treated according to the analytical 
method (methodo resolutiva).?®

The next two theses outline his understanding of this

analytical method.

II. Our discussion of this doctrine must therefore 
commence with its end (fine), about which we must 
previously treat, with much brevity, both on its 
nature or what it is, and its qualities; we'must 
then teach, throughout the entire discourse, the 
means (médium) for attaining the end, to which 
the obtaining of the end must be subjoined, and, 
at this, the whole discussion must terminate.

III. For, according to this order, not only the 
whole doctrine itself, but likewise all its parts, 
will be treated from its^principal end, and each 
article will obtain that place which belongs to
it according to the principal relation which it 
has to its total and to the end of the whole.79

7® W JA II, p. 10. James Efflchols has here translated "compositivoM 
and "resolutive" as "synthetical*1 and “analytical“ respectively, 
although Arminius did not use the Latin terms "synthetica1* and 
w analytica", The Latin "compositiva—resolutiva" pair were 
generally -understood to be synonymous with the Greek pair 
%ut/3cTiKn —otvto<AuTfKri" in discussions on method. By Arminius’ 
time, the■Greek^terms had been carried over into Latin.

79 WJA II, p. 9-10. In Thesis 5. Arminius describes seven methods 
of theology that have been used with which he is not pleased. 
Although he does not mention names, the third can be identified 
as that of L. Trelcatius Jr. In this order, "after premising 
as its principles, the word of God and God himself, according to 
its parts the causes of our salvation, and therefore the works 
and effects of God, and its subject, namely man, are set down.M 
This is evidence that these disputations were not held until after 
the publication of Trelcatius5 dogmatics of l6o*K
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This version of the methods of analysis and synthesis is 

almost identical to the classic formulation of these two 

methods by Zabarella. Arminius presents the very combination

of the two kinds of science with their respective methods that
O r\

Zabarella had. introduced, Arminius probably in fact has 

Zabarella in mind when he refers to those "philosophers who are 

the masters of method and order. w

It is very also possible that Arminius5 thinking on method

derives directly from Zabarella. In the summer of 1586» at

the end of his student days at Seneva, Arminius together with

a friend'made a trip into Italy, and spent some time in Padua

8llistening to lectures of the famed philosophy professor, 

Zabarella had published his Opera Loglca which included De 

Methodis in 1578» and it was in the 1560ss that the great

controversies over method between Zabarella on the one hand and

Bicfcolomini and Petrella on the other had been fought at the 

82university. Arminius, visiting Padua at the time of these

See above, p. 11-13. A noteworthy difference between'the 
formulations of Zabarella and Arminius appears in their use of 
the terms "method" and "order*. Zabarella distinguishes between 
method as the way of discovery of the unknown from the known, 
and order as the appropriate arrangement used 'in the teaching 
of a subject matter. Although Arminius mentions both method 
and order, the terms are used synonymously. Method is under
stood in'the sense of order of teaching. With such an under
standing of method, Arminius follows in the line of Ramus for 
whom method was a matter of the paedogogioal disposition or 
arrangement, of a subject matter. Cf. his Logike, p. 5^»

See above, p. 6 5.

Randall, op. clt., p. 2H-6.
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controversies, must have certainly beem aware of the issues 

Involved.

When Arminius came to Leyden the synthetical method was 

the generally accepted approach to dogmatics. It accommodated 

best to the Calvinistic-Bezan view of predestination. Perhaps 

this is one reason why Arminius did not accept the synthetical 

method for his theological system. It is noteworthy that 

.Arminius early introduced the analytical approach in ills 

Private Disputations, which may have been held as early as 

l60k. Whether he was influenced in this by Keckermann9 s work 

of 1602 is difficult to say. The direct .influence of Zabarella 

on Arminius may well have caused him to accept the analytical 

method independent of Keckermann. In any case, he was a*ong^ 

the first in Reformed circles to use the analytical approach in 

.dogmatics» -and it nay be because of Arminius* use of the 

method that Reformed theologians after the Synod of Dort tended 

to shy away from this approach in dogmatics.

5. The t ■ j, of his Theological Method

We must yet glance at how Arminius applied the analytical 

method to the body of theology. Although twenty-four of his 

public disputations were published as a collection in 1609, they
O o

do not form a complete theological system. Arminius himself 

wanted to build up such a system in his private lectures held

Another, .was. .added in the l6l0-edition--to complete the 25 
■Fublior Dispute t 1 mis printed in his -Opera. Seven-of' these-as well 
as nine1 of his other public disputations were included with 
disputatidnsvof Gomarus and Trelcatius Jr. in the Syntagma Pis- 
pin;ms. mm.up. Theologicaru-is (16 15), the publication of forty-seven 
-pf'liz 11. put if. .ms held at the university, between 1604 and l60?. 
This work' comprise s.;..a....complete system, of theology, and is a 
noteworthy' 'predecessor of the influential Synopsis purlorls 
Theologiae of 1625»
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at his hone during' his years of teaching. The theses for these 

lectures comprise ' m- Fri *■ 2i  ̂ 3 n s , which were first

published with the twenty-five Public Disputations in 1610
Oh

after his death. Arrdnius began this imdertaking already in 

1598 by commencing a Synopsis of Common Places in Theology
O c“

which apparently forced the basis for his private lectures.

In the Dedication to the 1610 publication of the disputations

by Arninius8 nine children, we see a glimpse of the background

to the private theses.

They were proposed as subjects in the last class 
of his Private Disputations, and were also 
written out and composed by himself, at the very 
earnest intreaty of those youthful scholars....
Beside the matter or subject on which he treated 
with so much faithfulness and accuracy, our 
excellent father, who was a severe judge of 
method, thought that he would exhibit the order 
which ought to be observed in compiling a correct 
system of Theology. Such a plan he had often 
and long revolved in his mind; and for this 
purpose had perused, with very great care, almost 
all the Synopses or large Treatises of Divinity 
that had been published. He was in some measure 
induced to give a representation of this scheme 
in the following Theses proposed for private 
disputation. Let the learned decide upon the 
skill with which he has sketched his outline, which 
it was his wish to display as an attempt at a 
Synopsis, for the sake of exercise, °

Seventy-nine disputations wer<3 included, but the series was

left incomplete by the untimely death of Arrninius. The

Dedication states that it was believed that upwards of twenty

Qh
Disputationes Magnae- partem S. Theologiae con pie c t entesy 

Publicae & Prlvatae. (Lugd. Bat., 1610). The title of the Pri
vate Disputations states that they were ”Commenced by the 
Author chiefly for the Purpose of Forming a System of Theology” 
(ad corporis Theologici informationem).

See note by J. Nichols, The Works of 'James Arrninius (London 
ed.) vol. I , p. 1 3 1 , vol. II, p. 3 1 8. The manuscript of this 
unpublished work is not extant.
86 "Ibid., vol. II, p. 73-74.
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were still lacking to crown the undertaking.

The first two disputations "On Theology1* and "On the 

Method in which Theology must be taught" obviously form a pro

legomena to the system. Then, In accordance with Arininius' 

analytical method, the third disputation treats the end of theology, 

which is the blessedness of man. The renaming disputations 

elaborate on the means for attaining this end. 11 We affirm that 

it has pleased God not to bless man except by /neans of7 

(nisi officio aliquo) some duty performed according to the 

will of God, which God has determined to reward with eternal 

blessedness,M Ar mini us states in the fourth disputation»®*^

This duty (off iciun) or act, which functions as the neans to the 

end, he calls “Religion", and it consists of both faith and 

worship. From the treatment of religion in general he proceeds 

to a section on the Word of God (and more particularly the

external Word, the Scriptures), which is the norm or principle
60

of religion (norma religionis) by which God prescribes religion

(Disp. 5-10). Then an investigation of religion in a stricter

sense (Disp. 11-13) brings him to the Christian religion,

whose object is God and Christ. Here in Disputation 13 he

outlines his way of approach for the remainder of the system.

For this reason, in a treatise on the Christian 
religion, the following subjects come, in due 
order, under our consideration:: (1) The object 
itself, towards which faith and religious 
worship ought to tend. (2) The cause, on 
account of which, faith and worship may and 
ought to be performed to the object. (3) The 
very act of faith and worship, and the method ■

87 WJA II, p. 13.

8 8  n r  .

Mote that he does not use the term "principiun* in the title 
of the locus.
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of each, according to the command of God 
and Christ. (¿1-) Salvation itself, which, 
as being promised and desired, has the 
power of an impelling cause, which» when 
obtained, is the reward of the observance 
of religion, and from.which arises the 
everlasting glory of God in Christ. '

Throughout the discussion of these points, faith and 

worship are a recurring theme, but become fornally treated only 

under the third point. The first point concerns God as the 

primary object of the Christian religion (Disp, 14-23). Christ 

as the secondary object is dealt with only in the context of 

the second point concerning the causes why religion ought to be 

performed to the object (Disp, 2H—kZ). The course of the 

argument develops f r o m a discussion of God and his Creation 

and Covenant with nan to the violation of the Covenant by the 

sin of nan, making necessary restoration through Christ and the 

observance of Christian religion. At this point appear two 

disputations on predestination, by which God prescribed faith 

as a duty of man,and one on the call of man to faith. The 

third point of his scheme, which deals with the very acts of 

faith and worship as the answer to the call, begins with 

Disputation ¿1-3 and continues throughout the remaining disputations. 

Discussion of this third point begins with a treatment of 

(repentance'&) faith, the first part of nan’s duty (Disp. ,

which is followed by a treatment of the Church, the company of 

those united by the sane faith to whom the performance of 

worship is prescribed.(Disp. 50-66). With Disputation 6? begins 

the second part of nanss duty, i.e. worship, and this-discussion

89 WJA II, p. 29.
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deals 'with the precepts or commands of divine worship, and in 

particular, the decalogue. The system is left unfinished with 

Disputation 79 on the sixth coninandnent* Arminius did not 

reach.the fourth point on salvation as the reward of the obser

vance of religion, the completion of which would have brought 

him full circle back to the end where he began.

Ihe importance of the division of religion between faith

and worship, also apparent in his definition of theology in

Disputation 1» is exhibited in a letter of Arminius written

to his friend, Uitenbogaert, on March 15, 1609-

You are aware, that in my private clas-s I have 
arrived at the second part of Theology or 
Religion, which treats on the worship of God 
and" the observance of the Divine commands. God 
grant that, in meditating and treating, .upon it,
I may exercise myself in such a manner as to 
create within the minds of the young men a 
degree of pity, and some desire to be obedient 
to God! I perceive that not a- few difficulties 
present themselves to me in the inode and 
order of considering those subjects: I shall 
scarcely be able at the first attempt to 
touch the point at which I aim; yet I will . 
make the experiment, under the auspices and 
guidance of God, closely following in the , 
marks of his direct footsteps as they are seen 
in the Scriptures; that the whole of my 
progress may at least be free from error, if 
I do not on every subject attain to the exact 
matter according to my principal design,90

A tension is inherent in the structure of the system 

between the place of faith and worship as the two major parts 

of religion and as two sub-points toward the end of this analy

tically structured system. Arminius* tendency to divide the 

body of his theology in two may reflect the pull of his 'Eainist

The Works of James Arminius {London e d .) vol. II, p.
90'



sympathies. In his Commentaries on the Christian Religion,

91
Ramus divided doctrine into faith and the works of faith.

Arminius5 division of religion into faith and worship is more

than just a faint resemblance of Ramus® division of doctrine

92
into faith and works, and the important place that Arminius 

gives to worship again reflects the Ramist emphasis on the

practical. Whatever influence Rarcism had on his dogmatics, Arminius, 

to be sure, made no attempt to apply explicitly the Racist 

method in structuring his theology.

In his application of the analytical method, Arminius 

reinforces his enphasis on the necessity of man to have faith 

by considering the means to attain the end, blessedness, to be
Q .p p  I ; ( a i i  o /< the. ft 'nil I <j 11 C a. I

religious duty. This/i structure inherently downplays the 

importance of grace, which Arminius otherwise wants to fully 

maintain. His doctrine of predestination, according to 

which faith is prescribed as a duty, also- places the burden 

on man to believe rather than allot« a merely determined faith.

The place of this doctrine in his system, associated with the 

call of nan to participation in the covenant, reveals a diversion 

from the prevailing tendency in Reformed theology, as found in 

Gomarus, Perkins, Junius and L. Trelcatius Jr., to place pre

destination in immediate association with the doctrine of God 

at the beginning of the system as the cause of what happens in 

history*

. 13»

91
See above, p. 8.

Cf. Althaus, op. cit., p. 52.



Arminius1 use of the anlytical method differs somewhat

from Keckermnn* s application of the method, Whereas for

Arminius the end and the means form the basic structure of his

approach, for Keckermann, who more closely follows Zabarella,

a consideration- of the subject must be included between treat-

93merits of the end and the means. The doctrine of God also 

stands at the head of Keckermann*-s whole system beside the 

doctrine of Scripture in a section on the principles of theology. 

Arminius places the doctrine of God within his consideration 

of the means, thus God is discussed as the object of man8s 

religious duty. Arminius mors than Keckermnn has therefore 

avoided the pull of the deductive synthetical approach.

We see, in conclusion, that Arminius in his view of theology 

found for himself a rather unique place in the Reformed tradition. 

He was among the first of the Reformed to emphasize theology 

as practical and use the analytical method in dogmatics, lie 

rejected natural theology even in a revealed form, and shied 

away from a cumbrous scholastic way of argument that could 

elaborate a multiplicity of theological types. Nevertheless, 

he himself was adept at logic and could well use scholastic 

arguments,. Philosophically, although his early enthusiasm 

for Ramism faded into a greater appreciation of Aristotelian! sel 

in its Zabarellan form, both tendencies remained in his 

theology. In his way of theologizing, he himself personified 

the clash of Rami st and Aristotelian methodology» His Rami set

139

Althaus, op. cit., p. ¿i-lff.



was not the key factor that set him apart from other Reformed 

theologians, for Gomarus and Perkins were no less influenced
94

by Ramism tharo he * At the time, Arminius9 views on theology

were not involved in the predestination controversy, but at 

points they were sensitive. By his eraphasis on the practical 

and his use of the analytical method, his way of theologizing 

could consistently support the position he took with respect 

to predestination.

I4W

olj.
Bangs, op. cit., p. 6 3, 24?.



VI. POSTSCRIPT: OIGOIMG PROBLEMS WITHIN THE LEYDEN REFLECTIONS

Prom the reflections on theology that we have studied-, 

several problems emerge which deserve systematic attention. Of 

these, we shall focus on five which because of their basic

character have continued to perplex later theologians. These

1areas remain problematical in current theological thinking and 

urgently demand further study,

1. The Concept of Theology

The basic problem, inherent in the reflections of all the 

Leyden theologinns, lies in the very concept of theology.

Does it refer to the whole-hearted knowledge that a man has of 

God when he knows God as his Father and Shepherd, or does it 

refer to intellectual knowledge about God? Is all talk of 

matters relating to God theo.logy, or does theology have reference 

only to theoretical talk of. natters relating to God? Is theology 

a matter of making clear the way of salvation* or is it a 

scientific discipline that systematically reflects upon and 

analyzes the things of faith? Is theology a study of God, or is 

it the study of a dimension of creation relating to faith?

Such questions remain basically unanswered in the reflections 

that we have studied.

Among the Leyden theologians, it was common practice to 

seek . the meaning of the term "theology* from its etymological 

components, M the os51 and "logos". Etymology alone, however, is 

no reliable source for the meaning of a term.. Attention must 

be paid rather to the actual usage of a term and its suitability

1 Because of the limited character of this concluding chapter, 
we make no reference to current discussion of these problems,
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In expressing the reality-to which it refers. Not sufficiently 

taken into account in the Leyden reflections was the significance 

of 'the pagan origin of the term Mtheologyw , in works of the ■ 

philosophers Plato and Aristotle.

Etymologically» the Leyden theologians took "theology1* to 

mean discourse concerning God. In actual usa#e, that meant 

theology in a broad sense of wisdon or knowledge concerning 

God and divine things. Taken in so broad a sense, however, „the 

term "theology" can have various definite nuances of meaning 

according to the variety of situations in which a knowledge 

of God can be toIked about. Since man knows God, that knowledge 

can be called "theology". Since God knows himself, that know

ledge can be called "theology"» Since the content of revelation 

is knowledge concerning God, revelation can be called Mtheology". 

Since Scripture reveals to nan the knowledge of God, it can be 

called “theology". Since the Church gives formulation to its 

knowledge of God in the doctrinal statements of its confessions, 

doctrine can be called "theology'*. And since the knowledge 

concerning God can be systematically studied and tought, there 

is a scientific discipline called Htheology". The result is 

that the term "theology" then covers such a multifarious 

variety of senses th-°t it lacks specificity, and often becomes 

used ambiguously.

Objections can be raised to such multivocal usage of the 

term, especially-because of two areas of confusion: first, 

concerning the nature of knowledge, and secondly, concerning' 

the distinction between norm and response.
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First, there has been a confusion with regard to the nature 

of knowledge, because of the tendency In the Western tradition» 

especially since the rise of the university in medieval tines, 

to reduce knowledge to rational knowledge to the detriment of 

its other dimensions. This is the case also in the Leyden 

theology. Understanding "theology1’ simply as the knowledge of 

God obscures the important distinction between the knowledge 

of God in the full Biblical sense of whole-heartedly knowing 

God In love and obedience, and theological knowledge in the 

scientific sense of theoretical reflection'upon man’s faith 

life and the Church * s beliefs.^

When the distinction is not made, the consequences are 

expressed in two common tendencies. On the one hand, man * s 

knowledge of God tends to become Intellectualized, so that it 

is more a knowledge about God, about the details of his nature 

and attributes, than an intimate face to face knowledge.

Then the knowledge of God easily becomes restricted to a knowledge 

made teachable by means of logical processes in a school

This distinction has sometimes been described as the dual 
character of theology, i.e., theology as the exposition of the
content of Scripture in an orderly fashion, or theology as the 
content of the Bible in private and public use. See Scharle- 
inann, op, cit., p, 5. 2 2 -2 7*

3 In Latin the tendency to understand "theology” in the sense 
of intellectual knowledge of God is evident in the comraon 
designation of theology as S,scientiart f the knowledge of expertise, 
or demonstrative science in the philosophical sense. The 
same intellectual sense was expressed when theology was defined 
in terms of wisdom, " sapientia”, (cf. Junius, Gomarus, L. Trel- 
catius Sr. & Jr.)» for wisdom was generally understood in the 
theoretical sense of Aristotle, The terms ”cognitio!* or 
"notitia* better served to designate the heart knowledge of God. 
Eg.» Calvin, Institutes I, i ; see p. 35, footnote 1, in the McNeill 
edition.
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discipline, God is made the object of theological analysis, 

and a systematic ordering of this knowledge into a dogmatics 

becomes the epitome of what is considered the proper knowledge 

or •wisdom concerning God.

On the other hand, theological reflection in its scientific 

sense tends to become confessionalized, when heart knowledge 

is not distinguished from scientific knowledge. For then 

theological knowledge is the only real knowledge of God, and if 

a .nan wants to know God he must- turn to theology. The 

theological discipline thus becomes indispensible and absolutis- 

tic. Then to be true Christians, everyone really ought to 

study theology all the time; everyone ought to become a little 

theologian. Then too, the result is a kind of clericalism, in 

which the clergy and theologians are considered better Christians 

or are regarded as occupied in a truer Christian service than 

other men. Another result is the common elevation of theology 

above the other sciences, because if theology alone contains 

knowledge of God, what discipline could be more important 

than this? It cannot then be properly recognized that all 

disciplines, by investigating different) areas of God * s 

creation, must see God in his handiwork.

^ That these consequences were port of the general attitude 
toward theology at Leyden at the turn of the 1 7th century is
evident in the typical remarks of Aruinius which appear at the 
end of each of his three orations (see WJA I , p. 79-82, 110-112).
He says, for example, thot it is proper that all iiho glory in 
the title Christian "should with ardent desire apply themselves 
to the knowledge of this Theology." What employment is more 
honorable than !,to spend whole days in obtaining a knowledge of 
God?” All else■"should yield precedence to this momentous 
study. M "There is nothing except this heavenly science that 
prescribes the true righteousness; and by if alone is'this felicity 
disclosed, and our salvation made known and revealed,"



Secondly, the multivocal use of the term "theologyM often 

results in a confusion of the norm for life ana man9s response 

to the norm. This Is especially true when theology becomes 

understood in the sense of the content of revelation, so that 

revelation itself, the Ward, or Scripture come to be called 

Htheology" The content of revelation and the content of the 

knowledge of God are regarded to be the same. That content is 

'•doctrine'1, thus "doctrine" and "theology” also become inter

changeable terms.

The difficulty here is that if theology is both the con

tent of revelation and what man knows of God or that which 

happens in the theological faculty, there is a confusion of 

what is the norm for human life, the Word of God, and what are 

confessional responses to the norm or human doctrinal formula

tions based on the norm. Then the certainty of the Word or the 

Scriptures is easily carried over to theological formulations» 

thus the talk of the certainty of theology, A particularly 

disturbing expression of this confusion occurs when theological 

formulations are considered to be as certain as the Biblical 

revelation. Theology itself becomes canonized. One’s theology 

cannot then be questioned, and the result is controversy, as 

indeed happened at Leyden during and after the period we have 

studied.

I k s

5 E.g., for the Leyden theologians, ectypal theology was commonly 
-said to be divinely comm uni cated or revealed, and the Scriptures 
were called, "written theology". For Arminius, see WJA I , 
p. 92, 95, 1 2 1 . ' '



A fruitful alternative to the difficulties inherent in the 

concept of theology as used by the Leyden theologians is to dis

tinguish the full-hearted knowing of God, and the cultivation of 

that knowledge through Bible study (what the Germans' call 

’’Bibelkunde,f) and worship,--a life task for the Christian--, 

from theology understood as limited scientific reflection upon 

the faith dimension of man’s life and in particular- upon' those 

life activities in which faith dominates,--a task especially for 

specialists in the field. The term, "theology” is then meaningfully 

employed only with respect to the latter phenomenon.

hr this sense theology would have a reflective theoretical 

character. The field of theological investigation would be 

ereaturely life in its faith dimension. This delimitation of the 

field avoids such problems as: If theology deals with wGod and 

divine things", in what sense can such ereaturely phenomena■as 

faith and man, commonly discussed in theology, be included under 

the rubric Cidivlne things”? And why are the ordinary scientists 

who deal with creation, the work of God*s hand, not said to- be 

doing theology? Also avoided are the attempts to theologically 

analyze God, When God confronts man in his Word, man must res-
£

pond with belief in Elia, not analysis of Him*"'

6
Discussions of the nature of theology along the lines proposed 

can be found in D.H.Th. Vollenhoven, "Faith: Its Nature and Struc
ture and its Significance for Science13 (pamphlet, Toronto), trans
lation of an article in Geloof en Wetenschap: Levensbe schouwing 
en Levenshoud ins van de Academ.icus (Utrecht-Ni jmegex '1 ' '
H. Dooyeweerd, In the T _ , i jght of Western Thought ( N u t l e y .N. J. ,1968'), 
chp. ¥-¥11; B, Dooyeweerd, ”De Verhouding Tussen Wi jsbegeerte en 
Theologie en de Strijd der Faculteiten" in Philosophia Reformata 
2Je Jrg, (1958); J.M. Spier, "let Veld van Onderzoek voor■de 
Theologie" in Philosophia Beformata, 15© Jrg. (1950); D. Sinnema,
"The Uniqueness of Certitudinal Discourse, with Special Reference 
to the Language of Scripture” (unpublished paper, Toronto, 1975)*

1^6



2 • The ~_U' •• - j Method

At the turn of the seventeenth century theological methodology 

was in a flexible state, but especially with Zabarella5 s influ

ence, the analytical and synthetical methods came to dominate 

the field, Hartvelt has offered the perceptive critique that 

the problem here lies in theology's taking over of methods from 

other sciences, especially when that involves methods foreign 

to the character of theology. By using analysis and synthesis, 

the method of dogmatics became oriented to the method of the 

natural sciences, for these methods had developed out of the 

medical tradition of Galen and the school of Padua. However 

these methods became used in theology, they always presupposed 

a causal structure, whether from cause to effect or from effect 

to cause. In theology this meanth that the relationship between*

G.od and man became represented within a scheme of causality,

7
and determinism or synergism, became the theological alternatives.

In order to avoid the taking over of methods foreign to 

theology, theological methodology must first clearly understand 

the character of theology. As long as theologians remain 

undecided about what specifically theology is, whether it be 

wisdom concerning God or a schaol 'discipline, -whether it be 

study of God or study of a dimension of creation, theological 

method remains problematical.

Discussion of theological method can be fruitful only 

when it is seen that theology’s method must arise' from a true 

understanding of theology itself. Such discussion must realize

Ik7

Hartvelt, op. cit., p. 100-101,



that a theoretical method used in scientific theological.

analysis is different than, the non-theoretical "methods" (if 

they may be so called) that are used in simple Bible study.

It must realize that logical order is different than pedagogical 

order, and thus the method of investigation folio-wed in doing 

theological research differs from the pedagogical method 

followed in teaching the results of that research. Character

istic of the Leyden, reflections is the reduction of all method 

of teaching method. It must also be recognized that within 

the field of a scientific theology, there a r e ,a variety of 

particular theological methods. The method of a proper 

scientific exegesis of Biblical literature must keep in mind 

the peculiar character of the language of the Scriptures, that 

they lere written from the focus of faith and that they are 

meant to be read from the -viewpoint of faith. The method of 

dogmatological study must provide a way for proper investiga

tion of the belief of the Church and of faith life in general.

The method of historical research into Church history or the 

history of dogma is again a different variety. Yet all these 

must be uniquely theological, in that all facilitate in their 

different areas reflection vroon the creational dimension of faith.

3. Theology as Archetypal and Bctypal

The Thomistic archetypal-ectypal scheme of theological 

eplstemology, introduced into Reformed theology by Junius and 

taken up by the other Leyden theologians, is again closely 

related to how the concept of 'theology is understood. When it 

is assumed, that-.theology is knowledge of God,- it becomes 

possible to speak of knowledge of God at a great variety of

i w
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levels, and thus arises the scholastic proliferation, of types 

of theology, that are worked out in the reflections of Junius 

and Gomarus. The knowledge that God has of himself and the 

knowledge of God communicated to man become the two key cate

gories of theological knowledge.

It is the particular relationship between archetypal and 

ectypal theology that makes this pair epistemologically signi

ficant. The human is regarded as an imprint of the divine, 

and human knowledge is formed out of and patterned after divine 

knowledge. At issue here,of course, is the old problem: What 

is the nature of the relationship between God and man? Is man's 

being the same, different from or analogous to God's being?

The Leyden theology, by accepting the archetypal-ectypal scheme,

8
answered that the relationship is analogous, following in the 

tradition of the Analogy of Being.

This scheme fails to see that man as a creature knows 

God, and this knowledge is always in terms of creaturely human 

experience. In faith, which is a creaturely human phenomenon, 

man knows his God. Man's knowledge of God is not a deposit or 

imprint of the divine in the creaturely, but is always creature

ly knowledge of God. God revealed himself in the terms of 

human experience by coming down to man on his own level.. This 

revelation of God himself is in its richest sense the Immanuel, 

God with us .

As for the (archetypal) knowledge which God has concerning 

himself, it is best not to speculate. Although Junius said it

Q
Junius uses the term, "analogical" in this context, TV, chp. 3» 

Opera I , col. 13??. Compare- TT 4, Also Gomarus, OT X.
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was not communicable, Gomarus found it possible to distinguish 

within the theology of God himself. One may a s k ,  how can this 

undisclosed non-communicable archetypal knowledge of God ever 

be known by a creature?

4. Natural Theology and Supernatural Theology

One thing that has become evident is the unique conception 

of natural theology held by Junius, Gomarus and Lucas Trelca- 

tius Jr. Arminius allowed no natural theology; but the other 

theologians talked, of (ectypal) theology as communicated 

naturally or supernaturally. Thus natural theology was 

considered to be communicated, disclosed or even revealed by 

G..od. It is then not a human reasoning that discovers some 

knowledge of the divine apart from its being communicated or 

revealed by God. That was the later rationalistic tradition of 

natural theology. For the Leyden theologians, natural theology 

is communicated or revealed by God through the natural means of 

human reasoning. This conception was possible because at that 

time the concept of reason had not yet been secularized, God 

was seen as the Author also of nature, in which he makes him

self known through his works. And reason was regarded as the 

God-given capacity created in man enabling him to see God in 

his works. This was their solution to the common dilemma of a 

polarity between reason and revelation.

The theologians at Leyden were not unique among the Re- 

forined in this conception of natural theology. Such thinking 

had first gained entry into the Reformed confessions already 

in the French Confession of Faith (1559). and by 1561 it spread 

to the Belgic Confession (Art. II) . The French Confe.ssion.



stated that "God reveals himself to men; firstly. In his works, 

in their creation, as well as in their preservation and control.
g

Secondly, and more clearly, in his Word" (Art, 11), Although 

the actual term "natural theology11 doss not appear here, the 

conception of a knowledge of God communicated by a revelation 

of G.o£ in his works is clear.

One difficulty with the natural-supernatural theology 

distinction is that in order for this pair of categories to be 

called "theology11, theology must be understood in the problem

atical sense of knowledge of God or the content of revelation. 

The very terms "natural" and “supernatural11 themselves cause 

much difficulty. It can be maintained that the revelation of 

God in his works is no less wsupernatural.M an act than the 

revelation of God in Scripture. On the other hand, it can be 

maintained that by the inspiration of the Spirit, the Scriptures 

were formed in a way no less "natural" than the way God revealed 

himself in his handiwork. In Scripture, God used the natural 

creaturely means of human language and human writers, inspired 

by the Spirit, to speak his Word.

5. Theology as Fractleal or Thro • : al

The perennial debate about whether theology is practical 

or theoretical did not really concern Reformed theologians 

until about 1600, when the Neo - Aristotelian theory of science 

forced them to think of theology in terms of a practical or 

theoretical science. Junius and Lucas Trelcatius Sr. were not 

much affected by such thinking and did not. concern .t.heiaselves.

9 £.C. Cochrane, ed. fieformed_____ , ., m s  < > ' Ce • „j y
(Philadelphia, 1966),, p. 1 3 8,
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with the question«,

When the question was taken up by their successors, it 

was also founded upon their understanding of the concept of 

theology. If theology is considered to be simply the knowledge 

of God or the content of revelation which shows the way of 

salvation to the sinner, it certainly must be practical. This 

is basically Arminius5 position. A second view is based upon 

the understanding of knowledge in the sense of theoretical 

knowledge. Then the emphasis is that theology is concerned 

not just with practice, and is thus practical, but is also 

concerned with knowledge, and is thus theoretical. In other 

words, theology is concerned with both Faith and Works, and 

therefore is both theoretical and practical at the same time; 

that is, theology is ’’mixed*'. This is basically the position 

of Gomarus and Lucas Trelcatius Jr.

A generation or so later came the emphasis among some of 

the Reformed that theology is only theoretical, for theology 

properly is concerned only with the matter of faith or the 

knowledge of God. The matter of works was then treated in the

separate discipline of ethics, which was considered to be

10practical.

With the suggested alternative view of theology, it is not 

the task of theology to engage in idle speculation about the being 

of God. Neither is theology characterized by the practical task 

of making known the way of salvation, for people are seldom

^  This differentiation of disciplines, came about under the 
influence of Ramism. Althaus, op. cit,, p. 52. .
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converted by being intellectually' convinced through reading 

a theological work. Theology as scientific reflection is a 

theoretical task, but must always maintain a practical service 

character by helping the Church (and the world) deepen its 

understanding of what it believes.
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APPENDIX A

THE CHIEF R E F O R M E D  DGGXATIO WORKS UNTIL OHE SYHOD OP DC

Heinrich Zwingli, C o nri e n t ar i u s de vera e t f a l s a ' religione . 1525*

Johannes Calvinus, Institutio Chrìstianae religionis. i53ó.
Final ed, 1559, ' ‘

Heinrich Bullinger, Sermonum decades quinque. 1549-1551*

-------------------- 1 Compendium Christianae religionis. 1 55&.

Theodor Beza, Confessio Chrìstianae fidei. 15&0. Originai Fr. 
ed. 1559-

Wolfgang Musculus, Loci communes theologìae sacrae. 1560.

Petrus Boquinus, Exegesis divinae atque humanae Koivu>vKX-S . 1$61 .

Andreas Hyperius, Methodus theologiae si ve praecipuorum 
Ghristianae religionls locorum communium. 1$b ò .

Benedictus Aretius, Theologiae problemata seu loci communes. 1573«

Petrus Martyr Vermiglius, Loci communes. 1576.

Christophorus Pezelius, Argumentorum et obiectionum de praecipuis 
articulis doctrinae Chrìstianae. 15&0-15dtì.

Victorinus Strigelius, Loci thcologici Strigelili, quibus loci
• communes Melanchthonis illustrantur7 Edited by Chr. Pezelius,

1 5tì2-1 5 ^ 5 T  ....-

Matthaeus Virellus, Compendium religionis Chrìstianae, 1587. 
Originai Fr. ed, 15’82<

Lambertus Danaeus, Chrìstianae isagoges ad Christianorum theolo- 
gorum locos communes libri’ II. With preface by Theodor 
Be za,

Zacharias U r s i n u s , Doctrinae c h r ìstianae c o m p e n d i u m  sive commen- 
tarius c a t e c h e t i c i . 1 $01+* ’ The m u c h  i m p r o v e d  Pareus ed. 
titled E xp 1 i c a t ì o n ur: c at e che t.i. c ar u m  a p p e a r e d  in 1591. A 
later r e v i s e d’ed. ri tied C'oifpus ’doct rinae chrìstianae 
e c c l e siarum , 1 59 8.

Hieronymus Zanchius. Da religione Chris ti an a fides. 1585«

Gaspar Olevianuc^, lOe substantia foedorls gratuiti inter Deum et 
electos. 15^5*

Stephanus Szegedinus, Theologiae.sincerae loci communes. 1585*

This short-tiuie list includes the most important Reformed dog
matic works until Dort but is by no means complete. The works are 
listed according to orde-" of first publication. In several cases 
the material was oresented in tie- c l a s s r o o m  long before its pub
lication. The raa; cr sources usee in comailing this list were the 
"Historische fiinleatung1’ of Erns’J hi zer* in Heinrich Heppe, Die 
Dogmatik der eY a n g o l lsche-reformierten Kirche (Neukirchen, 1 958 ) > 
and Heinrich Heppo'J Do gma t ik~~de s deut schen Pro test ant ismus im 
sechzehnten Jahrh u n dert (Gotha, 1 ̂ S'TY- These studies supply 

i n t roductions to these dogmatic works.
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Georgius Sohnius, Synonsis corporis doctrinae Philippi Melanch- 
tnonis. 1588.

Johannes Piscator, Aphorismi doctrinae Christianas, maximam partem 
ex institutione Calvini excerpti, seu loci communes theolo- 
gici. 1589.

William Perkins, Armilla Aurea, id est. Miranda- series causarum
et salutis & damnationis iuxta verbum Dei. 1590. An English 
translation was titled A Golden Ghaine, or the Description 
of Theologie; containing the order of the causes- of Salvation 
and Damnation, according to God1s Word. 1591.

Bartholomaeus Keckermann, Systerna SS. theologiae. 1602.

Guilelmus Bucanus, Institutiones theologicae seu locorum communium 
Ghristianae religionis. 1602.

Matthaeus Martinius, Christianae doctrinae summa capita. 16 0 3«
The second part of this dogmatic work was titled Methodus 
ss. theologiae.

Lucas Trelcatius Jr., Scholastica et methodiea locorum communium 
s. theologiae institutio. T^OTpT

Amandus Polanus, Syntagma theologiae Ghristianae. 1610.

Johannes Henricius Alstedius, Theologia scholastica didactica. 1618. 
This dogmatic work comprises just one part of his eight 
part Theological system.

Johannes Polyander, Andreas Rivetus, Antonius Walaeus & Antonius 
Thysius, Synopsis purioris theologiae. 1625. This very 
influential dogmatic work appeared soon after the Synod 
of Dort.
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A Small Book of Franciscas Junius 

ON TRUE THEOLOGY,

ITS SOURCE, NATURE, FORMS, -PARTS AND ¡MEASURE, 

by which according to the will of God all Christians 

are reminded of their dignity, and all theologians 

of the importance of their ministry.

THESES CONCERNING THEOLOGY

1 . "Theology” signifies either the discourse of God himself 

(sermonem Dei) or discourse or reasoning concerning God (de 

divinitate sermonem rationemve), to use the words of Augustine, 

de Civit. D e i , Bk. 8, chp..1. We ourselves are going to speak 

concerning the latter signification. (Chp. I).

2. Now things themselves and the agreement Of all peoples 

teach that there Is theology. Things, for both God exists 

and He is the originator (principium) of all good in the 'universe; 

God both speaks and acts,. Agreement, for all men acknowledge 

that it is so by the light of nature.

3. Even though, however, It is believed by all that there is 

Theology,, nevertheless in common speech, the word is used in 

an homonymous way{o^vu¿A(Js) ; the one sense indeed is true, the 

other false and conjectural,

I}.. False Theology is twofold; the one common, the other philos

ophical. That is common, which residing In the imperfect prin

ciples of our nature does not rise up higher by reasoning. That 

is philosophical, which has flowed away into false conclusions 

by an error of reasoning, and produced legendary, natural and 

civil theology out of those principles.

5. Theology is the wisdom of divine things. (Chp. II).

6. This theology is either archetypal as), truly the

APPENDIX B*

Translation from De_ Theologia Vera,- Ortu, Natura, Formis, 
Partibus et Mo do liiius Libellus, printed in Franciscus. Junius, 
Opera Theologica (1608), vol. I, col. 1371 -137k-- This and the 
following translations, prepared In consultation with Dr. Albert 
Wolters, are offered In first draft form very open to improve
ment. The responsibility for error remains mine.
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w i s d o m  of God himself, or it is ectypal ( C K T uTTo s ), given f o r m  

(informata) by God, (Chp. III).

7. Archetypal theology is the divine wisdom of divine things.

This theology we worship, (adoramus), and do not investigate 

(investigamus)» (Chp. IV).

8. Ectypal theology, whether considered simply (as they call it) 

or in a certain respect (secundum quid), is the wisdom of. divine 

things given form (informata) by God out of his archetype through 

the communication of grace to his.glory. (Chp. V).

9. And the former theology simply so-called is the whole wisdom 

of divine things communicable to the creature according to the 

measure of the communicator.

10. Theology in a certain respect, however, is the wisdom of 

divine things communicated to creatures according to their 

measure. And it Is communicated either by union, vision or revel

ation.

11. li/hat we call the theology of union is the whole wisdom of 

divine things communicated to Christ the God-man (-9eo<i/3f<*jirw), 

that is, in as much as the Word (sermo) was made flesh according 

to his humanity. (Chp. VI).

12. Theology of vision is that which was communicated to the 

Angels and the spirits of consecrated saints or of those perfect 

in heaven. (Chp, VII).

13. Theology of revelation Is that which is communicated here 

to the human race, which also not unfortunately you might call 

our Theology. (Chp, VIII).

1l|„ There Is a twofold mode of communicating theology, by na

ture and by grace; the former as the internal principle of 

communication, the latter, as Its external principle. So it is 

that the one is called natural theology, the other supernatural 

theology, (Chp- IX),

15. N a t u r a l  theology is that w h i c h  proce e d s  .from principles

k
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k n o w n  by themselves by the natural light of the h u m a n  intellect 

according to the mode of human reason. (Chp. X).

16, The notion (notio) belonging to this natural theology in 

the human intellect is involved in common things; it is both 

obscure and Imperfect; and for that reason It needs to receive 

its perfection from supernatural theology,

17- This was the condition of natural theology in Adam, in 

unfalien nature (Integra natura), which had to be cultivated 

and increased by reasoning out of common, obscure and imperfect 

principles, and had to be perfected by grace.

18. However, after this nature was corrupted, those principles 

themselves Indeed remained common, obscure and imperfect in 

individual men; but by our corrupt condition they are most 

corrupted in themselves and most confused among themselves, just 

aa the ruins of our nature.

19. Therefore this theology can lead nothing at all to per

fection,nor does it ever do so, and it is not able to grasp by 

Itself even the perfection -coming upon it by grace.

20„ Wherefore it was right for that inspired theology to come 

upon man, which from its source we name supernatural, and the 

Theology of revelation from Its mode of communication. (Chp. XI).

21. Supernatural theology is, however, the wisdom of divine things 

which proceeds from p r i n c i p l e s  known by themselves by the light 

of a higher knowledge (scientiae), beyond the mode of human 

reasonc

22. The manner (ratio) of this supernatural knowledge is t w o 

fold, for it is either absolute and In itself (secundum se) 

according to the measure of the communicator, or in a certain 

respect (secundum quid), according to the small measure of those 

to whom the communication comes.

23. Our T h e o l o g y  absolutely so-called, is the w i s d o m  of divine 

things, i n s p i r e d  (inspirata) by God according to d ivine truth, 

c o m m itted through the u t t e r e d  W o r d  (e n u n c i a t i v u m  sermonem) in
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C h r i s t  to his servants, and attested in the Old and New Testa

ment through the■Prophets, Apostles, and Evangelists, as much 

of him as is useful to be revealed here to us for his glory and 

for the good of the elect. (Chp. XII).

2h-. The Matter of Theology is of divine things, certainly God, 

and whatever things are ordered to God, in as much as God's 

teaching (disciplinam) concerning his own nature, works and 

justice had to be handed down. (Chp. XIII).

2$. The Form of Theology is divine truth, which is considered 

in theology in two parts. For either the whole or some part 

of the whole is considered simply in itself, or some parts are 

considered in their interrelationship with others by a just 

comparison. (Chp. XIV).

26. This truth is holy, just and perfect, for it teaches nothing 

profane, unjust or imperfect, and it teaches nothing not holy, 

just and perfect, that we may be through all things directed

in as perfect a way as possible to sanctity in ourselves, to 

justice toward all and to perfection.

27. Therefore this Theology is one and eternal and immutable, 

for what truth of necessity is, the same of necessity is one; 

what is just and holy can never be not just and holy; what 

finally is perfect according to God, the same is wholly and al

ways Immutable.

28. The efficient cause of our Theology is considered by us to 

be twofold, the one the principal and the other the instrumental. 

(Chp. XV).

29. The principal and absolute efficient cause of our Theology 

is God the Father in the Son through his Spirit inspiring it, 

that He who is the sole author is also the highest and most 

perfect producer (effector) of this wisdom in his servants.

30. The instrumental cause of this w i s d o m  is the ^0^05 
TTjPocpopiKOS" } or the uttered word (sermo enunciativus) of God, 

both spiritually and corporeally.
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31.- The End :.f T h e o l o g y  is twofold, for one is remote 

or highest; the other, however, near and secondary to it and 

subordinate (as they say) to it. (Chp. XVI).

32. The primary or highest end of Theology is the glory of God, 

for Theology displays this to be seen by all men, and all men, 

certainly the good, by legitimate use of this wisdom make it 

attested (testatam), according as Wisdom as justified hy her 

own children.

33« The secondary or subordinate end of our Theology is the 

present and future good of the elect. For the promises of this 

and the life to come have been made for the piety of these 

elect. And now this Theology is the wisdom of true piety.

3k* Om t  Theology "in a certain respect" (secundum quid), or 

Theology in the subject so-called, is that same wisdom of divine 

things, measured in proportion to those men in whom it is con

tained, and on account of which they afe called Theologians. 

(Chp. XVII).

35. The measure of this Theology in the subject can not be 

circumscribed, because it both varies in every single one and 

is most diverse among all men.

3 6. In every single one, because there is contained in every 

single person a two-fold principle, nature and grace, of which

it is neoossary for the former to be diminished, the latter to 

be increased from glory to glory by the , -wer of the Spirit and 

by the effective communication of Theology.

37. It varies among all men, beoause nature is diminished more 

in some than in others, and grace grows stronger more in some 

than in others, even if here no one of all men comprehends the 

whole form of our Theology perfectly in every respect.

3 8. For indeed the Prophets and Apostles perceived the whole 

and perfect form of this Theology, but not perfectly in itself, 

and they handed it down whole by the power alone of the Spirit; 

all the others handed it down neither whole nor perfectly.
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39. Therefore the farm of our Theology in itself is indeed one, 

as we said before, but in measure It is and will be manifold 

in us until running together in the unity of faith and of know

ledge (cognitione) of the Son of God, we may become a perfect 

man. and be raised up together according to the measure of the 

stature of the Church, which is the complement, (complementum) 

of Christ. (Chp. XVIII).

4;- #
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Franci s c u s  Junius 

THEOLOGICAL THESES 

which have been defended at various times 

by Candidates of Theology against their opponents 

at the illustrious Leyden Academy 

for the exercises of public disputations, 

with Franciscus Junius presiding.

APPENDIX C*

I. THESES CONCERNING TRUE THEOLOGY

1 . Since the word Theology is not taken in one way in common 

usage, its ambiguity (homonym!am) ought to be removed before we 

come to the matter itself. For it is understood in three ways. 

Either for discourse of God himself (sermone Dei), or for dis

course concerning God (sermone de Deo) and that sometimes proper

ly for that discourse which treats concerning God alone, his 

essence and his attributes. Or, more broadly and by synecdoche, 

for that which treats not just concerning the nature of God, 

but also all divine things, that is, concerning the relation 

of creatures to God. In this sense it is here used by us.

2. If however, any one denies that there is theology, he neces

sarily at the same time not only extinguishes, that light which 

has been lit up in the minds of men from the very beginning, 

but also does away with God himself. The. Season is that, not 

only do all men acknowledge that it is the case by the light 

of nature, but also God is not God unless both He is of Him

self the knower in his own way, and all good derives and proceeds 

from Him.

Translation from Theses Theologicae, nrintod in Franciscus 
Junius, Oper.a Thuologica (1&66), vol. I,‘col. 1593-1591+.
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3. Theology is, however, the Wisdom of divine things. I name 

it "Wisdom", because only by this genus is its force expressed 

best; as being the most certain, it is the indicator (index) 

of principles, as being the most eminent, it is the princess 

(princips) of all sciences (scientiarum), and as being the most 

wise, It is the judge of all actions and motives (rationum).

By the addition of "divine things" both its divine object is 

indicated, and its supernatural mode in principle, action and 

effect is noted, and finally its most perfect end is signified.

Lj.. Theology is divided analogically (c<i/a)>ô i»<u>s) into «p^eTutrou 

and ev<Tu7rov'. The former archetypal theology is of God Himself, 

by which he comprehends (intelligit) Himself and all divine 

things in a divine and unutterable manner. This theology (as 

also all other properties of the divine), since it is uncreated, 

most simple, and infinite, can no more be communicated with 

the creature, than the divine essence itself. The latter, 

ectypal Theology (cK-ratros), however, was imprinted (expressa) 

and given form (informata) from that former theology through 

a'gracious communication, to the glory,of the communicator.

5. This ectypal theology, however, is communicated in a three

fold way, first through union of the divine nature with the 

created nature, as it is in Christ, the God-man (^¿«vSpuj-rru) 

according to his humanity, which although it is different from 

the higher nature, as being the created, finite and habitual 

radiance ( « x t r * of his uncreated, infinite and essential 

nature, nevertheless, considered in itself, his humanity is 

most full and most perfect, and is as much as can be taken 

hold of by a creature. Compared with other creatures, however, 

it is also infinite in a certain sense, and the source and in

exhaustible spring of all wisdom xtfhieh is imparted to other 

creatures, since he received it from the Father without measure 

for the reason that individual believers might receive it from 

him in definite portion according to their capacity.

6 , The second mode of communication is through vision, by which



the blessed angels and the spirits of saints, who were received 

into heaven with the angels free from the body, see their Creator 

in a spiritual manner as he is, since an intellectual, perfect 

and permanent light has been communicated to them for this 

purpose from the fulness of Christ,

7. The third mode of communication, which.regards us chiefly 

as being in this life, is through revelation. This revelation 

occurs either according to nature, taking its rise from princi

ples innate (congenitis) to man; and is called Natural Theology, 

or else according to supernatural grace, proceeding out of 

principles known in themselves by the light of a higher know

ledge (scientiae), beyond the measure (modum) of human reason, 

and is called Supernatural Theology»

8„ Since the former of these tte.ologies, being present even 

without imperfection in man, as it were, in its subject, yet 

could not raise man above nature through itself, except by the 

aid of an additional ( accedentiss ) higher grace, how much less 

now that it is collapsed and all but buried under the rubble 

of human ruins, would it lead man to some degree of more eminent 

perfection? Especially since it cannot allow even itself, as 

much as it is able, to be lead to that degree of perfection. 

Therefore, there is every need of the addit.ional coming of a 

higher theology in order that it may restore (restituât) the 

collapsed theology, and once restored, raise it beyond itself.

9c The supernatural theology, however, is considered not only 

absolutely in itself and in its causes, and is called abstract 

Theology, but also relatively to the subject (subjectum) in which 

it is contained, and is called concrete Theology.

10. Simply in itself and in its causes, it is holy, just and 

perfect, whether you bear in mind the efficient cause, as primary, 

the revealing God himself, but as instrumental, the uttered 

(irpoip opt .' d V ) word (sermonera) of God, partly spiritual and partly 

corporeal; or consider the matter, God himself and all things
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ordered to God, or the form, divine truth infused in the whole 

and in all its parts equally; or finally give attention to the 

end (finem), the primary, the glory of God rightly acknowledged, 

and the secondary, our present and future salvation.

11, Theology grown together (concreta) with its subject, how

ever, is the same Wisdom of divine things (for it is merely 

one in itself, eternal and immutable), but nevertheless it is 

variously measured (modificatur) in proportion to the under

standing (pro ratione) of men In whom it is contained, some 

containing more of it, others less, according as the corrupted 

nature is more or less liberated from its ignorance by the 

additional grace of God, so that, since there are infinite de

grees from the highest to the lowest, no fixed measure (modus) 

of it may be able to be allotted,

12, This true Theology is, however, (in whichever of the two 

senses you take it) the true Wisdom of divine things divinely 

communicated for the glory of God. And since every Wisdom is 

such that it furnishes its faculty (facultatem) and functioning 

(operationem) to the wise man, his faculty and functioning is 

rightly imputed to this Wisdom out of the Sacred Scriptures.

For-his faculty is the knowledge (cognitis) of God and of our

selves, which are so much connected to each other that we can

not obtain either without the other. The functioning, however, 

is the godly and faithful activity by which this knowledge is 

employed in a holy manner in the presence of God and his Church 

with all the duties of godliness, justice, sanctity and truth 

according to the will of God„

II. ON SACRED SCRIPTURE
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Franciscus Junius 

Heidelberg Theses

PRINTER TO THE CHRISTIAN READER

When I arrived almost at the end of tome one, several 

theses of theology were offered to me by a certain scholar, a 

former student of D. Junius, disputed in the Heidelberg Univer

sity under the same most worthy Professor. I have gladly 

joined these to others, namely, the Leyden theses, that the can

didates of Theology might have something more which satisfies 

their wishes. Regard favorably our diligence, and farewell.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THEOLOGY

1. The most excellent subject (argumentum) of the word which

God declares Is that which we name sacred Theology.
t /

2. "Theology" is> however, used homonymously (ô wvt̂ u-u/s-) by the 

accepted writers, because (if we observe the etymology of the 

word) it signifies either discourse of God (sermonem Dei) him

self, or reasoning or discourse concerning divinity (de divini- 

tate rationem sive sermonem), to use the words of Augustine,

De Civitate Dei, Bk. 8, chp. 1.

3 . We therefore name It Sacrec1 Theology diaeretically

(otoa^eT ikw$) , which Is opposed to V) .MvSiKpj, tpuffiKV] , noli t i k7| y 

that is, fabulous, natural and civil Theology (which kinds, by 

the witness of Varro, the ancients assigned to Theology) and 

anything else improperly ('^To^p^s'n kuj£) given with the name 

of.Theology. Augustine, De Civitate Dei, Bk. 6, chp. 5.

li. Sacred "Theology" is the true, just, holy and perfect know

ledge (scientia) of divine things, inspired by God, and committed 

through his uttered word (enunciativum sermonem) in Christ to

APPENDIX D "'

Translation from J u n i u s 1 Heidelberg Theses printed in the 
Opera Theologica (16O8 ), vol. I, col. 1 752-1751+.



his servants, and consigned (consignata) in the Old and New 

Testament through the Prophets, Apostles and Evangelists, as 

much of it as is expedient to be revealed to us, for his glory 

and the good of the elect.

5. The genus of Theology is said to be knowledge (scientia), 

because this alone has a correct knowledge (cognitionem) of 

demonstrative (apodieticarum) conclusions concerning God and 

divine things, x-?hich conclusions are necessary, and they cannot 

be otherwise. It renders the mind (animum) of the knower sted- 

fast and 'is content with contemplation of the truth by itself.

6. The differentia of theological knowledge (scientiae)

Zcfistinguishing it7 from the other kinds of knowledge, however, 

is explained in an orderly fashion through its causes in the 

definition, which we shall describe briefly in succession.

7. The Matter is God, and divine things. By the designation 

of the latter, we wish all those things to be understood which 

had to be handed down to be perceived by us concerning the 

nature, justice and past, present and future works of God.

8 . The Form of Theology is considered in a twofold way; for it 

is examined in itself either as a whole or as some part of the 

whole, or as some parts examined among themselves /in-their 

interrelationship/ with others.

9. By whichever mode we observe Theology and its parts, however, 

simply or comparatively, the latter form of it is the most 

constant, because it is and is said to be true, just, holy and 

perfect, and consequently is one and the same, eternal and 

immutable, whether you have looked at the whole itself or parts 

of the whole.

10. Theology is true, because it teaches nothing false, and 

it fails to teach nothing of the truth which God wished to be 

explained to his Church concerning himself and things pertaining

to him, and which is expedient to be known here by us according 

to our mental capacity and the measure of his giving of himself.

1 u
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11. This Theology is just, because it certainly teaches nothing 

unjust and it fails to teach nothing of the just, on the basis 

of which we ascribe to each one his due (ius), first, however, 

to God, then also to single created things.according to the 

will of God.

12. Theology is also holy, because it teaches nothing profane 

which is unworthy of God, or foreign to.the sanctity and purity 

of good men, and it fails to teach nothing of the holy and 

acceptable (v<«i ^eoTTf fflous). Furnished with the knowledge 

(scientia) of this, we know God in a holy and acceptable 

(Sco-npitTios ) way and worship Him.

13. And similarly it is perfect, both because it has nothing 

of defect or imperfection in itself, and because it teaches 

the most perfect truth, righteousness, and sanctity perfectly, 

in the manner of a perfect light lighted by him who is the 

true light illuminating every man coming into this world 

(John 1 ).

1 i|_. Out of all these things, hoxvever, it is established that 

this Theology is one, eternal and immutable, in as much as what 

is necessarily true is necessarily one, and what is in itself 

true, just and holy, can never not be true, just and holy, and 

what finally has its perfection from God, in God and according 

to God (who is immutable), is wholly and always remains immut

able.

15» The efficient cause of Theology is posited by us as two

fold, the one principal, the other instrumental.

16. The principal efficient and absolute cause of Theology 

is God the Father in the Son through his Spirit inspiring it,

as being He who is the sole guardian and the highest and perfect 

producer of this knowledge in servants (I Cor. 12:2).

17. The instrumental efficient cause is the Aô -o«; trf> o y)oj>i ko?

or uttered word (sermo enunciativus) of God, both the spiritual 

perceived spiritually, and the corporeal corporeally.
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18. In xike manner the end of T h e o l o g y  is twofold, for the one 

Is primary or highest, the other secondary to it and subordinate 

(as they say) to it.

19. The primary or highest end of Theology is the glory of God. 

For Theology offers this to all men to be known, and all good 

men by legitimate use of this theological knowledge (cogni- 

tionis) make -it attested, just as wisdom is justified by her 

children (Matt. 11:19).

20. The secondary or subordinate end of Theology is the present 

and future good of the elect. For the promises of this life 

and the life to come were made for piety (ITim. l|.:8).

21 . So much for Theology considered absolute and in itself 

(as they say), as divine knowledge (scientia) revealed (exhibita) 

by God. Concrete Theology, however, that'is, In men as in the 

subject, is different on account of the defect and insufficiency
> f

(«ytwtxyoT ryTix) of its subject. For we know in part and we 

prophesy in part. (I Cor. 13=9).

22. This concrete Theology, which applies to man, as it is 

imperfect, is distinguished into two parts, the one natural, the 

other supernatural and inspired.

23. Natural Theology is a particle of that true Theology 

which God provided unfallen (integrum) man before the corruption 

of our nature. This particle, preserved in corrupted men, as

a spark in the darkness, sparkles in the mind through "universal
v > '

concepts" (KOiUots £"VVO(c<s ) an(j increases when the light of rea- 

son is cultivated so that they are without excuse (6i? T o  

eii/cu *uTous ¿^TroAo<nTous) (Romans 1:19).

Zhr. This Theology Is imparted by God naturally and is nourished 

by the evidences (doeumentis) of the senses, of reason, and of 

the authority of teachers. It is common to all men. It has 

certain seeds (semlna) and principles of true Theology, in so 

far as that which Is known of God (To ^ucoe-Tav Tou §£ou) 

manifest in themselves, and It can in Itself be saving for no one.
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25. Supernatural or inspired Theology of men is part of that 

true and divine Theology, which is added to the natural through 

the grace of God by .His Spirit and by the instrument of the 

proclaimed word and Sacred Scripture. And it is not common to 

all men, but merely to some. It has certain parts of true 

Theology, however -imperfectly. And it is contained, however, 

in the latter sufficiently for salvation, but in the former, 

efficaciously for their condemnation.

26. And thus, natural Theology is common to all men, in whom

it is distinguished by degree, inspired Theology only to certain 

men, although with very diverse effect. Absolute Theology, 

however, can be said to belong to no man perfectly, and certain

ly not to all men so long as they walk through faith in this 

world (I Cor. 13:9: II Cor. 3:18).

27. But the absolute and in all its members perfect instrument 

of that absolute Theology to be partly measured out to men is 

that proclaimed and written word (verbum) of God which we name 

Sacred Scripture, because Scripture in itself is nothing other 

than the most absolute symbol (symbolum) of that most absolute 

word, which God uttered among men and committed as attested to 

the Church.

ON THE DEFINITION AND MATTER 

OF SACRED SCRIPTURE
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Pranciscus J'onius 

LECTURES ON THE PROPHET JONAH 

received from the mouth of that most renowned man 

Pranciscus Junius of Bourges,

Doctor and Professor of Theology.

In these lectures, the method (methodus) of explaining Sacred 

Scripture is briefly and clearly set forth.

APPENDIX E*

All correct interpretation either strives to demonstrate 

the end from the principles, or on the contrary, it rises from 

the end to its principle?. Of these interpretations, we commonly 

call the latter interpretation analytical (otVaXuflK^y )f 

former synthetical iky\V) # In the method (ratione) of

explaining the Scriptures, however, the Analytical, which the 

schools gunurally use, maintains the first place. The Syntheti

cal, however, maintains the next place, as it is to be used in 

popular orations and ecclesiastical sermons. Since, however, 

there are at the present time two parts of this our purpose, 

the one, that we may show the way (viam) to youth w h o■are to 

proceed from the end to the principles according to analysis 

(y<o«Te<. To oc VocauT*kou) • the other, that \te may demonstrate the 

method (rationem) of arriving at the end and use from the prin

ciples, we shall speak first about each of these kinds in general, 

and impose those limits upon ourselves, by which, in the par

ticular interpretation of this our prophet, we shall conclude 

our discussion as religiously as possible.

Analytical exposition or ecthesis is either general (com

munis) or t)articular ( singularis). To the general, three things 

in sum pertain, the End, the Sum (Summa) and the Parts, among

Translation from L e e tiones in Jonam P r o p h e t a m , p r i n t e d  in 
F r a n c i s c u s  Junius, Opera T h e o l o g i c a (16o5)~ vol. I, col, -9h2.
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w h i c h  the Sum plays the role of' principles. The parts, however, 

are as it were the means (media), by which the highest (summa) 

principles are.arrived at from the end. To the parts pertain 

order (ordo); to the whole analysis pertains method (methodus). 

Analysis is therefore the me.thod according to which the readers 

are lead from the end to the highest principles, according to 

thè parts, or if you like, through the parts, of the writing, 

which has been determined to be explained. MeptKijor particular 

(particularis) analytical exposition is distinguished according 

to the nature (pro ratione) of the subject or material into 

two kinds. For it is either analysis of the dogmas 

or lessons (document orum), or of the narration )

or narratives (narrationum). The dogmas (dogmata) are either 

theoretical (SewpiKOf), found in contemplation and knowledge 

(scientia) alone, or are practical (iTf><xKrmoc)f found in action 

and use.. Each of these two kinds is explained through analysis, 

either according to argumentations whether logical or rhetorical, 

or according to propositions, or according to the highest parts 

of propositions which they commonly call subject and predicate, 

or finally according to the particular parts of these which 

are found in things and circumstances.

The particular analysis of narratives is distinguished

similarly in accordance with their nature. For some of the

narratives are mythical (^u9i«<t) Qr dramatic (<£p«^oiTiY«xi) f
i y

others are historical (r6Top ik«( )# in which three things espec

ially are explained according to a correct method of analysis: 

the Causes, among which we include the decrees (consilia), the 

Acts (Facta) which follow out of the causes and decrees or 

otherwise, and the Results (Eventa) from both. ■ These, however, 

are explained in six loci according to correct analysis, of 

which loci three are inward, three are additional (assumpti) and 

extrinsic (adventitii). Those loci of the former kind are first, 

the agent, whether a person or anything taking the place of a 

person; second, the deed, which is srdd to be done by the agent; 

third, finally, the m a n n e r  (modus), which the agent uses for
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bringing about what is said to be done. The following are the 

three loci of the latter kind: the cause on account of which 

the thing is said to be done by the agent: second, the time, 

in which the thing is said to be done; third, the place where 

or in which it is done. For these two circumstances (as Theo

dore tus very well observed in chp. 1 in his book on Genesis) 

can'never be excluded from, any created • thing, not even from the 

angels. Just as, however, in explaining hypotheses and parti

cular questions, their proper reference (ratio) is always to 

be known from the thesis and the common question, so also an 

analytical interpretation of narratives is to be determined 

from dogmatic theses, and all parts of hypothesis are to be re

ferred to the thesiss, whether they have necessary or contingent 

propositions. All of these narratives are-to be examined accord

ing to the order of the- dogmatic kind (the ordter which we 

mentioned before) by argumentations, by propositions, by their 

highest and particular parts according to the things and cir

cumstances comprehended in them.

Synthesis properly pertains to popular orations. It is 

that which teaches, in interpreting writings 1 . their principles 

or instruments 2. their subject or main point (suramam) 3 # their 

use or end. The principles, however, are either particular 

(singularia), which are commonly called "individual” by the 

Schoolmen, and these are peculiar to the historical kind; some 

are particular (particularia) ,■ others finally are general 

(coramunia) principles, which are explained according to the 

method (rationem) of anaLysis but in a different or reversed 

order. The subject or main point (summa) in the interpretation 

of writings is similarly either of a narrative or of a dogma 

(dogmatis). Narration however is twofold. For it is either the 

narration of a deed (facti) which x-je call a narrative (¿V^y )., 

or of a quasi-deed, as are dramatic (<£ƒ><*ƒ*• <*Ti k*|) and legendary 

narratives. Two kinds of dogmas are considered. For every dogma 

either depends on its own truth and the n e c e s s i t y  of the matter, 

w h i c h  kind of dogma the Orators call a (maxim), or carries
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the authority of speakers, and is called ^peioc (saying). The

end of synthesis is the knowledge (sclentia) of things and

principles. Since, however, knowledge (scientia) of all kinds

is contained in the sacred Scriptures, it by all means follows

that the knowledge to which we are lead from the Scriptures
N s 0 x

according to synthesis (vvxfc* To Gui/Uc t ov) is twofold: one 

theoretical (theoricam) and another practical (practicam).

There are two loci peculiar to theoretical knowledge (theoricae 

scientiae), teaching and refutation (¿'icSciirKcAtoi ) •

The former pertains to establishing the good and- the true; the 

latter pertains to disproving the bad and refuting the false.

There are similarly two loci peculiar to practical knowledge, 

exhortation and rebuke, of which the former persuades to the 

good and the just; the latter dissuades from the evil and un

just, Finally, the common (communis) locus of both kinds of 

knowledge, i.e. of the theoretical and of the practical, is 

comfort. And it is in accordance with these five loci that the 

right analysis of the passages (locorum) of Scripture through 

the synthetical method (methodum) shapes the sermons of the 

ministers of God. The manner of obtaining those things /the 

loci/, however, is to be distinguished out of the usage of the 

Orators. For, we either teach, or illustrate and delight, or 

finally influence. These are actions, and each has its own 

instrument. For first, we teach, generally, according to des- 

cription (Ktxfcx EK^^oiS'iv ) f through exposition of the writing 

which is taken up to be explained. Then however, particularly,
✓

through close inspection (KtffcrtffKOTrt'ii/) ̂ or through consideration
\ 4
(«uc*ckoitv}0 ) 0f opposing things. There are two instruments suit

able for illustrating or teaching, the commonplace (communis 

locus) and the rjSorfoitic, that is, a true or probable representa

tion of persons and customs, separately or jointly. Other In

struments pertain to influencing, which is the third action 

or the duty of the preacher, some simply, and some comparatively. 

For influencing simply, praise and blame pertain. For influencing 

comparatively, however, an extrinsic b r i n g i n g  together of the
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things, examples, and .comparisons out of the obtained passages 

(locis) pertain, the logical loci of all of these are to be 

sought out of logical matters, rhetorical loci however- out of 

rhetorical matters. There remain the laws of analysis and 

synthesis, some common, and some particular (particulares). 

There are three common laws, 1 . concerning things that they may 

be true, 2. concerning discourses (sermonibus) that they may 

be proper, 3 . concerning both that both may be clear and dis

tinct. The particular (singulares) laws are that analysis uses 

discourse that is concise and without ornament, and synthesis 

uses discourse that is copious and appropriately joined with 

ornament.

(The discussion continues with an 
analysis of the book of Jonah)

x  -:c-



APPENDIX

Lucas Trelcatius Sr.

COMMONPLACES OF SACRED THEOLOGY

Two hooks, explained in brief (compendio) 

and In order by Lucas Trelcatius the father, 

of which the first Is about Faith, the second about Works.

In these books first tho true doctrine 

of sal vatic n is -confirmed

then the false is refuted ¿vcxs-Keuoi^TiKwj .

PREFACE 

OF COMMONPLACES

Because it is chiefly twofold, as in other dis

ciplines, so in theological lectures the method of 

teaching (docendi ratio) is (1 ) analytical (tf'/oiXu'Ttkvj )f 

by which the coherence of any of book of Sacred Scrip

ture is explicated after having been unraveled Into 

its parts as it were; (2 ) synthetical (ffuv9eTiKr| ), by 

which those things which are referred to the same 

head (caput) of doctrine are arranged and expounded 

in order. Concerning the latter method, with which 

namely we are concerned, we shall say a few things 

first about its usefulness and necessity, secondly 

about our procedure (Instituti nostri ratione) in ex

plaining theology. Among others, which are brought 

together in one place, which are scattered throughout 

sacred Scriptures, and which relate to the same head 

of our religion., then especially these arguments prove 

the great necessity and outstanding usefulness of this 

doctrine: (1) What has its place in other studies has 

a place in theology or theological study, as Is 

natural for one who wishes to make progress in it pur-

By what 
method the 
disciplines 
are taught.

What the 
analytical 
method is.

What the 
synthetical 
method is.

!+. things 
prove the 
usefulness 
and
necessity 
of this

1. Because 
all things 
refer to

Translation from Compendium Locorum  Communium S. Theologiae
r>. 1 ■printed In Lucas Trelcatius, Sr. & Jr. , Opuscula
Theologica Omnia (Leyden, 1611+). Marginal notations may have 
been added by editor Festus Hommius,
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their own
peculiar
heads.

2. Because 
the Scrip
tures are 
understood 
more 
easily 
and more 
happily 
when this 
is applied.

3. Because 
the errors 
of eccles
iastical 
pontrover- 
“sies and 
heresies 
are seen 
and refuted 
more 
easily.

I4.. Finally 
because 
the old 
Doctors 
always 
made use 
of it. -

posefully, easily and greatly. First it is n e c e s s a r y

that he comprehend in his mind a certain system 
/

(gv6't+]p-v.) of the principle parts of that study arranged 

in order, that he may know what is to be referred to 

what, and that by this light of method (method!) he 

may both understand individual things more easily and 

make use of them more conveniently. Otherwise, he will 

be involved with sacred literature with great labor 

but not with equal fruit. (2) Since every interpretation 

of sacred Scripture ought to be analogous (analoga) 

to the highest heads themselves, certainly the heads 

of doctrine themselves ought to be previously very 

clear to us, in order that from these that which 

occurs more obscurely elsewhere may be illuminated and 

that which is doubtful may be solved. Otherwise apart 

from this method (methodo) we are easily snatched into 

methodlessness (£*5 *)*£SoSfi.'xv ), (3 ) Among all the rest 

of the arguments, which by this synthetical doctrine 

are advantageous to the studious, this is not the 

least, that with the help of this method (method!) 

we both discern easier and solve easier the ecclesias

tical controversies which occur and the errors of 

heretics which easily trap those not well protected, 

when we refer those controversies and heresies to these 

heads of doctrine and examine and judge by them.

(Lj.) Henceforth it constantly continued in the Church, 

that this method (ratio) of doctrine previously used 

to be offered by the ecclesiastical Doctors, and that 

after that access was easier for the analysis 

(wye*Xusiv ) of the single books of Scripture. And for 

this reason both those old and new Doctors handed down 

these heads which they brought together out of Scrip- 

.ture, arranged and explained with not less devotion 

than they handed down l e a r n e d  commentaries on Scripture.

We , as. helpee’ ones idinu on the heels of their noble
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Our
procedure.

The others 
by demon
stration.

The sum 
and sub
stance of 
sacred 
Scripture: 
Faith and 
Works.

Interrela
tionship 
and method 
of arrange
ment of the 
loci of 
Scripture.

efforts, will deliver the commonplaces (locos c o m 

munes) of theology thus, that n e i t h e r  brevity produce 

obscurity nor great length produce boredom, that is 

to say, having rejected those things which can be 

Ignored without necessary loss to the health of doc

trine, but having expounded those things which are of 

principal use both for confirming faith and for in

structing life, we shall select the best out of the 

best and bring them together according to our use. 

First, in our manner, we will briefly explain true 

doctrine by definition, division and exposition, but 

we will refute false doctrine, proposing thië order 

at this time which we will consider both most in accord 

with sacred Scripture and most suitable'to today's use, 

that is to say, just as the Prophets, Apostles and 

Christ Himsèlf refer the sum and substance (summam) 

of their doctrine to these two heads, that we may 

know 1 . what is to be believed, 2. what is to be done, 

so we will do it. Let us treat first, concerning 

faith, secondly, concerning works, in this sequence 

that according as each locus embraces within its own 

orbit more things within itself, so it will be handed 

down first. And secondly, the locus which approaches 

nearest to the first will be handed down, and so on, 

so that we proceed from the highest (summis) to the 

middle things (media), and from the middle to the 

last things (ultima),

I. Therefore there will be a locus concerning Theology, 

inasmuch as it is the subject about which we are en

gaged in this synthetical (tf^^Sc-riKVj) teaching, es

pecially sacred Scripture, because it is both the 

foundation (fundamentum) on which all things depend 

find the principle (principium) by which all things are 

tested.
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II. Because God, considered with all His works, is the 

proper (proprium) subject of theology to whom all 

things are referred, in this second locus we treat 

concerning God, and also His nature and peculiar 

(proprius) attributes,

III. And because the true God is known (cognoscitur) 

through his Word (verbum) and also by his Works, which 

are of creation or of redemption, in this third locus 

we will treat concerning creation.

IV. Concerning good and evil angels.

V. Concerning man, whose three-fold state is considered, 

first, in which he was created and established by 

nature, secondly, in which he was deprived of good

and established in evil, thirdly, in which he is re

stored by the grace of God. First, therefore, we 

treat concerning the notion of state, secondly, con

cerning the image of God and original justice.

VI. Because the providence of God, inasmuch as it is 

applied to use, is as it were a certain continuation, 

preservation and governing of creation, this locus 

treats concerning providence.

VII. Because, however, we cannot proceed from creation 

to redemption, by which God is truely known (cognos

citur) for salvation, without first considering the 

fall from the wholeness (integritate) of creation and 

after that the occasion for redemption, here we treat 

concerning the fall and sin of man and concerning the 

second state In which he was deprived of all good and 

established in all evil.

VIII. In order that thereupon the power of this sin 

and the grace of redemption be better seen, it is to 

be observed what man can or cannot do in relation to 

divine things. Here we treat concerning the free will.
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IX. V/e shall p r o c e e d  from evil to the remedy itself, 

to redemption, and v/e shall talk both about the p erson 

of the redeemer and about his office. Here is con

sidered the third state of man, that is to say, in

so far as he is restored by the grace of God.

X. In what way and whence we are partners of this 

redemption, namely out of the evangelical covenant 

(faedere). Here we treat concerning each of the two 

covenants and likewise concerning each of the two 

testaments (testamento).

XI. Thereupon we must ascend higher to the cause of 

the communicated covenant itself, namely to predes

tination.

XII. Prom this cause we must descend back to the means 

(media), which God uses to communicate to us salva

tion, where we treat concerning the internal means, 

namely, true faith through an effective call.

XIII. Concerning the principal effect of faith, name

ly justification.

XIV. Concerning the other effect, sanctification, 

where we treat concerning repentance and the Christian 

life.

XV. Concerning the fulfillment (complemento) of re

demption, i.e. resurrection and eternal life.

XVI. To whom the fruit of this redemption pertains, 

namely, to the p e o p l e  of God, which is his Church, 

where we treat c o n c e r n i n g  the Church.

XVII. Concerning those things through which God dis

tributes this good in his Church, i.e. concerning the 

ministers and their call, where the external means

for salvation are considered.

XVIII. C o n c e r n i n g  the m i n i s t r y  of the Word, where
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What is 
Theology?

Explanation 
of the 
definition.

concerning the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven and the 

authority of the Church,

XIX. Concerning synods.

XX. Concerning the one other external means, namely 

the sacraments.

XXI. Concerning baptism specifically.

XXII. Concerning the Lord's Supper.

THE FIRST BOOK 

ON FAITH

Locus I, Concerning Theology, and its 

Foundation and Principle, Sacred Scripture.

Since our Theology is doctrine (doctrina) con

cerning God and divine things chosen (dgsumpta) out 

of the written Word (verbo scripto) of God, in the 

first place we must treat this Word, on which all 

dogmas (dogmata) of theology are dependent and are 

tested.

Our Theology, therefore, is the true wisdom of 

divine things commuhicated to us by God by supernatural 

revelation through sacred Scripture for the glory 

of God and our salvation.

The genus is Wisdom, because it is the most ex

cellent knowledge (scientia) of the most excellent 

things; all the things that are added fill up the

place of the species (differentiae). For when we say
% t

this, we distinguish it from that archetypal (c^p^fTiiTro ) 

wisdom which alone is proper to God, and we mean both
SI

this our "ectypal" (e Kfutfov) wisdom, as it were,

"formed out of" (efformatam) that archetypal wisdom, 

and the wisdom "impressed" (impressam) upon us by the
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2. Matter

3 . Form

L|-. End

grace of God. When we name it "true", we distinguish

it from that l e g e ndary and falsely named "wisdom" of

the pagans. When we say "revealed spiritually", we

distinguish it from that wisdom which is, as it were,

innate to us or acquired by teaching (disciplina).

Finally when we confess "communicated through the

written V/ord", we say, however, it is the same in

substance with that which was once communicated through 
)/

the unwritten (^gp<x^ov) V/ord. But we mean the mode 

of communication to be diverse, because although God 

did not bind himself to the written Word, nevertheless 

God wishes us to be bound to it, and it seemed good 

for him to use this ordinary instrument in order that 

he might be able to communicate to us this salutary 

wisdom»

Therefore this written °v) Word of Scrip

ture, that is to say, the self-authenticating
> t

(wvTotni-Tov ) principle of our theology is the doc

trine inspired by God through holy men chosen by 

himself for this purpose, and written through the 

same men under the dictation (dictante) of the Holy 

Spirit, containing all things which are by his decree 

necessary to the glory of God and the salvation of the 

elect. For this reason it is established how great 

is the dignity, usefulness and necessity of this 

written V/ord, since it is 1. by Origin certainly di

vine, as being of the true and living God, it is the 

true and living V/ord. Serving this highest cause, 

holy m e n  are -ScoTTi/euiTOi. 2. Its Matter is most emi

nent, as that w h i c h  contains truly divine things, name

ly both the grace of God communicated to us for our 

salvation and the glory of God in our salvation. 3. Its 

Form is most magnificent, the whole divine truth in

spired and certainly consigned (consignata) to 

writing. I4.. Its end is most desired, namely, the glory
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God wanted 
the Word 
to be writ
ten be
cause of 
I4. reasons.

of God and our salvation out of his grace, to which, 

end these four reasons are subservient, on account 

of w h i c h  - God ;^ished this his W o r d  to be written:

(1 ) The reason that it could be a canon i.e. a norm 

to which all doctrines could be safely tested and 

proved as by the Lydian stone, and thus true things 

were separated from the false, the human from the 

divine, and for this reason agreement (concensus) 

in the truth and in the Church was maintained, (2) 

that the true Christ and his office might be acknow

ledged more certainly and clearly from a comparison 

of prophesies under the Law with their fulfillment 

(complemento) in the Gospel. (3) that there.might be 

a paved way and a lamp shining to the whole world 

unto salvation, when namely this incomparable treasure 

had been transmitted to the Gentiles, and sacred 

Scripture itself had now been translated into their 

own languages, (I4.) that there might be a firm bastion 

and a stronghold of safety, both against the furies 

of the world and external assaults by tyrants and in

ternal assaults by heretics, and against the ingrati

tude and stupidity of men, lest either by scorn or 

forgetfulness this Word might perish.

On the Canon,
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Lucas Trelcatius Sr,

SYNOPSIS OP TH3 METHOD (METHOD I ) OF SACRED THEOLOGY

PREFACE TO THE READER

The more excellent the knowledge (cognitio) of something 

is, the more studiously to be investigated is the way (via) 

which leads us more easily to that knowledge that we may sooner 

enjoy it. No one, however, will deny that knowledge (scientiam) 

is the most excellent of all, by which, having proceeded from 

the highest God, wo are able not only to know (nosse) the high

est good, but also to acquire it, That knowledge, however, is 

the divinely inspired (-SeoiTVCuffTo?) Sacred Scripture, which 

teaches us the one, certain, continuous way (perpetuara rationem) 

both of rightly being wise and of living holy and at last 

blessedly, and which has been enlightened (illustrata) by the 

vigils and writings of many both ancient and more recent great 

scholars. Of these men, some wrote commentaries on Scripture, 

others wrote commonplaces (locos communes) out of Scripture, 

for the use both of teachers and learners. In order - that, 

therefore, with less labor, but with greater fruit, our youth- 

devoted to sacred Theology may be able to be engaged in the 

unfolding (evolvenda^ of Sacred Scripture itself, and in reading 

the writings of the Fathers and our Doctors, I have judged that

I would set up a worthwhile wone if I were to offer a brief 

and easy Synopsis i y ) 0f the Method of Theology. Anyone

who will have this portrayed in front of him in a table will 

be able to see at a glance, what it is, and to what locus is to 

be referred that which is created in great detail and scattered- 

ly in the Scriptures and the other ’writings. And I have judged 

that I should be concerned for this easy brevity, not only if

I would arrange (componerem) in order the commonplaces (locos

31

Translation of the preface of the Synoesis Methodi Sacrae 
Theologiae... printed in Lucao Tre 1 catills'~Si% &“Jr71 Upuscuia 
Theologica Omnia (Leyden,
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communes) themselves, but also subjoin (appcnerem) their defin

itions or at least descriptions, and also divide (partirer) 

the individual pa r t s  (singula) distinctly, the dichotomy 

(¿»^QTOyu 1.« ) having been everywhere preserved (to the extent 

that is possible for the nature of the thing itself which is 

being presented). The sailor, lest he immediately go astray in 

the vast sea, looks at the constellation Cynosure. You, the 

reader, always have in view the goal and main point (summatti) 

of Sacred Scripture whether you read the Sacred Books, or the 

holy Fathers or ecclesiastical Doctors. You will suffer less, 

you will enjoy your desire sooner. Farewell,

L. Trelcatius

SYNOPSIS OF SACRED THEOLOGY

Theology Is the divinely inspired knowledge (sclentia) 

which hands down the saving knowledge (cognitionem) of God dis

closed to us in Sacred Scripture perfectly through the Prophets 

and Apostles, The proper subject of this theology therefore is 

God, concerning whom is to be considered 1. His Essence, 2. His 

Attributes. (etc,)



TH E O L O G I C A L  DISPUTATIONS  

of Franciscus Gomarus 

held in various universities 

of which the first is 

ON THEOLOGY

Thesis I. Theology, derived from the word in its strict

sense from its own etymological origin and use among the Greeks, 

denotes not discourse of God (Dei sermonem), which is 0ECMJ A 

but discourse concerning God (sermonem de Deo )?iT€pi. Scou ko^ov ,a 

aClement Alex, strom. 1.5«

II. And this discourse about God is either anything Indifferent

ly (promiscue) true or false,x or distinctly true.

Euseb. praep. lib, praef.

III. In the former mode, the poets^ because of ^}£o\.O^oo^.€\ious

tales produced about God, the philosophers who argued

about God physically and mystically ,"1 and the profane priests
and prophets were called theologians. Whence false theology is

threefold , 6 1 . legendary or historical (historica), 2. natural
and mystical, 3 * civil, established according to custom and law.

^Just. Martyr, cohort ad Graec, cClem. Alex, strom. 5*
„Just, cohort ad Graec, Isidor. trig. lib.8. c.1. 
eEusebl praep, lib, [|_. praef„

IV. In the latter mode, however, theology is taken either more
f

broadly when Goa is considered in any regard (quavis rations), 

or more narrowly and as opposed to creatures. - 
f
Theod. in Gen. qu, 1 ,

V. In the broader sense, generally, the prophets and apostles 

are called theologians®; however, in the narrower sense, speci

fically, both the Apostle John was called Theologian (BcohotfO S) 

par excellence (Ktxf* £^o|.^) by the ancient church on account of

Translation from Disputationes Theologicae, p. 1-3, printed in 
Franciscus Gomarus, Opera Theo 1 ogica "Oimia.( Amsterdam, I66I4.).



his loftier discourse about the deity of the Son , 11 and sayings
about Christ are p r e s e n t e d  by the Greek Fathers ^«.-Tc* 8 e o X c * V  

\ > / i
and Kerr otKcv/o/4¡«y „ according to the doctrine of aeity ana 

according to administratorship (dispensationem), by which namely 

the Ao^os was made flesh and dwelt among us as man,^ Thus in 

this strict sense it is distinctly Tou i7V£u^c<to 5 SgoXo^ioi,,^ a 

theology concerning the Holy Spirit. Finally, from the attri

butes of figurative, affirmed and negated discourse, theology
m s % % /

is called symbolical or mystical, KOCTcX^oCTf k ?) K<x ( a-TTî c<TtKi]

theology.n

% i  on. Hier. cael. cap. 8 , ^Titulo Apocal. ac Dionys. epist. 
ad Joh.-u 1Theodr dial,. 2»c, 17«. Damasc. orth. fid. lib.5. 
C.15. "Joh. 1 „ 1 ¿4.-, Dion,, mystica theology cap. 3« 

c„ 1&3 , n Jbc c.3 Tres patr, in cantica.

VI. Then from that distinct broader signification, theology is 

commonly used by metonymy for knowledge (scientia) or true know

ing (vera notitia) concerning God. For which reason, Gregory 

Nazianzenus was once called theologian on account of his excep

tional knowledge (scientiam) of divine things . 0 
°Greg,. Preabyter in vita,

VII„ Sincej however, theology comprises both its object and its 

addition (ad juncture)or that which is attributed by virtue of 

the composition of the word ("theology”) and by the force of

its meaning, it y i e l d e d  in general two hypotheses: the first of 

which is, as it were, the source, '.'.'here is a God; the second, 

as it were, the stream. There Is knowledge (scientia) concerning' 

Him. Of course, the omniscient God is unable to be ignorant of 

Himself In any way. nor is the image of God, the rational crea

ture, able to be ignorant in every way *

VIII, And this knowledge (scientia), since it excelis in ob

ject and mode (modo), is rightly called wisdom, that is, excep

tional knowledge (scientia) and with Dionysius 3̂ 3 z ovmk? Wisdom

concerning God,.
P De myst; theolog,, c. 1,

IX, For Goc Is the object (o b 1ecturn), than which nothing greater

-~r
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can be thought; and the mode of knowin, (modus sciendi) is ex

cellent, but in accordance w i t h  the different kinds (ratione) 

of theology is various.

X. For with the distinction of the analogical homonym, this 

(knowledge) is either of God (Dei) or disclosed by God (a Deo 

patefacta). Whence the former is usually said to be uncreated 

and also the.first truth, the latter created, in imitation of 

Augustine,^- but not accurately or clearly enough, on account 

of the narrowness (angustiam) of the other word.

^Confess, lib. 12. cap, 15.

XI. The uncreated knowledge is either natural or voluntary.

XII. The natural is the essential wisdom of God concerning Him

self, and for that reason is absolutely necessary.

XIII., And this wisdom is concerned with God with respect to 

either his one essence or his subsistence (subsistentiae) in 

three persons.

XIV. And with respect to the first mode, it is not only in God

but also is God Himself. Naturally He alone in a marvelous manner

is at the same time the object, the subject and the added form

(adfecta forma) 0f this His theology; Gifi<r< tyrov, £TT
> /
Etuts-fr̂ 'q; the known (scitum), the knower (gciens), knowledge 

fecientia); or the theological matter, the theologian, theology. 

Because He is most simple, for whom here to know (sapere), 

though distinct in thought, is in reality to be. Hence he is
* I* / a

called <50(̂ 09, wise one, and60(^?/oi, wisdom, in sacred literature,

and ctsUToGowKz, ̂  wisdom itself, with the old theologians.
 ̂ t..

Rom. 16.27. Luke H.I4.9. Dionys. de div. nom, c. 7.

XV. Coming to the latter mode, the object of the natural theol

ogy of .God is rendered accommodated (adaequatum), God one in 

essence, three in persons, Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

XVI. The voluntary theology of God is that ttfhich is concerned 

with God by virtue of which He is the decreed by Himself cause 

of the creature, both efficient and final, or by which and to
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v „ h i ‘->11 otLoi- aro ordained.'" '-/hence it is well c alled

the archetype uTfos) or p a t t e r n  (e x e m o l a r i s ) by the Scnool-
xmen,

11,36. xThomas & ad eum Bannes p. 1. ¡4.* 1c

XVII, And tnis theology, according to the nature of its object 

and subject, is voluntary, because God is the cause of things, 

not by the necessity of His nature, but by the liberty of His 

decreeing will;^ moreover, with regard to its object, it is 

finite. So much for the theology of God,.

yPsal. 115,3 & 33-9. Apoc. ls-.11*

XVIII, The theology disclosed by God, however, is the wisdom 

concerning God, for the rational creature, from Himself, from 

pure goodness, according to the likeness (similitudinem) and 

pattern (exemplar’) of His own Theology, communicated for the 

common good, for the sufficient knowledge (notitiam) concerning 

God for the salvation of men, and for the due gratitude of god

liness and justice, and for blessedness to the glory of God.

XIX„ God is• established as the efficient cause of this theology, 

in as much as He is the source and first truth of theology and 

the highest good.

zJaimes 1.,5°17? Mat-t. 19.1?, Acts 17.25*

XX, The matter (materia) concerning which, or object, is God 

disclosed by Himself for the common good, within which all things 

which are in this theology are contained, not of course as parts, 

species, accidents (accidentia), but because they are either

God Himself or by some means are ordained unto God,

XXI, The form (forma) is conformation to the theology of God;

remotely, indeed, according to the likeness (similitudem) of

His natural theology, by foreshadowing it in a certain manner;

proximately, however, it is conformation to the pattern (exemplar)
/

of His voluntary theology in a certain respect Tv) or accord

ing to the measure that it is decreed. Whence this theology 

is c a l l e d  ectypal (£KTOiTo$). i,e„ copied (expressa).
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— cXXXII, its common and highest end (finis) is the glory of God.c 

The peculiar end, however., is threefold: the proximate, know

ledge concerning God sufficient for the salvation of men, and

the remote ends, not only the due thankfulness of godliness 
b

and justice x^hich is also the mediate, but also blessedness, 

which is the ultimate. The medium (medium) of these peculiar 

ends, necessary through itself and alone, is theology disclosed 

by God. c

^ o m .  11.36. bRom. 11.21. CMatt. 11,27.

XXIII, The subject in which /this theology Is found/ is the 

rational creature, and it only, because it can be disclosed 

neither to the creator, the first theologian and absolutely
> *

wise one («uTocro^ui)t on account of His infinite perfection, nor 

to the irrational creature on account of its finite imperfection 

and its poverty of a mind and reason, in which alone, as for the 

proximate subject, wisdom can reside.

XXIV, Prom the nature of this subject and its various state, 

it is evident that disclosed theology is finite and accidental 

(accidentalem) and delimited (circumscriptam) by the different 

modes, degrees and limits of disclosure.

XXV, For, according to the mode of disclosure, it is either 

natural and common, or supernatural and special (propria)»

XXVI, The natural is that which was derived (deducta) from the 

natural power and light of reason,

XXVII, But we understand the light to be two-fold; the one,
c / dthe light of the buuajx\q , i = e - the rational faculty, for the

apprehension, composition, division, reasoning and the order

(ordinem) of simple things; the other, the light of the£^/j ,

i.e. the having (habitus) of theoretical and practical principles

of theology, not only the universal but also the particular ones.

dJohn 1.9. eRom, 1,9« 10.12- & 2.1 ¿4--1 5- John 1.9.

XXVIII, We call those principles theoretical whose object is the 

truth and end is contemplation of that truth. As for examp'le
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that universal and first principle, Nothing can at the same time 

be and not be, and thu particular principles, 1. There is a God,

2. There is a Creator, 3* There is a Ruler, I4.. There is a Judge.

We call those principles practical, however, whose- object is 

the thing to be done, and end, its action. As for example, 

proceeding (fiuens) out of the theoretical principles, that 

universal, indeed, and first principle, Doing is good, avoiding 

is evil, and the particular principle, God is rightly to be. 

worshipped.®

fRom. 1.19.30. SRom. 1.32. & 2.11*.. 15.

XXIX. The first knowledge (notitia) of these principles is not 

acquired suddenly from ocvô ivrjo-i s , recollection, nor from 

sensation and induction (although It is confirmed and refined 

by these last two), but is born out of the hidden (latente) 

natural seed (semine) of reason and religion; and this seed can 

be repressed and obscured by the ungodly but not suppressed or 

extinguished ;*1 for they have the law without the law, since 

they are a law unto themselves. And rightly Damascenus said 

-rn x in  ¿'exp rj. ^ y C j s t g  t<su etvou. « W 7 o i v t o u  y u e m u s  e ^ K a T c c tT a p T o it.

“For in all men a knowledge (notitia) that God Is has been natur

ally implanted by God Himself."

^Rom. 1.32. ^Rom. 2.II4.. ^ O r t h o d .  fia.ei 1 1. c. 1. &c.

XXX. However, this natural theology in man (not to speak of 

angels) is either immediate and inborn (congenita), or mediate 

and acquired,

XXXI. Immediate natural theology is the having (habitus) of 

wisdom concerning God the Creator on account of creation, a 

having imparted to man by God from the beginning,"^ sufficient 

for the brighter and greater perfection of nature and the 

saving knowledge (cognitionem) and worship of God,m to the glory 

of God. Hence it can be said to be the original theology.

1 Gen. 1.27. Col. 1.10'. Eph. l+.2I4-. mLev. 18.5.

XXXII. For indeed, for both the natural perfection of man and 

the happiness of earthly life, the internal power of the soul

f
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had been able to suffice for the having (habitum) of wisdom 

concerning the one God, Creator, Governor, Judge, to be gradually 

acquired by knowing (noscendo) and worshiping. But, it was a 

gift of God's grace and a degree of perfection that He brought 

(deduxerit) this power, through Himself and immediately, into 

actuality (in actum), and imparted (indiderit) the having . 

(habitus) of theology (imparted partly in accordance with the 

powers of nature, concerning God, the Creator, the one essence, 

and partly above these powers, concerning the three persons) 

sufficient for accomplishing (operandum) supernatural happiness.

And for that reason and mode, it can be said to be partly super

natural.

XXXIII. Mediate theology is that which was communicated in 

adults provided with a sound mind by arousing sensation (sensura) 

by the object of natural things, and by leading by the natural 

power and light of the soul.

XXXIV. For God imprinted (impressit) the image of Himself on 

rational creatures,11 a trace (vestigium) of Himself on irrational 

things.

n Gen, 1.27. Job 1.6.

XXXV. Hence this world is a resemblance (instar) not only of 

the teacher, the witness, the herald,0 but also of the book, 

the mirror, the theater, in which He offers not only his Deity 

but also His benefits to us and our duty to Him, to be read and 

contemplated, or rather, as it were, to be t o u c h e d . W h e r e 

fore by metonymy it is called the wisdom bf God, and rightly the

Philosopher^ says, "Since God can not be perceived, by every
/

mortal nature, He is perceived from the wcrks themselves.’’(Tic*

fOSCi. CX§£ u>f>Y\TQ5 ¿7fO «¿-f COV FruJ^ £ PftLiV ScwPeT'f&i

Bcos)-

°Job 12.7.8.9. Ps. 19.1.2.3. Acts 1 i+. 1 7. pRom. 1.1^.20.
Matt.6.26, Prov. 6.6. I Cor. 1.21. Acts 17.27. £>e mundo 
/399 b 21-227.

XXXVI. Innate (insita) reason, however, aroused through the 

senses and the inclination of the will for observing truth, by



its own natural light is a res^r.iblance (instar) of the r e ading
>"3 '

and contemplating eye," by its apprehension of simple things, 

by composition and division, reasoning and orderly arrangement 

(ordinatione). As with the remaining sciences, so mediate theol

ogy is established by these things. 

rRom. 1.20.

XXXVII. And this natural theology, in accordance with the con

genital wholeness (congenita integritate) or accidental (acci

dent e ) corruption of the causes of reason and of the world, is 

either entirely whole (integra) or was partly corrupted. The 

former suffices for its own happiness, the latter falls short 

away from this happiness.^

sRom. 1.21.32. tI Cor. 1.21.

XXXVIII. Accidental to whole theology, and as it were, a coat

tail, was the knowledge (notitia) of external and immediate 

revelation (revelationis) of the divine word, and of His arbi

trary lawu concerning abstinance from the fruit of the forbidden 

tree, for the test of due obedience.

uGen. 1.17.

XXXIX. The corrupted theology introduced the necessity of the 

other kind of theology, for salvation; not of the pristine a n d _ 

whole natural theology (which was able to make the innocent and
v y .

pious happy; : it can not expiate the convicted and impiousJ ),

but of a nex’j and supernatural theology.2

*Lev. 18.5. _y Gen.1.7. Deut.27.27. Rom.8.3 . ZI Cor. 1.21. 
Eph.2.12. Acts 17.30.31 .

XL. Even though, however, in so far as it was corrupted by

error, it is vain,and guilty of ignorance and foolishness, al-
b

though in outward appearance and opinion it be wisdom, never

theless In a certain respect (Port"<x Tt ) s and in as much as it is
c

still whole and true, it is named by metonymy.truth, .that is,,

true knowledge (notitia), and'it'haS its own'usefulness.

aActs 17-30. I Cor. 3-19. bRom, 1.21.22. II Cor. 1.18.20. 
cRom. 1.18.

ko



XLl, Since it was divinely abandoned,.not only for a goad unto 

the fear of God,L‘ and as a result for the foundation of the

political and economic order and for the good of human society,

but also for the evidence and augmentation for convicting ungrate- 
fful impiety, to the glory of God the Greator and Judge.

So much concerning natural theology.

Jer. 5. 22.21+. Acts 17.2?. eRom. 2.1!+. 1 5. Rom. 1.20.32.
Acts 1 2.I4.8.

XLII. ^Supernatural theology, however, is wisdom, from God, out 

of merciful grace, to man after his fall, beyond (supra) the 

powers of nature,'*' revealed (revelata) by the light of the Holy 

Spirit,^ for the restoration of the natural theology concerning 

God the Creator,'1' and for the new knowledge (notitiam) of the 

mystery concerning God the Redeemer through Christ , 1,1 and for the 
due obedience of men, and for the glory of God the Redeemer . 31

sDeut.1+.5. Pa.19.8. II Tim.2.l5.l6.& I Cor.2.7. h I Cor.1.21.

& 1.9.12. Matt.11.27. Ps.1i+7.1.9. rII Cor.2.1+. & I Cor.2.7.11+. 

kI Cor. 1.10.12. 2Acts 17.23.32. m I Cor. 2.6.7.8.10.

HRom. 1.5. Tit.2.10.11.1 2.

XLIII. Hence this theology will be rightly called supernatural, 

because it is beyond, not against the powers of nature, since 

truth is unable to fight against truth.

XLIV. It is however above nature, partly by reason of only the 

mode of disclosure , 0 partly by reason of both the mode and the 
object .*3

°Acts 17.23. PActs 17.31. I Cor. 2.7.8.20..

XLV. The mode of disclosure is the revelation (revelatio) of 

God. The object, however, is .God supernaturally revealed, be

cause it is with Him that this whole theology is concerned, to 

whom, as to the beginning or end, all other things are ordered.

XLVI. And.this theology, according to the twofold state of man,^ 

of heaven and homeland, and.of the earth and the pilgrim's road,
‘ \ ' ' ' y f r

by a certain regard is T£A£to$ , perfect, or £K yUXpou$', imperfect. 

qHeb. 11.13.16. rI Cor. 13-9.10.12.

0



XLVII. And these theologies, although their common object is 

the revealed God, nevertheless, they differ by degree and mode 

of knowing (modo cognoseendi) and by the light of glory and grace

SI Cor. 13.12.

XLVIII. The former theology is that of blessed and perfect men

in heavens by virtue of the glorification of the mind (mentJs)

perfected through the infusion of intellectual light;' it is the

lasting wisdom concerning God, unto the enjoyment of blessedness

and to the glory of God the Savior.u

sHeb. 12.23. tI Cor. 13-10.12. UI Cor. 13.10.11. I John 3.2
II Cor. 5.7.

XLIX. And this men generally name par excellence (K«r £ 

the theology of vision,x namely of clear and perfect vision.

And on that account, as blessedness is unmoved, so this theology 

endures forever.

xMatt. 5.8. I John 3.2. II Cor. 5.7.

L. The latter theology, however, is the wisdom of travellers

(viatorum) and of • .. pilgrims away from the Lord,y revealed
■ . . z . . .

by the light of His Word (sermonis) and Spirit, and sufficient 

for knowing (cognoscendum) the duty (officium) of faith and the 

way of blessedness.a

y II Cor. 5.6. ZI Cor. 2.6.7.10. aII Tim. 3-15*

LI. Hence, relative to the heavenly, it is called imperfect 

knowledge (cognitio) and an obscure vision through a glass dark-
•L.

ly; However, relative to the goal (finem), It Is called perfect, 

because there is no knowledge lacking- in' this formed theology 

for attaining this goal.

bI Cor. 13.10.12. °II Tim. 3-11.17. ■

LII. And It /i.e. imperfect theology/ is either divinely in-
Cispired (adspirata) and for that reason infallible and self- 

autfaenticafed(^£Ui5rj^e K<x{ cK-uTotTiiSTo^) f or humanly acquired.

• dII Tim. 3-16. II Pet. 1.21. eTlt. 1.2..

LIII. The former kind of theology is that which God revealed 

(revelavit) by His external or. Internal Word (se.rmonera), for



although He communicate a ;> art c of theology by the riddle of
f

visions and dreams, nevertheless, the whole only by word ( ser- 

mone).K

fNum. 12.6.7. SH  Tim. 3.15.17.

LIV. And at any rate, in accordance with the diverse circum

stances of times and men, He wisely abstained from all kinds of 

increase (incremento) and change in external ceremonial worship 

and the light of doctrine.

>/
LV. Theology of such a kind was first unwritten; after

wards it was written.

LVI. Unwritten was especially the ’’sundry and divers " 

(TToAuT^o'TToy Ko({. HoXiyicprj*1) theology of the patriarchs up until 

Moses, advanced by sacrificial worship, and in the family of 

Abraham, by circumcision and plainer disclosure. 

hHeb. 1.1.

LVII, Written theology is that which was delivered (tradita) 

by the instrument of Sacred Scripture, for preserving the purity 

(puritatem) and memory of this theology, for the perpetual 

instruction of men, and that either obscure (umbrosa) or evident 

(aperta).

tiVIII. The former is that which, veiled by the more obscure

shadows and the heavier yoke of legal ceremonies, was delivered- 

with an eye directed toward a new increase (incremento) of ex

ternal worship.1 in order to terminate the guardianship and 

schoolmastership by the death of the foreshadowed Christ.k

1Col. 2.17- Heb. 10.1. Acts 15.10, Gal. k.7. kGal. 3.23. 
21+.25. & ¿4-2.3.5. Col. 2.16.17-

LIX. The latter, however, is that in which we, liberated from 

the veil and multiple yoke of ceremonies, by means of baptism 

and the change (permutatione) of the supper,"*" with unveiled face 

behold the glory of the Lord i.e. as in a mirror.

1Gal. 3.25- & î .5. Cor, 3.9.18.

LX. Acquired theology is that which is obtained by study out of 

divinely inspired theology. This on that account is not self-

k-3
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authenticating (<*uTotT f CTOS'), in fact it Is not even reliable (ff( CTOS ),

absolutely speaking, except in as much as it Is confirmed by the 

authority of inspired theology, and specifically, in our day, 

delivered by Sacred Sripture, whether it is gained by exposition 

of the sacred literature, which they call "positive theology", 

or by the scholastic treatment (tractatione) .and disputation of 

doctrines (dogmatum) and commonplaces (locorum communium) against 

heresies, which they name "scholastic theology".

Corollaries

1. Is disclosed theology purely theoretical knowledge (scientia)? N.

2. Purely practical? N.

3. Mixed? A.

l|.. Chiefly practical? N.

5. Chiefly theoretical? A.

6. Is the disclosed God the subject of theology or the remote 

object? N.

7» Is religion a subject adequate to theology? N.

8 , Do the blessed theologians, seeing God in heaven, see the 

remaining things in Him as in a mirror? N.

9* Does the theology of blessed (beatorum) angels and men con

sist wholely of immediate vision of the essence of God? N.

10, Is the same subject to increase (incremento)? A. distinctly.

11 . Can faith and hope with the same theology be in heaven?

- A. distinctly.

12. Is the theology of this life going to continue in heaven? A,

13» Was the theology of Christ's soul on this earth equal to

.the knowledge (scientiae) of God which is called the know

ledge of vision, as the schoolmen want? . N.

1 Was the theology of pagan philosophers merely natural? N.

Hieronymous, Epistle to Paul 

"Let us learn on earth the things whose knowledge 

will remain with us in heaven".

hk
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Lucas Trelcatius Jr.

A SCHOLASTICAL AND METHODICAL INSTRUCTION 

COMMON PLACES OP SACRED THEOLOGY

Protego- Intending to set forth (explicaturi) by a school

m e h a  (scholastica) method and in epitome a THEOLOGICAL

INSTRUCTION (Institutionem), we will premise two 

things, just as after the manner of a Preface and In

troduction.

I. On. The one> concerning THEOLOGY itself, and its na-

Theolotjy ture and truth.

Theology The other, concerning the order and method

twofold (ordine et Methode)..of our INSTRUCTION.

By THEOLOGY /as here used7 we understand, not 

that first pattern (o?pX£TUlToy) which in God is of 

God Himself, yes indeed, is God Himself (for both God 

and that which is in God is the same in simple essence 

(essentia), by which by an indivisible and immutable 

act He knew (novit) both Himself in Himself, and be

yond Himself the whole and single things through 

wE k T utros Himself, but the stamp (EKT^trow) out of that former 

/theology/ imprinted (expressam) and given form 

(informatam) through a revelation (revelationem) and 

gracious communication, whether according to the 

universal nature in all men, or according to the 

special grace and mode of Scripture ,in the Church.

Whoever would inquire into the truth of this 

/theologj 7 ought to comprehend two things,To rj 

k«( TOT( IffTi t that it is, and what it is.

That there is such ectypal (f K'TuiroU) theology,

APPENDIX I',f

Translation from Scholastica et Methodica Locorum Communium 
S. Theologiae Insti tut io, "p. ' 1 -6, printed in Luc as ir elc atius 
Sr. & Jr., Opuscula Theologica Omnia (Leyden, 1 61 ij.). The mar
ginal notations which have not been typed appear to have been 
added by editor Pestus Hommius.
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the Nature of God, the Light both of our natural 

conscience and of supernatural revealed knowledge 

(scientiae revelatae), and also the Common .Experience 

of nations and ages demonstrate.

1. The Nature of God, for since He is by all 

means Infinitely Good, in no regard is it to be 

thought that God lacks a good means (modo) to com

municate good, because it is His property (proprium) 

to be a sharer ( K G t ^ i x o u )  of himself, that is, to 

communicate Himself with His remaining creatures accord

ing to their condition.a

2. The Light both of our Natural Conscience, by 

which, by shining brightly, all men have established 

that there is divination (divinationem) and other 

kinds of divine communications, but also of Revealed 

Supernatural Knowledge, by which we know the whole 

truth which was of importance for us to know for our 

salvation to be attested (consignatam) fully and 

clearly in the sacred literatu? e.

3. Common Experience, for even the gentiles them

selves, being strangers from God, had the oracles of 

the Devil in place of divine oracles rather than deny 

this ectypal theology and be said to lack it.c For 

hence it came to pass that, since among the heathens 

some of their gods were thought to be real gods, others 

spirits (Daemones), the theology of the heathens was 

hel d to be of two parts, for the one treated true 

Gods, the other spirits. That which treated the true 

gods was arranged to be three-fold, as Augustine out

of Varro teaches: mythical, natural and civil uStk rj,

<fVGi Krj, TToXtTix'rj). That which explained the power of

the spirits was of two parts, because since some of

the spirits are good and others evil, that theology

which treated the evil spirits, which are ..to be appeased
. v

and averted, was called Magic and Enchantment ( or
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and o>)T£to<); however, that which allurec the good 

spirits by sacrifices was called Theurgy and 

Initiation (-Stouppc* and'feXcf ̂ ). Therefore there is 

a Theology.

However, if you look at the etymological root
><
Utu^iov) of the word, it is defined the knowledge 

(scientia) of the oracles of God (Ao^iujw Stou) or of 

the communication (eloquiorum) of God; but if you look 

at the thing (rem) itself, it is a true wisdom of di

vine things divinely communicated either by natural 

means (modo) according to inborn (ingenita) principles, 

or by a more excellent means according to super

natural grace.

And therefore for us a discussion (sermo) con

cerning this Theology is in place. We call it Wisdom 

by example of Scripture,d first, for the excellency 

of the thing (Rei) in as much as it is the most cer

tain indicator (index) of principles and the most 

eminent princess (princips) of all the sciences; 

finally, for the uniqueness of the means of knowing 

it (modo cognoscendi); for this Wisdom is disting

uished from that which in Scripture is called earth

ly, sensual (animalis) or demonic.®

The subject (subjectum) of this theological 

Wisdom is divine things, both in their nature and in 

the means of considering them. For although a sub

ject has two parts, one which occupies the place 

(locum) of Matter, and is called the Thing Considered 

(res Considerata), the other which occupies the place 

of Form and is the Means of Considering (Modus 

cdnsiderandi), we observe both in the explication of 

this subject. The Thing Considered is God Himself, and 

all things ordained (ordinatae) unto God, that is, 

all divine things, either by their own nature or by 

their relation to God. The Means of Considering is

1+7



analogous (on/^Xo^ o s ) to divine Truth, to the whole 

Truth and equally infused to its single parts, a 

means tempered'(contemperatus) t o 'the dignity of the 

Deliverer (Tradentis), to the nature-of the argument, 

and to the condition of those to whom it is delivered. 

H.The This is the Nature and Truth of Theology. Now

We briefly-explain the Method of our Instruction con- 

I*st*-uclioh cerning that theology.

;s The method of teaching is two-fold: the one from

•fcwofoU the principles (a Principiis), the other to the prin

ciples (ad Principia); the former a priori proceeding 

from the cause to the effect, and from the first or 

highest (a Primis seu Summis) to the lowest and last 

(ad ima et ultima), the latter a posteriori proceeding 

from the effect to the cause or from the last and 

lowest to the highest and first. The principal use- of 

the former is in Contemplative sciences, of the

Xs ¿k«ol- latter in Practical sciences, 
ogy coh-
iemfU'ttve Since, however, Theology holds first and fore-

mos'k Place within both kinds of science (hence it was 

distinguished by certain people into theology to be 

contemplated and theology to be done (Contemplantem 

et Agendem)), and displays a faculty both of being 

wise and of doing well (bene sapiendi et bene agendi), 

which is the right way (ratio) of wisdom, it happened 

that theology was handled by different methods by 

different men, yet by all faithfully and not at all 

unfortunately.

By wkat F°r since all order (ordo) is taken up either

hr»e-tWoil from the nature of the things to be considered or 

theology from our better and easier knowledge (cognitione) of 

Calvin, Melanchthon and Ur sinus have done well to 

follow the order of better knowledge by means of the 

Analytical method (methodo Analytica); and also Hy- 

perius, Musculus, Hemmingius and Zanchius have done 

well to follow the order of nature by means cT
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Synthetical method (methodo SyntheLica).

We in this our Instruction will join together both 

methods, borrowing the disposition from the method of 

Synthesis and the invention from the method of Analysis, 

that from both the full constitution (Systema) of this 

theological body which we undertake may arise.

Therefore by the Synthetical order (ordine), we 

will begin from the first Principles, that through 

the Middle (per Media) we may arrive at the last 

things (ultima); however, we will undertake an Analy

tical explanation (explicationem) of the first, middle 

(Mediorum) and last things. First, by teaching the 

truth by way of confirmation (k«t« g-Keueis-mus), then 

by refutihg falsehood by-way of refutation

i/KffT ( k u j  ); the former, indeed, by the aid and 

benefit of definition of each theological locus and 

of Analysis of that through its causes; the latter, 

however, by an addition (Appendice) of general solu

tions> which we will make subservient to each locus 

and oppose to the principal arguments of our adversaries, 

especially of Bellarmine. This is our method.

BOOK ONE

CONCERNING THE PRINCIPLES OF THEOLOGY

The sciences (scientiarum singularum) have their 

own Principles, above which, inasmuch as they are not 

to be proved (indemonstrabilia) and are immediately 

the first, we are not permitted to ascend. However, 

among the many sciences, that science is more perfect 

which lays open (resolvit) a matter into its first Prin

ciples, which do not depend on prior Principles, of 

which kind Theology is alone. For the Principles of the 

other sciences are not simply first, but only in their 

own kind (genere), because of course in theii- own science 

(scientia) they have no other prior Principles. However, 

of . '0 ~ y ; i : r- in itself nor outside itself, there

i|9
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ought not to be ^,y other prior Principles, neither a 

Principle of Being (Principium Essendi) nor a Principle 

of Knowing (Principium. Gognoscendi).

For there are two Principles: a Principle of the 

Thing (Rei) and a Principle of Knowledge (Cognitiohis).* 

The former is the Principle out of which others are 

produced; the latter is the Principle on which the know

ledge of other things depend. Both ought to be con

sidered by us analogically (Analogice) in Theology.

For the etymological root (ctu^ov) of the word signifies 

to us the two principles,Seov and Xo^ow, God is the 

Principle of Being, and the first cause of Theology, 

from which both the end of Theology and the Means (Media) 

to this end originate. The Word (ho^os) is the Prin

ciple of Knowing, through which the end of Theology and 

the means to it can be known.

Both Principles are immediately first Principles.

God is an immediately first Principle, because nothing 

was before this Principle. The Word (Aoyos) is an im

mediately first Principle, because nothing was spoken 

before this Principle. These two Principles, although 

they agree in the dignity and office of a Principle, 

yet with respect to order (Ordinis ratione), the manner 

of action (Actionis modo) and the production (produc- 

tione) of the effect, they are distinguished, and are 

mutually subordinate to each other, for God first 

mediately leads us to the knowledge of God. Since this 

knowledge is intended to be, as it were, the principal 

end and the proper (adaequatum) subject of the whole 

Theology, the means (Medium) to that knowledge which we 

have called the Word (Verbum) being subordinate, this 

knowledge ought to be known first.

LOCUS I

ON THE WORD OF GOD
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